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ABSTRACT

Cross-Lingual and Low-Resource Sentiment

Analysis

Noura Farra

Identifying sentiment in a low-resource language is essential for understanding

opinions internationally and for responding to the urgent needs of locals affected by

disaster incidents in different world regions. While tools and resources for recogniz-

ing sentiment in high-resource languages are plentiful, determining the most effective

methods for achieving this task in a low-resource language which lacks annotated data

is still an open research question. Most existing approaches for cross-lingual senti-

ment analysis to date have relied on high-resource machine translation systems, large

amounts of parallel data, or resources only available for Indo-European languages.

This work presents methods, resources, and strategies for identifying sentiment

cross-lingually in a low-resource language. We introduce a cross-lingual sentiment

model which can be trained on a high-resource language and applied directly to a

low-resource language. The model offers the feature of lexicalizing the training data

using a bilingual dictionary, but can perform well without any translation into the

target language.

Through an extensive experimental analysis, evaluated on 17 target languages,

we show that the model performs well with bilingual word vectors pre-trained on an

appropriate translation corpus. We compare in-genre and in-domain parallel corpora,

out-of-domain parallel corpora, in-domain comparable corpora, and monolingual cor-

pora, and show that a relatively small, in-domain parallel corpus works best as a

transfer medium if it is available. We describe the conditions under which other

resources and embedding generation methods are successful, and these include our



strategies for leveraging in-domain comparable corpora for cross-lingual sentiment

analysis.

To enhance the ability of the cross-lingual model to identify sentiment in the

target language, we present new feature representations for sentiment analysis that

are incorporated in the cross-lingual model: bilingual sentiment embeddings that are

used to create bilingual sentiment scores, and a method for updating the sentiment

embeddings during training by lexicalization of the target language. This feature

configuration works best for the largest number of target languages in both untargeted

and targeted cross-lingual sentiment experiments.

The cross-lingual model is studied further by evaluating the role of the source

language, which has traditionally been assumed to be English. We build cross-

lingual models using 15 source languages, including two non-European and non-Indo-

European source languages: Arabic and Chinese. We show that language families

play an important role in the performance of the model, as does the morphological

complexity of the source language.

In the last part of the work, we focus on sentiment analysis towards targets.

We study Arabic as a representative morphologically complex language and develop

models and morphological representation features for identifying entity targets and

sentiment expressed towards them in Arabic open-domain text. Finally, we adapt

our cross-lingual sentiment models for the detection of sentiment towards targets.

Through cross-lingual experiments on Arabic and English, we demonstrate that our

findings regarding resources, features, and language also hold true for the transfer of

targeted sentiment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Real names tell you the story of the things they belong to in

my language, in the Old Entish as you might say. It is a lovely

language, but it takes a very long time to say anything in it,

because we do not say anything in it, unless it is worth taking

a long time to say, and to listen to.”

— J. R. R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings: One Volume

There are more than seven thousand known living languages in the world. Yet,

the number of languages that has been studied in terms of computational linguistics

is probably fewer than thirty, as the vast majority of known living languages lack the

computational and linguistic annotation resources required for building natural lan-

guage processing systems (Maxwell and Hughes, 2006; Baumann and Pierrehumbert,

2014). Indeed, about half of the world speaks a language not in the top twenty most

commonly spoken languages (Lewis, 2009; Littell et al., 2018), and even these most

spoken languages are not all equipped with the rich resources required for building

complex machine learning models that can recognize and identify human sentiment.

The ability of a computionally-driven system to identify sentiment in a new lan-

guage, however, is necessary if we are to build machine learning systems that can ag-

gregate and understand human opinions from all parts of the world. The dominantly

spoken language in a given region of the world, and the linguistic and computational

resources available for it, is often determined by political factors, such as the govern-

ing power or the dominant ethnic group. The Uyghurs, for example, are a Muslim
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minority in China who live in the Xinjiang Autonomous Region and speak the Uyghur

language, a Turkic language with about 10 to 15 million speakers, among them several

ethnic minorities in Xinjiang. The Tigriyans, who speak the low-resource language

Tigrinya, are an ethnic minority in the Tigray region of Ethiopia, where the dominant

spoken language is Amharic. In the Arab world, Modern Standard Arabic is used as

the official language by all Arab countries, while the true languages spoken in prac-

tice by everyday locals are the dialects, which are themselves in essence low-resource

languages, as they are spoken far more often than they are written.

However, with the fast-growing rise of social media platforms such as Twitter

and Facebook, and their use by millions of people around the world to relate their

personal and affectual experiences, it is precisely the languages spoken by the locals

which matter most when it comes to expressing sentiment. This is especially the case

when a natural disaster or a significant political incident occurs in one part of the

world, such as the earthquake that struck the Xinjiang region in August 2017, or the

ethnic conflict that occurred in Ethiopia between 2015 and 2017, and it is desired to

assess the needs of locals in the most affected areas, or to accurately represent the

views and reactions of residents to political events.

With the majority of resources and studies dedicated to sentiment analysis still

currently concentrated towards a few high-resource languages, the task of identify-

ing sentiment in a new, poorly or even moderately resourced language remains a

challenge. Traditionally, the problem of assembling sentiment models for languages

other than English has been approached using machine translation, (e.g. Balahur and

Turchi (2014); Zhou et al. (2016)): translating datasets and corpora from or into the

new target language and making use of high-performing sentiment analysis models

that have already been developed for English. The machine translation solution falls

short, however, when considering languages which lack resources to build such com-

plex systems - machine translation models operating on neural network architectures
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require large amounts of manually created human translations, often in the order of

millions.

In this work, we approach the problem of low-resource sentiment analysis from a

cross-lingual perspective: using labeled datasets and text corpora from a more highly

resourced source language to transfer sentiment to a low-resource target language,

that lacks a labeled dataset. In this cross-lingual sentiment approach, we are joined

by more recent studies (e.g Zhou et al. (2014); Chen et al. (2016)). However, our work

is distinct in several aspects. First, our models make use of untraditional resources for

bridging source and target languages; these include comparable corpora that are not

necessarily composed of direct translations, parallel corpora obtained from religious

texts in the source and target languages, and relatively small sizes of other translation

corpora. Second, we develop and provide an analysis of cross-lingual sentiment mod-

els using source languages which are themselves more poorly resourced than English,

such as Arabic, Chinese, and a number of moderately-resourced European languages.

Third, we employ various new techniques and strategies for generating cross-lingual

feature representations for our models, including lexicalization of the target language

and cross-lingual pre-training of sentiment features, and we extensively compare dif-

ferent cross-lingual feature representations for the task depending on the nature and

availability of resources. Finally, we also study targeted cross-lingual sentiment anal-

ysis, where the cross-lingual model predicts not just the overall the sentiment of the

text but also the sentiment towards a given topic, or target, a problem which remains

unexplored by most previous work.

1.1 Contributions of the Work

The thesis presents both techniques as well as extensive experimental analyses to-

wards achieving effective cross-lingual sentiment analysis, with a focus on the follow-
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ing factors: the nature of resources and their availability, efficient representation of

bilingual features, the role and specificities of the source language (e.g, morphological

complexity), and the application towards sentiment targets. As such we make the

following contributions:

Figure 1.1: Overview of thesis topics.

1. A cross-lingual sentiment transfer model, trained on a high-resource or

moderately-resourced source language, and applied to a low-resource target

language. The model offers the feature of lexicalizing the training data using

a bilingual dictionary, but can perform well without any translation into the

target language.

2. The effective use of untraditional resources, including non-parallel comparable

corpora, for training the cross-lingual model.

3. A detailed experimental analysis, evaluated on 17 target languages, of the cross-

lingual word representation features and embedding generation methods best

suited for the cross-lingual sentiment task. As part of this analysis, we compare

the performance of word embedding vectors generated from: (a) In-genre and
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in-domain parallel corpora, (b) Out-of-domain parallel corpora, (c) In-domain

comparable corpora, and (d) Monolingual corpora with and without access to

a bilingual dictionary. We show that pre-training bilingual features directly

on a relatively small, in-domain parallel corpus works best if it is available,

and we present recommendations for alternatives when it is not, describing

the conditions under which other resources are successful. Also included in

this analysis is a new method we present for pre-training bilingual sentiment

embeddings on a translation corpus and updating them during training using

target language lexicalization. This method relies only on a source-language

sentiment lexicon and is especially helpful for identifying sentiment in the target

language when the occurrence of sentiment in the source language is different

than that of the target language; for example, when the target evaluation data

is skewed towards negative sentiment.

4. An experimental analysis, evaluated on 17 target languages, of the role of the

source language when transferring sentiment cross-lingually; in this we study

the best suited language pairs for cross-lingual sentiment among Indo-European

language families, and we compare the performance of English, Arabic, and Chi-

nese source languages in transferring to other target languages while controlling

for resource availability. We find that that language families play an important

role in the performance of cross-lingual sentiment models, as does the morpho-

logical complexity of the source language and the specificities of its training

data.

5. A study of targeted sentiment analysis in Arabic as a representative morpho-

logically complex language, and the role of morphological preprocessing and

segmentation techniques in the identification of entity targets in Arabic and

the sentiment expressed towards them.

6. An adaptation of cross-lingual sentiment models for the transfer of targeted
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sentiment, where targeted cross-lingual sentiment models are trained on English

and Arabic making use of the methods described in the work.

As part of the thesis, we also make available a number of resources and datasets:

1. A comparable corpus of Wikipedia articles collected for 18 languages queried for

61 broad topics and named entities, aligned on the topic level and the document

level for language-linked articles.

2. Four native annotated sentiment evaluation datasets for Chinese, Tigrinya,

Uyghur, and Sinhalese.

3. Three new sentiment analysis training and evaluation datasets for Arabic: un-

targeted and targeted sentiment analysis datasets collected as part of our work

organizing SemEval 2017 Task 4: Sentiment Analysis in Twitter (Rosenthal

et al., 2017), and a targeted dataset annotated for sentiment towards entities

in online comments to Arabic newspaper articles (Farra et al., 2015a).

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is composed of eight chapters including the introductory chapter. We

review related work in the field in Chapter 2. The progression of subsequent chapters

is aimed to reflect the steps carried out in the process of building an end-to-end cross-

lingual sentiment analysis application for a target language. Chapter 3 describes the

collection of cross-lingual sentiment resources used throughout the work, which vary

in availability depending on the target language considered. These resources include

datasets for targeted and untargeted sentiment analysis, as well as the bilingual and

monolingual resources, several of them unconventional, that we use to bridge the gap

between source and target languages during transfer.

Chapter 4 presents our models for cross-lingual sentiment transfer using English

as a source language, along with our experimental analysis of bilingual features best
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suited for the task (Farra and McKeown, 2019; Rasooli et al., 2018). Chapter 5 studies

the role of the source language by presenting our work on transferring sentiment from

languages other than English, along with a focus on the role of preprocessing when

using a morphologically rich source language such as Arabic.

We turn to targeted sentiment analysis in Chapter 6, where we describe our collec-

tion of an Arabic targeted sentiment dataset of short documents, and our approach

for identifying target entities and the sentiment towards them in Arabic, bearing

in mind the segmentation techniques that work best for the language (Farra et al.,

2015a; Farra and McKeown, 2017). Finally, Chapter 7 builds on the whole work with

the goal of assembling cross-lingual systems for targeted sentiment analysis, trained

on English and Arabic, and the thesis concludes in Chapter 8.

Before proceeding to next chapters, we present an overview of background and

terminology related to the topic in Section 1.3.

1.3 Background and Terminology

We present a brief overview of background and terminology related to the task of

sentiment analysis, and our classification of low-resource and high-resource languages

that will be assumed throughout the work.

1.3.1 Sentiment Analysis

The task of sentiment analysis has been used interchangeably with opinion analysis,

subjectivity analysis, and related tasks, e.g emotion analysis. When applied to text,

a sentiment analysis system predicts the sentiment expressed in the text, usually

by the writer or another entity mentioned in the text. In this work, we refer to the

untargeted sentiment task as the task of predicting the general or overall sentiment

expressed by the text, while the targeted sentiment task is to predict the sentiment
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Example 1. Thousands of refugees were turned back at the border.
Example 2. Refugees are facing many difficulties :(
Example 3. Refugees are taking over our jobs!!

Table 1.1: Examples of input text for sentiment analysis.

expressed specifically towards a given topic, such as an entity, or a situation, such as

the need for urgent rescue during an earthquake.

Sentiment may be expressed on a number of scales; this work considers untar-

geted and targeted sentiment on three-point and two-point scales: ‘positive’,

‘negative’, and ‘neutral’, or ‘positive’ and ‘negative’. Some other work (Wilson et al.,

2005) has additionally separated the categories of ‘neutral’ and ‘subjective-neutral’;

in our work, since we are interested only in discerning positive and negative sentiment

from all other categories, we consider all text without positive or negative sentiment

to fall in the ‘neutral’ category.

In Table 1.1, Example 1 expresses neutral sentiment, Example 2 expresses negative

untargeted sentiment, and Example 3 expresses negative targeted sentiment towards

the entity refugees.

1.3.2 Low, Moderate, and High-Resource Languages

There have been different definitions regarding what constitutes a ‘low-resource’ lan-

guage. The term ‘low-density’ has been used to describe languages for which very

few NLP computational resources and linguistic annotation resources (Maxwell and

Hughes, 2006; Hogan, 1999) or online resources (Megerdoomian and Parvaz, 2008)

exist. Maxwell and Hughes (2006) list a number of types of linguistically annotated

resources which are scarce for low-density languages, such as availability of parallel

text, text annotated for named entities, morphologically analyzed text, text marked

for word boundaries and part of speech tags, syntactic and treebank annotations,

semantically tagged text (e.g FrameNet), and dictionaries and lexical resources.
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Language Classification Wikipedia Google Translate
English, Spanish, German High 1M+ yes
Arabic, Persian, Russian Moderate 100k+ yes
Ugyhur Low 1k+ no
Tigrinya Low 0.1k+ no

Table 1.2: Examples of high-resource, moderately-resourced, and low-resource lan-
guages, with approximate number of available Wikipedia articles, and availability of
Google Translate.

For our sentiment task, however, we require that another resource be present:

availability of a labeled training dataset. This is required to build supervised sen-

timent analysis systems using state-of-the-art natural language processing models,

which require at least thousands of annotated data samples. In fact, when it comes to

targeted sentiment analysis, which requires a more fine-grained annotation dataset,

very few languages satisfy this requirement, and the importance of methods for cross-

lingual sentiment analysis is then even more significant.

Cieri et al. (2016) makes the distinction between low-density languages and ‘crit-

ical’ languages, where the supply of resources does not meet demands. The Crit-

ical Language Scholarship program for 2015 listed several such languages, among

them Arabic, Chinese, and Russian. In this work we refer to such languages, which

have smaller amounts of sentiment training data or parallel translation corpora, as

‘moderately-resourced’ languages with respect to natural language processing and

sentiment analysis resources. The morphological complexity of some of these lan-

guages (e.g Arabic, Russian) means that additional effort is required to develop lan-

guage processing and sentiment analysis pipelines.

Throughout this work, therefore, low-resource languages will refer to languages

that have no or very few linguistically annotated resources available for sentiment

analysis, namely sentiment training datasets and parallel text used for bridging the

language gap. Moderately-resourced languages have smaller amounts of such re-
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sources, but are also used as source languages for their potential of transferring to

target languages with similar properties. Table 1.2 shows examples of our classifica-

tions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

“Progress lies not in enhancing what is, but in advancing

toward what will be.”

— Gibran Khalil Gibran, A Handful of Sand on the Shore

Sentiment analysis in text has been one of the fastest growing areas of study and

application in natural language processing in the last twenty years, with applications

in product and customer review analysis (Hu and Liu, 2004; Pontiki et al., 2014),

social media and Twitter analysis (Agarwal et al., 2011; Pak and Paroubek, 2010),

and other related tasks in language processing as well as in financial, political and

social sciences. Many resources have been developed accordingly for the analysis of

sentiment in English, including training datasets (Rosenthal et al., 2015b), lexicons

annotated for sentiment and subjectivity (Wilson et al., 2005), lexical and semantic

knowledge bases (Miller, 1995; Baccianella et al., 2010), as well as phrase-level senti-

ment annotations (Socher et al., 2013). The work described in this survey is focused

on cross-lingual methods that have attempted to make use of the rich resources in

English to build natural language processing systems that can identify sentiment in

a low-resource language. We describe past work as it relates to cross-lingual meth-

ods, cross-lingual representations used, and resources. In addition, since our work

addresses targets of sentiment, we describe past work in high-resource and cross-

lingual targeted sentiment analysis, including the creation of resources for annotating

targeted sentiment.

We start our survey with cross-lingual sentiment analysis (Section 2.1), describing
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Tasks Setting Method Notable Work

Untargeted Cross-lingual Machine Translation Co-train (Wan, 2009)

English-to-target (Balahur and Turchi, 2014)

Target-to-English (Salameh et al., 2015)

Annotation Projection Parallel Projection (Mihalcea et al., 2007)

Mixture Models CLMM (Meng et al., 2012)

Direct Transfer Autoencoder SVM (Zhou et al., 2014)

Adversarial (Chen et al., 2018)

BLSE SVM (Barnes et al., 2018)

Word Embeddings Code-switched Monolingual Dict-CS (Rasooli and Collins, 2017)

Monolingual Mapping VecMap (Artetxe et al., 2018)

MUSE (Conneau et al., 2017)

Bilingual-based BL (Luong et al., 2015)

Sentiment Embeddings BLSE (Barnes et al., 2018)

Targeted Monolingual Aspect-based Feature Mining (Hu and Liu, 2004)

Topic Modeling (Brody and Elhadad, 2010)

Attention LSTM (Wang et al., 2016)

Entity-specific Target SVM (Jiang et al., 2011)

Syntactic RNN (Dong et al., 2014)

TC-LSTM (Tang et al., 2015)

Attention LSTM (Liu and Zhang, 2017)

Open-domain Joint CRF (Yang and Cardie, 2013)

PSL (Deng and Wiebe, 2015a)

Integrated Neural (Zhang et al., 2015)

Other Languages Arabic Source (Elarnaoty et al., 2012)

Cross-lingual, Annotation Projection Aspect Projection (Klinger and Cimiano, 2015)

Aspect-based Topic Models Aspect Model (Zheng et al., 2014)

Direct Transfer SMO (Barnes et al., 2016)

biLSTM (Akhtar et al., 2018)

Table 2.1: Summary of sentiment analysis work related to the thesis.

traditional techniques that rely on machine translation, models that try to incorpo-

rate unlabeled data from the target language, and cross-lingual models that transfer

sentiment directly to the target language. As part of the discussion on cross-lingual
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sentiment analysis, we describe work on cross-lingual word and sentiment embedding

representations in Section 2.2, and detail how they differ or relate to the word vector

representations presented by this work.

We proceed to targeted sentiment analysis in Section 2.3, where we review the

different formulations of the targeted sentiment task that have been presented in

past studies, the techniques for annotating targets of sentiment as it relates to the

dataset that we annotated, and the methods that have been studied for identifying

targets and sentiment towards targets in open-domain, customer review analysis as

well as shorter text formulations. We also survey methods where targeted sentiment

analysis has been studied in languages other than English, focusing on language

specific considerations that were learned in the process and motivating our work on

Arabic targeted sentiment analysis.

Finally, in Section 2.4, we present related work on targeted cross-lingual sentiment

analysis, which has been limited to a few studies. From this, we motivate our work on

targeted cross-lingual sentiment analysis and describe how it differs from past work

in the area. Table 2.1 shows a summary of related work as it compares to ours, with

examples of notable work in each of the topics addressed.

2.1 Cross-lingual Sentiment Analysis

We describe past and contemporary work in cross-lingual sentiment analysis: methods

that rely on machine translation, methods that rely on projection of annotations,

and methods that transfer sentiment directly, or that use other means to transfer

sentiment from a high-resource source language to a low-resource target language.
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2.1.1 Machine Translation

The traditional approach to cross-lingual sentiment identification is to use a machine

translation (MT) system. Machine translation methods either translate the target

language text into a high-resource source language and apply a source-language model

to predict the corresponding sentiment labels, or translate the source-language train-

ing data into the target language, from which a model can be trained in the target

language.

The first approach was taken by Wan (2008), who use a publicly available machine

translation systems to translate Chinese text to English and identify the sentiment

using English sentiment lexicons. Additionally, Chinese sentiment lexicons are used to

identify sentiment in the original Chinese reviews, and the two systems are combined

in an ensemble to predict sentiment in Chinese. The Chinese-to-English approach

outpeformed the in-language Chinese approach. Wan (2009) use a co-training ap-

proach: Chinese text is translated to English, and English training data is translated

to Chinese, and a co-training algorithm is used to iteratively select the resulting data

for classification using SVM models.

The work of Salameh et al. (2015) and Mohammad et al. (2016b) also explored

both approaches: translating English training data to Arabic, and Arabic test data to

English where a supervised English model predicts sentiment labels. Both manual and

machine translation were employed, and better results were achieved on identifying

sentiment by translating from Arabic to English rather than translating from En-

glish to Arabic, a conclusion that is supported by our cross-lingual Arabic-to-English

and English-to-Arabic transfer experiments. Other studies, like that of Balahur and

Turchi (2014), translate English training data into a number of European target lan-

guages - French, German, and Spanish - and build target-language sentiment models

on the machine-translated text.

Machine translation approaches have also been developed using deep learning
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models. These include the work of Zhou et al. (2016), who translated the source

training data into the target language and modeled both the source and target using

a bidirectional LSTM, and Zhou et al. (2015), who translated the source training data

in to the target language and used autoencoder models to create bilingual embeddings

incorporating sentiment information from labeled data and their translations.

Machine translation-based solutions fall short, however, when the target language

considered is a low-resource language that does not share a substantially large par-

allel corpus with the source language. The publicly available Google Translate1, for

example, is only available for about a hundred languages, but there are thousands

of low-resource languages. Moreover, there are other problems with machine trans-

lation: it does not always preserve sentiment (Salameh et al., 2015), and it produces

domain-mismatch in the vocabulary distributions in the original and translated data,

with limited sentiment vocabulary in the translated target language data (Duh et al.,

2011).

In this work, we take the position that a full-blown machine translation system is

not necessary for the transfer of sentiment. Instead, we rely on bilingual representa-

tions of words, and bilingual representations of sentiment, that capture the context of

sentiment expressed in both the source and target languages rather than only in the

source language. Moreover, we provide the option of lexicalization, or partial, surface

translation of the training data into the target language, for words that have transla-

tions in a bilingual dictionary. Because lexicalization does not apply any reordering

or structural changes to the source text, this makes the translation less likely to alter

the sentiment of the sentence.

1https://translate.google.com/
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2.1.2 Annotation Projection

Annotation projection is similar to machine translation, except that it relies on mak-

ing use of an existing parallel corpus rather than a machine translation system. Mi-

halcea et al. (2007) explored this approach by building a Romanian subjectivity

classifier using annotation projections from a parallel English-Romanian corpus. A

source-language model is first applied to the English side of the corpus, and the pre-

dicted sentiment labels are projected to the target language side. The projected labels

can then be used to develop a sentiment classification model in the target language.

The advantage of the annotation projection method is that it does not rely on

machine translation, and that it can make use of an out-of-domain corpus, if a high-

resource, in-domain parallel corpus is not available. However, if such a translation

corpus is available, it is faster and more advantageous to use the translation corpus

to create bilingual representations that allow us to transfer sentiment directly using a

single bilingual model, rather than separately training and running source and target

language models.

2.1.3 Direct Sentiment Transfer

This work takes the approach of direct transfer of sentiment: a single cross-lingual

model is trained on the source language, and subsequently applied to the target

language. This mode of transfer is relatively new, but has been made possible by

advances in machine learning and deep neural learning architectures (LeCun et al.,

2015) and the development vector-based word representation, or word embedding,

models (Turian et al., 2010), which are now possible to be trained in bilingual spaces

(Hermann and Blunsom, 2013).

Direct transfer models have been applied to document classification (Upadhyay

et al., 2016), named entity recognition (Täckström et al., 2012), parsing (Rasooli and

Collins, 2015), as well as sentiment analysis. One such work is that of Zhou et al.
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(2014), who used autoencoders to create shared sentence representations of English

and Chinese from parallel data. Once shared bilingual sentence representations are

learned, sentiment is classified using a simple SVM model that uses the sentence

representations as input. This model uses only labeled data from the source language,

and is thus a direct transfer model, but it allows the option of using labeled data

from the target language. Additionally, experiments are performed on English-to-

Chinese and Chinese-to-English transfer, making it one of the few studies that has

used English as a target language. Our work is different because we rely on word-level

bilingual representations and their associated sentiment features, and we extensively

explore the role of different resources and feature representations amongst several

language pairs.

The adversarial transfer model (Adv) of Chen et al. (2018) incorporates an ad-

versarial training objective using a language predictor and a feature predictor. The

language predictor tries to identify the language while the feature predictor tries to

learn shared bilingual representations that are indistinguishable to the language pre-

dictor. They have several classifiers for making predictions: Deep Averaging Network

(DAN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long Short-Term-Memory (LSTM),

and LSTM with an attention mechanism; but they report CNN and LSTM with

attention as their best performing models. Experiments are run using English as a

source language and Chinese and Arabic as target languages. In theory, the approach

does not require pre-trained word representations from translation corpora; however,

the results presented by their work reveal that sentiment classification performance is

much higher when pre-trained embeddings are used. Chapter 4 presents comparison

results on our datasets using the adversarial model.

We also mention Barnes et al. (2018), work that is complementary to ours. This

approach uses a single cross-lingual SVM model that relies on bilingual sentiment

embeddings (BLSE). Unlike our work, it relies on projection matrices rather than
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translation corpora to create sentiment embeddings; and the sentiment embeddings

and classifier are trained jointly, by using a bilingual sentiment lexicon to minimize

the distance between source and target projection matrices. The size of the lexicon

is assumed to be 10K-20K words. In contrast, the approach in this work relies on

pre-training sentiment embeddings using an appropriately chosen translation corpus -

parallel or comparable. The embeddings may optionally be updated during training,

if target language lexicalization is applied.

2.1.4 Other Models

We mention other cross-lingual models that have avoided the use of MT, such as

that of Meng et al. (2012), who used a cross-lingual mixture model. The motivation

behind the work is similar to ours: to make use of a parallel corpus that directly

identifies sentiment-carrying words in the target language, rather than identifying

them by translating words from English. Their approach uses a cross-lingual mixture

model (CLMM) to maximize the likelihood of generating a bilingual Chinese-English

parallel corpus and determine word generation probabilities for each of the sentiment

labels. Labeled data in the target language can but does not need to be available.

Unlike most previous work in cross-lingual sentiment analysis, the experiments

in this thesis study direct transfer of sentiment using non-traditional resources, in-

cluding comparable corpora and out-of-domain parallel corpora. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first work that uses comparable corpora as a translation re-

source for transferring sentiment; applications of comparable embeddings have been

typically restricted to cross-lingual document classification or lexicon creation (Vulić

and Moens, 2016). Moreover, unlike most of the work covered in this survey, the ex-

periments in this work use moderately-resourced languages, including Arabic, Chinese

and several moderately-resourced European languages, as not only target languages,

but themselves also as source languages for transferring sentiment.
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2.2 Word Embeddings

The success of direct sentiment transfer models depends to a large extent on the

word vector representations that allow the model to be applied cross-lingually. Word

embeddings allow lexical features to be represented in a continuous vector space,

which captures not just the word but also its context. It is also possible to represent

word vectors cross-lingually in a shared vector space occupied by different languages.

Different approaches and resources have been proposed for training cross-lingual word

vectors, but it is not clear which of these methods are best suited to the cross-lingual

sentiment task.

In this section, we describe the main types of methods that have been used to train

cross-lingual word embedding vectors, including methods for training word embedding

vectors that incorporate sentiment (or sentiment embeddings). We refer to a number

of these techniques throughout this work and particularly in Chapter 4, where we

present detailed experimental analyses of the performance of monolingual-based (ml),

bilingual-based (bl), and sentiment embeddings on the performance of our direct

cross-lingual model.

2.2.1 Code-switched Monolingual Corpus (Dict-CS)

An efficient way to build word representations in multilingual spaces is to use a bilin-

gual dictionary to code-switch, or partially translate words in monolingual data re-

trieved from different languages. Gouws and Søgaard (2015) and Rasooli and Collins

(2017) used similar approaches to create code-switched, or mixed-language docu-

ments, on which monolingual word embedding models can be applied directly, such

as that of Mikolov et al. (2013). This results in a bilingual word embedding space

that consists of features from both source and target languages. We refer to this

approach is dictionary code-switch, or Dict-CS. Implementing Dict-CS requires a
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large amount of monolingual data and a bilingual dictionary. If a manual bilingual

dictionary is not available, it may be created automatically using word alignments

from a parallel corpus, as in Rasooli and Collins (2017). We follow this approach in

one of our cross-lingual models, which is presented in Chapter 4.

2.2.2 Mapping Monolingual Spaces (VecMap and MUSE)

In this approach, monolingual word vectors are induced separately in each language

and a linear or non-linear projection is learned to map the vectors into the same

space (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Ammar et al., 2016). The mapping relies on manual

bilingual dictionary entries or on word alignments generated from parallel corpora.

More recently, Conneau et al. (2017) used a domain-adverserial setting and a

refinement procedure that creates a synthetic dictionary that helps to further align

the two language spaces (muse embeddings). Artetxe et al. (2018) proposed learn-

ing bilingual embeddings from only monolingual corpora by aligning monolingual

embedding spaces by computing similarity matrices for each language and mapping

the similarity matrices (Vecmap embeddings). Both approaches are advantageous

and competitive if no translation corpora are available at all. However, it is unclear

whether these approaches would outperform methods that use a small amount of

translation data and directly utilize bilingual context. Furthermore, the monolingual

embedding approaches above were developed and evaluated using corpora available

for mostly European languages and it is less clear how they would perform with more

low-resource languages.

Together, dict-cs, vecmap, and muse are considered to be monolingual-based

(ml) word embedding models. Chapter 4 presents extensive experiments evaluating

the performance of our direct cross-lingual models using each of these methods under

varied conditions of resource availability.
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2.2.3 Bilingual Embeddings from a Translation Corpus

(BL)

Instead of using a monolingual corpus, this approach learns bilingual embeddings

directly on a parallel corpus. We refer to this approach throughout the work as

bilingual-based embeddings, or bl.

Luong et al. (2015) showed that learning bilingual embeddings directly on a par-

allel corpus produces embeddings that are high in both monolingual and bilingual

quality. They propose a method to learn bilingual embeddings from a parallel corpus

by extending the continous-bag-of-words and skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013).

In the monolingual Continuous-Bag-of-Words (CBOW) approach, the goal is to

create word embedding representations by learning a language model that predicts a

word w using its context c. Thus, given a “gold” corpus D containing pairs of words

and contexts (w, context), it models the probability that the observations (w, context)

occur in the data:

p(D = 1|w, context; θ) =
1

1 + e−vcontext.vw
(2.1)

where vw ∈ Rd is the word vector representation of w, vcontext is an average of context

word vectors vc ∈ Rd in a window {−b, b} around the center word w, and the softmax

objective is maximized to learn parameters θ = vw, vc for all words and contexts.

The method of (Luong et al., 2015) extends the continous-bag-of-words (CBOW)

and skip-gram (SG) models by learning bilingual models directly on the parallel cor-

pora themselves. Word alignments are generated from the parallel corpora - although

monotonic alignments can be assumed, which does not require learning a word align-

ment model. For each source or target word, both the monolingual context and

bilingual contexts are used to predict it, essentially learning four joint models s→s,

t→t, s→t, t→s for source and target languages s and t. We build on this work in
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our approach and describe it in depth in Chapter 4.

2.2.4 Sentiment Embeddings

Here we describe work that incorporates sentiment into the representation of word

vectors and point out how it differs from the sentiment embeddings proposed in this

work. Similar to our work, Maas et al. (2011) predicted the sentiment of contexts in

which a word occurs and used it in a word vector training objective. However, they

annotated document-leve sentiment labels from online reviews and in a monolingual

word vector setting, while we use only a source-language sentiment lexicon and learn

our embeddings in a bilingual space. Similarly, Tang et al. (2016) combined word

context with sentence-level sentiment evidence from a labeled sentiment dataset in

their context-to-word prediction model, and Tang et al. (2014) used neural networks

to learn sentiment embeddings from a distantly supervised Twitter dataset. However,

all the above approaches focus on the monolingual space and use sentiment datasets

or forms of distant learning to yield sentiment labels, while we use only a source-

language sentiment lexicon.

Other work in the same vein includes that of Yu et al. (2017), who post-processed

word vectors for sentiment by ranking nearest neighbors using a sentiment lexicon,

and Faruqui et al. (2014), who refined word vectors in a post-processing step by using

information from semantic lexicons.

On the other hand, there is less work that has explored sentiment embeddings

bilingually. The approach of Zhou et al. (2015), referred to in Section 2.1.3, requires

having translated sentiment labeled datasets available. The work of Barnes et al.

(2018), referred to in Section 2.1.3, jointly learned bilingual sentiment embeddings

with a sentiment classifier by using a bilingual sentiment lexicon to minimize the

distance between source and target matrices. While their work assumes the avail-

ability of a large bilingual lexicon and uses projection matrices to learn embeddings,
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ours requires an existing parallel or comparable corpus, on which the embeddings are

pre-trained, and optionally updated during training.

2.3 Targeted Sentiment Analysis

The targeted sentiment analysis task involves identifying sentiment towards a target,

which could be an entity, a more generic topic, an aspect of customer service such as

‘food’ or ‘ambiance’, a product feature such as ‘camera’, or a situation such as the

need for medical supplies during an earthquake. There are thus several formulations

of the targeted sentiment task and several perspectives on approaches for annotating

datasets with sentiment expressed towards targets. We survey these formulations

along with the corresponding methods that have been studied, as well as approaches

that have been taken for annotating datasets for targeted sentiment and how they

differ from our work on annotating Arabic targeted sentiment in open-domain text.

2.3.1 Aspect-based

The earliest work in targeted sentiment analysis looked at identifying aspects and

sentiment towards aspected in a restricted domain: that of product reviews or cus-

tomer reviews. Many of these systems used unsupervised and topical methods for

determining aspects of products; for example, Hu and Liu (2004) used frequent fea-

ture mining to find noun phrase aspects in product features, Brody and Elhadad

(2010) used topic modeling to find important keywords in restaurant reviews, and

Somasundaran and Wiebe (2009) mined the web to find important aspects associ-

ated with debate topics and their corresponding polarities. SemEval 2014 Task 4

(Pontiki et al., 2014) ran several subtasks for identifying aspect terms and sentiment

towards aspects and terms in restaurant and laptop reviews, and SemEval 2016 Task

5 (Pontiki et al., 2016) involved identifying aspects in customer reviews in multiple
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languages, including Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French, Russian, Spanish, and Turkish.

The work of Wang et al. (2016) integrated an attention mechanism into a long

short-term-memory (LSTM) model in order to identify parts of the text that express

sentiment towards aspects. Aspect embedding vectors are learned and concatenated

with the word representation input at both the input and hidden state levels of the

network. Our work in Chapter 7 uses a similar targeted attention mechanism, but

towards targets instead of aspects, and in a cross-lingual model.

Aspect-based targeted sentiment differs from situation-based targeted sentiment,

a task we introduce in this work, in several ways which we detail in Chapter 6.

2.3.2 Entity-specific

Entity-specific sentiment analysis involves identifying sentiment towards a target en-

tity, e.g companies, politicians, or celebrities, and has typically been studied in gen-

res of text that include social media and online posts. Jiang et al. (2011) proposed

identifying sentiment of a tweet towards a specific named entity, taking into account

multiple mentions of the given entity. SVM models as well as a graph-based sentiment

optimization were used to take into account the different kinds of contextual tweets

involving the target, such as retweets or tweets containing the target and published

by the same person. Biyani et al. (2015) studied sentiment towards entities in longer

online posts, similar to ours. In their study, the local part of the post that contained

the entity or mentions of it was identified and the sentiment was classified using a

number of linguistic features. The entities were selected beforehand and consisted of

known, named entities. Our targeted sentiment work in Arabic on the other hand

can freely identify any noun phrase as a target of sentiment.

Other work uses LSTM and RNN networks to determine sentiment towards enti-

ties in Twitter (Dong et al. (2014); Tang et al. (2015)). SemEval 2016 ran two tasks

on sentiment analysis (Nakov et al., 2016) and stance (Mohammad et al., 2016a) to-
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wards topics in Twitter. Our SemEval Sentiment in Twitter Task 4 (Rosenthal et al.,

2017) involved identifying both untargeted sentiment and sentiment towards topical

entities in tweets, in both English and Arabic.

In earlier models that were developed, creating features for this task usually in-

volved the heavy use of syntactic resources, e.g dependency parses, to determine the

relationship between the target and nearby sentiment words (Jiang et al., 2011; Biyani

et al., 2015; Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009; Dong et al., 2014), which can be com-

bined with deep learning methods (Dong et al., 2014); but with neural networks, such

relationships may still be implicitly captured in the absence of syntactic resources.

In the work of (Tang et al., 2015), for example, it was found that an LSTM-based

targeted sentiment model outperformed other models that relied more heavily on syn-

tax. In this approach, target embedding vectors are concatenated with input word

embedding vectors at the input layer of the LSTM, and the sequence is split into left

and right contexts with respect to the target, the output of which is concatenated

before passing to a ‘softmax’ layer (TC-LSTM and TD-LSTM). On the other hand,

the work of Liu and Zhang (2017) uses a target attention layer rather than a target

embedding layer. Our work in Chapter 7 follows in this direction, except that we

incorporate the targeted model cross-lingually.

2.3.3 Open-domain

Open-domain targeted sentiment analysis is similar to entity-based targeted analysis,

but usually occurs in longer text that involves multiple targets of sentiment per post,

and is generally not restricted to named entity targets. In early work, Kim and Hovy

(2006) proposed finding opinion target and sources in news text by automatic label-

ing of semantic roles. Here, opinion-target relationships were restricted to relations

that can be captured using semantic roles. Ruppenhofer et al. (2008) discussed the

challenges of identifying targets in open-domain text which cannot be addressed by
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semantic role labeling, such as implicitly conveyed sentiment, global and local tar-

gets related to the same entity, and the need for distinguishing between entity and

proposition targets.

Sequence labeling models became more popular for this problem: Mitchell et al.

(2013) used CRF model combinations to identify named entity targets in English

and Spanish, and Yang and Cardie (2013) used joint modeling to predict opinion

expressions and their source and target spans in news articles, improving over several

single CRF models. Their focus was on identifying directly subjective opinion expres-

sions (e.g “I hate [this dictator]” vs. “[This dictator] is destroying his country.”) The

work of Deng and Wiebe (2015a), which is based on probabilitstic soft-logic models

(PSL), identifies entity sources and targets, as well as the sentiment expressed by

and towards these entities. This work was based on probablistic soft logic models,

also with a focus on direct subjective expressions. In the same spirit, our work in

open-domain Arabic targeted sentiment uses CRF models, but we do not identify

sources of sentiment or the sentiment expressions themselves.

There has also been work on using neural networks for tagging open-domain tar-

gets (Zhang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015) in shorter posts. In contrast to our work,

previous work listed did not consider word morphology, or explicitly model distribu-

tional entity semantics as indicative of the presence of sentiment targets. Our work on

open-domain targeted sentiment models morphological representation features as well

as discrete cluster embedding features. It has been shown consistently that semantic

word clusters improve the performance of named entity recognition (Täckström et al.,

2012; Zirikly and Hagiwara, 2015; Turian et al., 2010) and semantic parsing (Saleh

et al., 2014); motivated by this success, we use clusters in addition to morphological

representation features in our models for identifying entity targets of sentiment in

Arabic.
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2.3.4 Other Languages

Studies on targeted sentiment analysis are less prevalent in other languages compared

to English. Examples of targeted sentiment study in other languages include that of

Elarnaoty et al. (2012), who proposed identifying sources of opinions in Arabic using

a conditional random field (CRF) with a number of patterns, lexical and subjectivity

clues; in contrast to our work, they did not discuss morphology or syntactic relations.

Al-Smadi et al. (2015) developed a dataset and built a majority baseline for finding

targets in Arabic book reviews of known aspects; Obaidat et al. (2015) also developed

a lexicon-based approach to improve on this baseline. Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) created

a simple opinion-target system for Arabic by identifying noun phrases in polarized

text; this was done intrinsically as part of an effort to identify opinion subgroups

in online discussions. Ours is the earliest work (Farra and McKeown, 2017) to use

sequence labeling models to identify target entities and sentiment in Arabic or to

use open-domain text, but other work that uses sequence labeling, deep learning, or

some morphological features has followed since then for Twitter (El-Kilany et al.,

2018) and book review (Al-Smadi et al., 2018) genres.

Past work in Arabic machine translation (Habash and Sadat, 2006) and named

entity recognition (Benajiba et al., 2008) considered the tokenization of complex

Arabic words, but analysis of such segmentation schemes has not been previously

reported for Arabic sentiment tasks, which have typically covered mostly untargeted

sentiment analysis with lemma or surface bag-of-word representations. In our work,

however, we consider the impact of morphological-based segmentation on both Arabic

targeted sentiment analysis as well as on our cross-lingual models that use Arabic as

a source language.

There has also been previous work on identifying targeted sentiment in Chinese,

which includes Lipenkova (2015) who used unit identification and relation extrac-

tion models for aspect-based sentiment analysis in Chinese, and Peng et al. (2018),
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who proposed a formulation of the aspect-based targeted sentiment task that is more

suitable for the characteristics of Chinese linguistics, such as sub-element characters.

Syed et al. (2014) identified sentiment towards targets in Urdu, a morphologically

complex language, using shallow parse chunking, dependency relations, and Urdu

sentiment lexicons. Other notable targeted sentiment datasets include the multilin-

gual aspect-based SemEval 2016 Task 5 dataset (Pontiki et al., 2016).

2.3.5 Annotating Targets

Here we review previous work in target annotation in English and Arabic, describing

how it differs from our work on creating an open-domain targeted dataset for Arabic.

2.3.5.1 Annotating Targets in English

One of the early datasets collected for identifying sentiment targets is that of Hu and

Liu (2004), where product features (e.g price, quality) were annotated in customer

reviews of consumer electronics. These consisted of mostly explicit product features

annotated by one person. Also in the product review domain, the SemEval 2014

task of Pontiki et al. (2014) was concerned with finding aspect categories of products

along with the sentiment expressed towards them. The products (e.g ‘restaurant’)

and coarse-grained features (e.g ‘service’) were provided to annotators, who identified

the aspect terms (e.g ‘waiter’) and the corresponding sentiment expressed towards

them.

The MPQA corpus is an in-depth and general-purpose resource for fine-grained

subjectivity and sentiment annotations (Wiebe et al., 2005; Wilson, 2008), containing

annotations of sentiment expressions at the phrase level while specifying polarities,

sources, and target spans. The annotation scheme links each subjective expression to

one or more attitudes, which in turn can have one or more or no targets. The target

annotations include the full target spans, but do not necessarily identify target entities
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within the span. Stoyanov and Cardie (2008) extended part of the MPQA corpus by

annotating it for ‘topics’, arguing that ‘targets’ refer to the syntactic span of text that

identifies the content of a sentiment expression, while ‘topic’ is the real-world object

or entity corresponding to the primary subject of the sentiment expression. Using

trained annotators, they identify ‘topic clusters’, which group together all opinions

referring to the same topic. In parallel with this work, part of the MPQA corpus

was annotated for entity-level targets (Deng and Wiebe, 2015b) by specifying target

entities within the MPQA span, leading to the annotation of 292 targets by two

annotators. The entities were anchored to the head word of the noun phrase or verb

phrase that refers to the entity or event. In our work, which includes sentiment

annotations of 4345 target entities, we only consider noun phrase entities, and we

consider the noun phrase itself as an entity.

Other target annotation studies include that of Toprak et al. (2010) who enrich

target and source annotations in consumer reviews with measures such as relevancy

and intensity, and Somasundaran et al. (2008) who perform discourse-level annotation

of opinion frames, which consist of sentiment expressions whose targets are described

by similar or contrasting relations. In most of these studies, the annotation was

usually done by trained individuals or someone who has knowledge and experience in

the task. Our work on annotating Arabic is different in that it utilizes crowdsourcing

for the annotation process, and it focuses on the marking of important entities and

concepts as targets of sentiment expressions in the more genre of online comments

to newspaper articles. We view targets as ‘real-world entities’, similar to the topics

discussed by Stoyanov and Cardie (2008), and the targets in Deng and Wiebe (2015b),

and we annotate multiple targets in the text.

Carvalho et al. (2011) also annotated targets in online comments; here targets

were considered to be human entities, namely political and media personalities. This

annotation was done by one trained annotator where agreement was computed for
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a portion of the data. Another related task was that of Lawson et al. (2010) who

describe a Mechanical Turk annotation study for annotating named entities in emails,

with favorable agreement results. The tasks for identifying the spans of and labeling

the named entities were grouped in a single Human Intelligence Task (HIT).

2.3.5.2 Annotating Sentiment in Arabic

Besides the aspect-based book review dataset of Al-Smadi et al. (2018), the targeted

work mentioned in Section 2.3.4, and our own work on collecting a targeted senti-

ment dataset for SemEval 2017 Task 4 (Rosenthal et al., 2017), we mention work

on annotation of untargeted sentiment in Arabic, which includes the sentence-level

annotation study of Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2011) for Modern Standard Arabic

(MSA) newswire data, and which covers multiple domains including politics, sports,

economy, culture, and others; both the domains and the sentence-level sentiment were

annotated by two trained annotators. Our Arabic annotation data also comes from

different domains, but it is from the genre of online comments to newspaper articles,

which have greater prevalence of dialect, imperfect grammar, and spelling errors.

There have been other crowdsourcing annotation studies in Arabic; among them

Zaidan and Callison-Burch (2011) who annotated dialectness, Denkowski et al. (2010)

who annotated machine translation pairs, and Higgins et al. (2010) who annotated

Arabic nicknames.

2.4 Targeted Cross-lingual Sentiment Analysis

In our study of the field, we have encountered very little previous work that studied

cross-lingual targeted sentiment analysis. We mention here the few published systems

we have found, all of which involve aspect-based sentiment analysis and most of which

do not integrate a target-specific modeling mechanism in the model.
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The contemporary study that is most related to our work is that of Akhtar et al.

(2018), who developed a direct cross-lingual sentiment model for aspect-based senti-

ment analysis in English-Hindi and English-French, using a bidirectional Long Short-

Term-Memory (biLSTM) model. They employ an approach similar to target language

lexicalization, which addresses out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words by translating into

English and mapping back to an in-vocabulary target language word. Their English-

Hindi in-domain parallel corpus used 7.2 million sentences generated using an MT

system to learn bilingual embeddings, which is not a truly low-resource setting; on

the other hand, our largest in-domain parallel corpus (for all experiments, untargeted

or targeted) is less than 400K sentences and our smallest is 11K sentences, while

our largest out-of-domain parallel corpus is 860K sentences. They did not employ

any target-specific modeling - i.e, an untargeted model is used for targeted sentiment

identification - and while we create bilingual sentiment features whose weights may

be updated in a bilingual space, they rely on projecting sentiment scores from an

English lexicon.

Another approach (Barnes et al., 2016) used direct cross-lingual models using

Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) classifiers to identify aspect-based senti-

ment analysis in English and Spanish. The input to their model was not a sen-

tence, but opinion units (source, target, and sentiment expression) that are already

known, for which the aspect-based sentiment is to be determined. They do not in-

tegrate any target-specific mechanism in their model. They compare bilingual-based

embedding models, projection-based monolingual embedding models, stacked auto-

encoders models, and high-resource machine translation models that translate the

opinion units in context. Their bilingual-based embedding models outperform all but

the high-resource MT models trained on in-domain data, and they furthermore found

that the performance of bilingual-based embeddings were stable with parallel data

size. Their results are consistent with our own; our experiments our more expansive,
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evaluating a number of monolingual-based and bilingual-based methods, bilingual

sentiment embeddings, as well as smaller parallel corpora sizes and out-of-domain

corpora.

A different kind of approach was taken by Klinger and Cimiano (2015), which aims

to detect aspect (i.e, target) phrases themselves along with the sentiment expressions

in the target language. To do this, they use machine translation to translate the

source (English) training data into the target (German) language, and then project

the annotation of target words using word alignments, where a model can be trained

in the target language. They improve the performance of their model by filtering the

sentences selected for projection based on machine translation quality, assessed using

language models.

Finally, we mention Zheng et al. (2014), who used cross-lingual topic modeling

in order to jointly identify aspects along with their sentiment in hotel reviews taken

from a number of languages including English, Chinese, French, German, Spanish,

Dutch, and Italian.

Of the approaches mentioned, all have focused on the problem of aspect-based

sentiment analysis, and none has used a cross-lingual model with a mechanism that

incorporates sentiment towards targets. Our targeted cross-lingual model is assessed

on identifying sentiment towards entities in Twitter, incorporates an attention mech-

anism towards targets while incorporating bilingual sentiment embeddings, and is

evaluated on English-to-Arabic as well as Arabic-to-English cross-lingual targeted

sentiment transfer.
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Chapter 3

Resources for Cross-lingual Sentiment Analysis

“There is no deficit in human resources; the deficit is in

human will.”

— Martin Luther King Jr., Nobel Lecture, Dec. 1964

To identify sentiment in a low-resource language, we must begin with identifying

the resources available for our language. Depending on what kind of cross-lingual

resources are available for training system features - size, quality, and suitability for

the study of sentiment - our system can yield very different results.

With low-resource languages, cross-lingual resources are often scarce. While par-

allel translation corpora for some of the more high-resource European languages is

available in the order of millions of sentence pairs, resources like large parallel corpora,

bilingual dictionaries, and sentiment lexicons are often not available for languages

like Uyghur, a low-resource Turkic language spoken by the Muslim minority in the

Xinjiang region of China. Instead, to transfer sentiment effectively to low-resource

languages, we must find alternative resources, rely more heavily on monolingual data,

or find ways to effectively utilize smaller parallel corpora. For this reason, our work

focuses on collecting resources that have not been traditionally used in cross-lingual

sentiment analysis tasks; these include religious corpora, comparable corpora, and

evaluation datasets for newly selected low-resource languages whose cross-lingual sen-

timent performance has not been previously studied. In contrast, most previous work

in the field has relied on using large in-genre parallel corpora (such as those used for

building machine translation systems) and resources that are typically only available
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for European and Indo-European languages.

Moreover, the performance of the cross-lingual system is likely to be impacted by

the choice of the source and target languages themselves: whether they are syntac-

tically and semantically similar, or in the same language family. Thus, the choice of

source and target languages is another important consideration that will be addressed

in this chapter as well as later ones.

Training data is yet another highly important resource: while our training and

evaluation data will inevitably come from two completely different languages, we can

at least select the genres and domains of our training data to be similar to that of

our evaluation data. The collection of cross-lingual resources in our work includes

training data for targeted and untargeted sentiment analysis, bilingual corpora used

for transfer, and metrics for studying the comparability of these corpora.

This chapter describes efforts to build cross-lingual resources for sentiment anal-

ysis, starting with the identification of appropriate source and target languages for

analysis, the collection of training and evaluation data used for untargeted and tar-

geted sentiment analysis, followed by the collection of untraditional resources for

cross-lingual sentiment analysis, which include both parallel and non-parallel cor-

pora, and the study of the comparability of these bilingual corpora.

In Section 3.1, we describe the source and target languages studied throughout

the work.

In Section 3.2, we discuss native informants and their role in the annotation of

evaluation datasets.

In Section 3.3, we introduce the untargeted and targeted sentiment datasets

that will be used throughout the work. We have produced three sentiment anal-

ysis datasets for Arabic as part of the thesis: two Twitter datasets consisting of

targeted and non-targeted annotations created in conjunction with our work on or-

ganizing SemEval-2017 (Rosenthal et al., 2017), and a targeted sentiment dataset of
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news article comments (Farra et al., 2015a). We introduce the last dataset in this

chapter and detail its collection in Chapter 5, where we discuss open-domain targeted

sentiment analysis.

In Section 3.4, we describe the parallel data resources used in the work, which

include data from the Linguistic Data Consortium, the European Parliament corpus,

and the Bible and Quran.

In Section 3.5, we introduce the comparable corpora we created, which include

topic-aligned and document-aligned Wikipedia corpora collected for 18 languages.

In Section 3.6, we describe our monolingual corpora, which include Wikipedia

dumps as well as monolingual data provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium.

Finally, in Section 3.7, we introduce and compute two metrics for measuring the

comparability of the bilingual parallel and comparable resources, translation compa-

rability (Li and Gaussier, 2010) and our extension for computing sentiment compa-

rability.

3.1 Languages

Table 3.1 shows the languages considered in the thesis. They are divided among six

language families: Afro-Asiatic, Sino-Tibetan, Uralic, Turkic, and Indo-European.

The Indo-European languages are divided among five sub-families: Indo-Iranian,

Indo-Aryan, Slavic, Romance, and Germanic.

In selecting our languages, we included both target languages that are truly low-

resource - i.e, where virtually no training data, NLP systems, or tools exist for the

purpose of sentiment analysis, e.g Tigrinya and Uyghur, as well as more highly re-

sourced languages such as Spanish or Arabic, where it is easier to acquire larger

evaluation datasets or online machine translation systems that facilitate the error

analysis for our cross-lingual models.
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Language Code Family Sub-Family
Arabic ar Afro-Asiatic Semitic
Tigrinya ti

Sinhalese si Indo-European Indo-Aryan

Persian fa Indo-European Indo-Iranian

English en Indo-European Germanic
German de
Swedish sv

Spanish es Indo-European Romance
Portuguese pt

Bulgarian bg Indo-European Slavic
Croatian hr
Polish pl
Russian ru
Slovak sk
Slovene sl

Mandarin Chinese zh Sino-Tibetan Sinitic

Uyghur ug Turkic Karluk

Hungarian hu Uralic Finno-Ugric

Table 3.1: Languages, families and sub-families considered in the thesis. The second
column represents the ISO 639-1 language code Byrum (1999).

In addition, nine of our target languages have been included as either repre-

sentative languages (Arabic, Hungarian, Russian, Persian, and Spanish) or incident

languages (Chinese, Uyghur, Tigrinya, and Sinhalese) for the DARPA Low Resource

Languages for Emergent Incidents (LORELEI) low resource language program (Chris-

tianson et al., 2018). The program generally selects languages which have significant

numbers of native speakers but are less represented in terms of language resources

(Cieri et al., 2016). Our remaining languages, with the exception of Croatian, are

European Parliament (EU) languages, some of which may themselves (e.g Slovak) be

considered as low resource or moderately resourced languages (Maxwell and Hughes,

2006).

We treat languages alternatively as source or target languages during cross-lingual

transfer of sentiment. The Indo-European languages (with the exception of Sinhalese)
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along with Arabic and Chinese1, will alternatively play the role of both source and

target languages. Because of the lack of training data, Sinhalese, Tigrinya, Uyghur

will be treated only as target languages.

3.2 Native Informants

When resources for a language are rare, having access to even an hour of a native

speaker’s time can be a valuable source of information. While developing our language

resources, we asked for assistance from native language informants. The informants

were asked to complete the annotation tasks remotely on a web interface. The amount

of time spent by any informant on providing us with information on a given language

was limited to 60 minutes. We made use of knowledge from native informants in the

following ways:

1. Annotation of sentiment evaluation datasets on a three-point scale for Uyghur,

Tigrinya, Sinhalese, and Chinese2. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the sentiment

annotation setup.

Figure 3.1: Example of native informant annotation interface.

2. For Tigrinya, the native informant was asked to manually translate keywords

from English to the target language, and the keywords were subsequently used

for collecting our comparable corpora as will be described in subsequent sec-

tions. To save time, the annotator was provided with keyword translations for

words that we had found in online dictionaries, and was asked to verify the

1Modern Standard Mandarin Chinese will be referred to as Chinese throughout the work.

2The Chinese language informant was a graduate student who used a different setup and was
only asked to perform this first task.
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translations. Online dictionaries and Google Translate were used to translate

these keywords for the other languages.

3.3 Sentiment Datasets

We describe here the training and evaluation data for our cross-lingual untargeted

and targeted sentiment tasks. Table 3.2 shows a summary. The datasets for the

Open Domain and Situation Frame targeted tasks, among them the Open Domain

sentiment dataset we collected for Arabic, will be described in depth in Chapter 4

when we introduce the Open Domain and Situation Frame targeted tasks.

3.3.1 Untargeted Datasets

The untargeted datasets consist of text annotated for sentiment at the sentence level

with one of three labels l ∈ {positive, negative, neutral}. Training data - albeit

variant in size - is available for all languages except Uyghur, Tigrinya, and Sinhalese.

3.3.1.1 European Twitter Dataset

For the twelve European languages, we have used the tweets downloaded from the

Twitter dataset of Mozetič et al. (2016). The datasets for each language are split into

80% train, and 10% test, leaving 10% aside for development data. The dataset sizes,

along with their distribution amongst sentiment labels, are shown in Table 3.3. The

train and test sets are similarly distributed for sentiment.

3.3.1.2 Persian Product Reviews

The dataset for Persian was obtained from the SentiPers data (Hosseini et al., 2015),

a set of digital product reviews. The dataset was split into 80% train and 10%
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Task Dataset Source Training Evaluation

Untargeted

European Twitter Mozetič et al. (2016) bg, de, es, bg, de, es
en, hu, hr, en, hu, hr,
pl, pt, ru, pl, pt, ru,
sk, sl, sv sk, sl, sv

SemEval-2017 A Rosenthal et al. (2017) ar ar
(our collaborative work)

Syria Dataset Salameh et al. (2015) ar –
BBN Dataset Salameh et al. (2015) ar –
SAMAR Abdul-Mageed et al. (2014) ar –
Product Reviews Hosseini et al. (2015) fa fa
Hotel Reviews Lin et al. (2015) zh zh

Mono-LDC IL2 Native Annotated – zh
Mono-LDC IL3 Native Annotated – ug
Mono-LDC IL5 Native Annotated – ti
Mono-LDC IL10 Native Annotated – si

Targeted

Dong Twitter Dong et al. (2014) en en

SemEval-2017 B,C Rosenthal et al. (2017) en, ar en, ar
(our collaborative work)

Open Domain Farra et al. (2015a) ar ar
(this work)

Situation Frame LDC en, es en, es

Table 3.2: Untargeted and targeted sentiment datasets with training and evaluation
languages.

bg de en es hu hr pl pt ru sk sl sv
Train 23739 63669 46622 137106 36167 56212 116105 62989 44757 40470 74238 32600
% P 28.9 25.6 28.9 48.4 51.8 53.2 43.6 27.3 28.0 54.0 26.2 26.6
% N 20.3 18.2 24.9 11.0 14.9 23.8 30.3 38.1 30.5 24.7 28.6 42.2
% O 50.8 56.2 46.3 40.6 33.2 23.0 26.2 34.6 41.5 21.3 45.3 31.2
Test 2958 7961 5828 17133 4520 7025 14517 7872 5594 5058 9277 4074

Table 3.3: European Twitter dataset with train and test size in sentences, and dis-
tribution amongst sentiment labels (P:positive, N:negative,O:neutral).

test, leaving aside 10% for development data. The dataset sizes, along with their

distribution amongst sentiment labels, are shown in Table 3.4.
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Persian Product Reviews fa
Train 15000
% P 50.3
% N 10.2
% O 39.6
Test 3027
% P 52.8
% N 10.3
% O 36.8

Table 3.4: Persian product reviews dataset with train and test size in sentences, and
their distribution amongs sentiment labels (P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral).

3.3.1.3 SemEval-2017 Dataset

The SemEval task on Sentiment Analysis in Twitter task has been run multiple

times since 2014 (Rosenthal et al., 2014, 2015b, 2017) and has included subtasks and

benchmark datasets for untargeted and targeted sentiment prediction. SemEval-2017

Task 4 (Rosenthal et al., 2017), which we co-organized, included an Arabic benchmark

dataset for the first time. This dataset was created through our contribution.

The untargeted Arabic sentiment dataset was collected for SemEval2017 Task 4

Subtask A, where the goal is to predict untargeted sentiment in three categories:

positive, negative, and neutral.

3.3.1.4 Other Arabic Training Datasets

In addition to the Arabic SemEval dataset, and in order to acquire a sufficiently large

amount of training data for Arabic, we collected additional sources of Arabic training

data for untargeted sentiment analysis. They are as follows: the Syria dataset of

Salameh et al. (2015) consisting of tweets originating from Syria (where the Levan-

tine dialect of Arabic is commonly spoken) polled from Twitter in May 2014, the

BBN dataset of Salameh et al. (2015), a subset of the BBN Arabic-Dialect/English

Parallel text corpus (Zbib et al., 2012) randomly selected for sentiment annotation,

and the SAMAR Twitter dataset of Abdul-Mageed et al. (2014). The texts in the
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SAMAR dataset are annotated for labels ‘positive’, ‘negative’, ‘neutral’ ,‘objective,

and ‘mixed’; we combined ‘objective’ and ‘neutral’ into a single category and omit-

ted ‘mixed’ labels. After processing for errors, the entire Arabic training data for

untargeted sentiment amounted to 8385 sentences.

We utilized these datasets fully for training purposes and kept the SemEval test

set, which is relatively large in size, as our benchmark Arabic evaluation data. Table

3.5 shows the breakdown of the complete Arabic untargeted train and test sets along

with the dataset sizes.

Arabic Training Data SemEval-2017 A Syria SAMAR Total
Train 2684 2000 2503 8385
% P 19.4 22.4 17.5 22.7
% N 37.8 67.5 28.4 43.5
% O 42.8 10.1 53.9 33.7
Test 6100 – – 6100
% P 24.8 – – 24.8
% N 36.4 – – 36.4
% O 38.8 – – 38.8

Table 3.5: Arabic untargeted sentiment datasets with train and test sizes, and distri-
bution amongst sentiment labels (P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral).

3.3.1.5 Chinese Datasets

For Mandarin Chinese, we have used training data from the Hotel Reviews dataset

of Lin et al. (2015) for running experiments with Chinese as a source language. The

dataset consists of 170K hotel reviews annotated for sentiment on a 5-point scale and

balanced amongst the 5 classes, whereby we have consolidated all positive or negative

classes to create a 3-point dataset. For the Chinese target evaluation data, however,

we used a subset of the monolingual language pack provided by LDC3 for Chinese, an

incident language in the LORELEI program. This evaluation dataset was annotated

by a native speaker. Table 3.6 shows the sizes of the Chinese evaluation dataset.

3LDC2016E30 LORELEI Mandarin Incident Language Pack V2.0
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zh (IL2)
Mono-LDC IL2 Test 487
% P 27.7
% N 30.2
% O 42.1

Table 3.6: Chinese evaluation datasets with test size in sentences, and distribution
amongst sentiment labels (P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral).

3.3.1.6 Languages with No Training Data

We created evaluation datasets using subsets of the monolingual data supplied by

LDC as part of its LORELEI incident language packs for low-resource languages. As

mentioned in Section 3.2, we annotated these datasets by relying on the help of native

speakers of these languages. The number of sentences annotated was thus limited by

the availability of the native informant, which was time restricted. Table 3.7 shows

the evaluation dataset sizes and sentiment distribution for Mono-LDC datasets for

Uyghur, Tigrinya, and Sinhalese, where we do not have access to any sentiment

training data.

si (IL10) ti (IL5) ug (IL3)
Mono-LDC Test 295 239 346
% P 25.4 10.9 19.1
% N 42.7 36.0 26.0
% O 31.9 53.1 54.9

Table 3.7: Evaluation set sizes for Mono-LDC IL3, IL5, IL10 for languages with no
training data (P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral).

We note that all the incident languages, as well as Arabic (Tables 3.5, 3.6, and

3.7) have relatively high occurence of negative sentiment labels in the evaluation data.

The sentiment distribution of many of the training languages; however, has a higher

occurrence of neutral and positive data (Table 3.3). This mismatch in distribution

of sentiment labels in fact mirrors the real life situation of many cross-lingual senti-

ment applications, where training data has a natural distribution of high neutral and

positive occurrence but evaluation data that occurs in the case of a disaster incident
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contains a much higher occurrence of negative sentiment. Our approach to cross-

lingual sentiment transfer will address this disparity by pre-training our cross-lingual

models with bilingual sentiment features learned on corpora that are high in senti-

ment content. These bilingual features help detect negative sentiment in the target

language even when the source language training data is biased towards neutral or

positive sentiment.

3.3.2 Targeted Datasets

Here we introduce the datasets for targeted sentiment analysis. Of these datasets, two

result from our own work, the SemEval-2017 Arabic Targeted Dataset with the newly

collected English Targeted Test Dataset, and the Arabic Open Domain Dataset.

3.3.2.1 SemEval-2017 Targeted Dataset

The SemEval-2017 targeted dataset was collected for Task 4 Subtasks B and C, where

the goal is to predict targeted sentiment towards topics in two categories (positive

and negative: Subtask B), and five categories (highly positive, weakly positive, neu-

tral, weakly negative, and highly negative: Subtask C). We have participated in the

collection of this dataset, particularly the Arabic train and test datasets, which were

newly added to the task in 2017.

The dataset was collected by scraping tweets mentioning a number of different

trending topics, internationally and in Arabic-speaking parts of the world, using

local and global Twitter trends4 and it was annotated for sentiment towards the

topics using the annotation platform CrowdFlower, now known as Figure Eight5. In

doing so we stressed that targeted positive or negative sentiment needed to express

4https://trends24.in

5https://www.figure-eight.com/
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Tweet Untargeted Sentiment Targeted Sentiment
Who are you tomorrow? Will you make me smile
or just bring me sorrow? #HottieOfTheWeek
Demi Lovato

Neutral Demi Lovato: Positive

Saturday without Leeds United is like Sunday din-
ner it doesn’t feel normal at all (Ryan)

WeaklyNegative Leeds United: HighlyPosi-
tive

Apple releases a new update of its OS Neutral Apple: Neutral

Table 3.8: Some English example annotations that we provided to the annotators.

Tweet Untargeted Sentiment Targeted Sentiment
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Table 3.9: Some Arabic example annotations that we provided to the annotators.

an opinion about the topic itself rather than about a positive or a negative event

occurring in the context of the topic (see for example the third row of Table 3.9).

The topics included a range of named entities (e.g., Donald Trump, iPhone),

geopolitical entities (e.g., Aleppo, Palestine), and other entities (e.g., Syrian refugees,

Dakota Access Pipeline, Western media, gun control, and vegetarianism). We then

used the Twitter API to download tweets, along with corresponding user information,

containing mentions of these topics in the specified language. We intentionally chose

to use some overlapping topics between the two languages in order to encourage

cross-lingual approaches.

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show examples of the tweets along with their targeted and

untargeted annotations. In our experiments, we consolidate weakly negative and

weakly positive annotations with highly negative and highly positive ones.

Figure 3.10 shows the statistics of the Arabic and English targeted datasets. We

observe that for Arabic there is a higher distribution of neutral labels and less negative

labels with the same dataset compared to the untargeted annotations.

More information about the details of the data collection and annotation can be
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found in our SemEval task paper (Rosenthal et al., 2017).

SemEval Targeted Datasets English Arabic
Train 20,508 3355
# Annotated Topics 125 34
% P 72.9% 26.4%
% N 19.7% 23.0%
% O 7.5% 50.6%
Test 12,379 6100
# Annotated Topics 125 61
% P 19.9% 25.6%
% N 30.1% 19.6%
% O 50.0% 54.8%

Table 3.10: SemEval 2017 English and Arabic targeted sentiment datasets with
train and test sizes, number of topics, and distribution amongst sentiment labels
(P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral).

3.3.2.2 Dong Dataset

Because the English SemEval targeted training data is heavily biased towards pos-

itive sentiment, we also use an additional Twitter dataset, collected and manually

annotated by Dong et al. (2014) for targeted sentiment analysis in English. This

dataset consists of 6,248 train tweets and 692 test tweets, divided amongs neutral,

positive, and negative samples in proportions 50%, 25%, and 25% respectively.

3.3.2.3 Arabic Open Domain Dataset

The Arabic Open Domain Dataset consists of online comments to Aljazeera news ar-

ticles annotated for targeted sentiment towards multiple entities in multiple domains:

politics, culture, and sports. It was collected in our work on annotation of targeted

sentiment using crowdsourcing (Farra et al., 2015a). Because the description of the

dataset collection is tied to the nature of the Open Domain targeted task rooted in

longer document-style comments, we describe this dataset in detail in Chapter 6.
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3.3.2.4 Situation Frame Dataset

The Situation Frame Dataset consists of news, Twitter, and discussion forum docu-

ments, annotated by LDC for targeted sentiment towards situation frames and enti-

ties. Similarly to the open domain dataset, because the situation frame task is a new

problem that is different than the traditional targeted sentiment task, and is rooted

in longer document-style text, we describe this dataset in detail in Chapter 6.

3.4 Parallel Corpora

The availability of parallel translation corpora, providing human annotated trans-

lations between languages at the sentence level, is a central component of many

cross-lingual natural language processing systems, among them machine translation

systems. However, machine translation systems require very large parallel corpora,

sometimes on the order of millions of sentences, in order to effectively model phrasal

alignments and generate syntactically correct translated text for the target language.

Most low-resource languages lack this translation data. Moreover, for cross-lingual

classification of sentiment labels, such large parallel corpora may not be necessary. A

sufficient amount of parallel data is only needed to achieve the following:

• Bilingual Feature Representations: Generate bilingual feature representa-

tions, or word representations in a bilingual space, using the parallel corpora.

• Bilingual Dictionaries: Generate bilingual dictionaries, if needed by the

model, by generating word alignments using the parallel corpora.

We collected parallel corpora from a number of different sources, including untra-

ditional sources such as texts from the Bible and Quran, with the goal of studying the

effect of the genre and size of the corpus on the performance of cross-lingual sentiment

analysis in the target language. We describe here the parallel corpora we used: (1)
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‘High-quality’ in-domain parallel corpora from the LDC, (2) Contemporary parallel

corpora from the European Parliament containing political text, and (3) Religious

parallel corpora combined using translations from the Bible and Quran.

3.4.1 Linguistic Data Consortium

The most ideal scenario for cross-lingual sentiment occurs when we have large amounts

of parallel data that are in-genre and in-domain.

Figure 3.2: Sizes of English-to-target LDC parallel data.

The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) parallel data, provided under the

LORELEI program, is such a corpus. The parallel corpora are included in the

LORELEI representative and incident language packages and consist of a combi-

nation of the following genres: news, discussion forums, and Twitter. Since a large
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part of the content concerns political and social matters, including tweets, it is the

closest in domain to most of our evaluation data and to the task of sentiment analysis.

The LDC parallel data contains translations from English to nine target languages:

Arabic6, Tigrinya7, Sinhalese, Persian8, Spanish9, Russian, Chinese10, Uyghur11, and

Hungarian12. The corpora are variable in size for the different languages, ranging

from only 11.8K sentences (Tigrinya) to 415K sentences (Sinhalese). While the LDC

corpus (except in the case of Sinhalese) is smaller compared to the other parallel

corpora, it is closer in domain to the data that arises during sentiment analysis.

Figure 3.2 shows the sizes of the English-to-target LDC parallel data.

3.4.2 European Parliament

The EuroParl (EP) corpus (Koehn, 2005) consists of translations of the proceedings

of the European Parliament. It has traditionally been used as a machine translation

corpus, but less so for cross-lingual sentiment analysis. While it is considered out-of-

genre compared to most of our evaluation data, it is closer in domain than religious

corpora because it consists of contemporary political text, which is more topically

similar to our sentiment evaluation data compared to religious text. EuroParl data

is available for 10 of our European languages: Bulgarian, German, English, Spanish,

Hungarian, Polish, Portuguese, Slovak, Slovene, and Swedish. (It excludes Russian

and Croatian.) The corpus is multi-parallel; i.e, it comprises the same texts translated

6LDC2016E89 LORELEI Arabic

7LDC2017E27 LORELEI IL5 Incident Language Pack
for Year 2 Eval

8LDC2016E93 LORELEI Farsi

9LDC2016E97 LORELEI Spanish

10LDC2016E30 LORELEI Mandarin

11LDC2016E57 LORELEI IL3 Incident Language Pack
for Year 1 Eval

12REFLEX Hungarian LDC2015E82 V1.1
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among all languages, and our data consists of 294K sentences for each language.

3.4.3 Bible and Quran

Religious text is an out-of-domain and out-of-genre source of data. It is an unconven-

tional choice of resource for sentiment analysis, as the genre, domain and vocabulary

are quite different from the typical sentiment analysis evaluation text. However, such

corpora offer several advantages (Christodouloupoulos and Steedman, 2014) because

of their size and availability of languages compared to EuroParl.

We have used the Bible corpus of Christodouloupoulos and Steedman (2014),

which contains Bible translations for 100 languages, and the Tanzil translations for

the Quran13 to create a combined parallel corpus (QB). The QB corpora are available

for sixteen of the eighteen evaluation languages; digital versions of the corpora are

not available for Tigrinya or Sinhalese.

The number of available translations varies by languages; moreover, the Bible

corpus does not include Uyghur translations but the Quran does. Figure 3.2 shows

the sizes of the English-to-target LDC parallel data.

3.5 Comparable Corpora

Unlike parallel corpora, comparable corpora do not contain sentence-aligned trans-

lations between the source and target languages, but instead consist of text that is

similar in both languages, such as texts describing the same topic or news event. The

central advantage of comparable corpora is that they are much larger and more easily

available for a greater number of languages. Moreover, comparable corpora can be

purposefully selected to be in-domain to topics that we choose. The disadvantage, on

the other hand, is that comparable corpora texts do not correspond to direct transla-

13http://tanzil.net/trans/
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Figure 3.3: Sizes of English-to-target QB parallel data.

tions between source and target languages, making this mode of transfer potentially

less accurate than that of parallel corpora.

This is the first work, to the best of our knowledge, that creates and uses com-

parable corpora for transferring sentiment cross-lingually and that demonstrates the

results effectively across a number of languages. Similar to parallel corpora, com-

parable corpora are used in our models mainly to generate feature representations

in a bilingual or interlingual space, which can then be fed into a language-agnostic

classification model. In following chapters, we describe how we use comparable cor-

pora from Wikipedia for cross-lingual sentiment transfer, and we measure the extent

to which comparable corpora methods suffer from inaccuracy compared to out-of-

domain parallel corpora.
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3.5.1 Wikipedia

To create a comparable corpus, we collected Wikipedia articles about similar topics

in each of the source and target languages. We picked a set of broad pre-defined

topics and used the Wikipedia API14 to query articles about these topics in each of

the languages.

We chose 61 broad pre-defined topics, intended to cover a broad range of domains

(e.g politics, science, sports), including named political and geopolitical entities rel-

evant to the target languages (e.g Xinjiang, Barack Obama), and translated them

from English to the evaluation language either by consulting the Native Informant

- translating the keywords takes about 15 min of the Native Informant’s time - or

by using Google Translate when available. These topic words can be thought of as

seed words for creating a cross-lingual linguistic resource. We limited the maximum

number of Wikipedia articles retrieved to 1000 per topic word. The topic keywords

that were translated into target languages and used for querying the corpus are shown

in Table 3.11.

Comparable Corpus Topic Words
politics war terrorism sports entertainment culture environment health

economics society education science technology food history mathematics
nature geography people art philosophy religion medicine computers

law agriculture Obama Trump Clinton Putin ISIS Syria Iraq America
Africa Asia China India Europe Arab Germany Spain Hungary Poland Portugal
Palestine Israel Iran Pakistan Kazakhstan Xinjiang Bulgaria Slovakia Slovenia

Croatia Russia Sweden Rwanda Sri-Lanka Ethiopia Eritrea

Table 3.11: Topic words for querying Wikipedia comparable corpus.

This corpus covers the most languages out of all the presented corpora. We

collected it for all eighteen evaluation languages including Uyghur and Sinhalese;

however, we exclude the Tigrinya corpus from analysis because of the exceedingly

small size of the resultant corpus.

14https://pypi.python.org/pypi/wikipedia
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Figure 3.4: Sizes of English-to-target article-aligned comparable data.

3.5.2 Aligning the Comparable Corpora

We queried two versions of the corpus: the first is aligned across all languages by the

61 topics (ts, tt), and the second is aligned between English and the target language

by articles (ds, dt). For the article-aligned corpus wiki-article, we align articles only if

they correspond to language-linked articles on Wikipedia. This latter corpus results

in better cross-lingual sentiment performance and will be referred to as our main

comparable corpus throughout the work.

The full sizes of the topic-aligned extracted corpora are 2.1M sentences (English),

1.6M (German), 1.6M (Spanish), 1.6M (Russian), 1.5M (Hungarian), 1.4M (Slovene),

1.2M (Croatian), 1.1M (Polish), 1M (Portuguese), 1M (Arabic), 1M (Chinese), 973K

(Slovak), 938K (Bulgarian), 790K (Persian), 668K (Sinhalese), 671K (Swedish), 236K

(Uyghur), and 5.3K (Tigrinya). The sizes of the English-to-target article-aligned

corpora are shown in Figure 3.4.
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% MPQA % P % N % O
QB 9.0 47.6 32.8 19.5
LDC 8.8 45.5 30.4 23.8
Comparable 5.5 39.2 31.7 28.9
EP 12.4 46.7 19.5 33.6

Table 3.12: Distribution of MPQA tokens vs. total tokens, and among sentiment
labels (P:Positive, N:Negative, and O:Neutral) in English side of translation corpora.
The English-Arabic corpus was used for LDC, QB, and Comparable; for EP, the
corpus is multi-parallel.

3.5.3 Sentiment Content

We assessed the sentiment content of our translation corpora (i.e LDC, EP, QB, and

wiki-article Comparable), by tagging the English side of the corpus with the MPQA

subjectivity lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) and computing the distribution of subjective

positive, negative, and neutral labels among tokens that are identified by the lexicon.

We see that the Quran-Bible corpus has the lowest subjective neutral content

(19.5% of lexicon tagged words) and the highest sentiment content (80.4%), while

the EuroParl corpus has the highest subjective neutral content (33.6%) and lowest

sentiment content (66.2%), especially negative content (19.5%). The article-aligned

comparable corpus is most evenly distributed for sentiment, followed by the LDC cor-

pus. In our cross-lingual sentiment experiments, we find that this sentiment content

affects the pre-training of our bilingual sentiment features; namely, that EuroParl is

less helpful for this purpose while LDC, which has higher sentiment content, is more

helpful.

3.6 Monolingual Corpora

Monolingual corpora are the most likely available of corporal resources. While they

are more abundant for high-resource languages, they are available for all our evalu-

ation languages. Monolingual corpora are used mostly to generate monolingual and
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bilingual feature representations to be used by the sentiment analysis models.

We used monolingual data from the Wikipedia language dumps15 and from the

LDC representative and language packs. We used Wikipedia monolingual data for all

languages except Tigrinya and Sinhalese, where we instead relied on the monolingual

LDC data provided as part of the incident language packs1617.

Table 3.13 shows a summary of language resources by corpus.

Language LDC EP QB wiki-article Mono
Arabic X – X X X
Tigrinya X – – – X

Sinhalese X – – X X

Persian X – X X X

English X X X X X
German – X X X X
Swedish – X X X X

Spanish X X X X X
Portuguese – X X X X

Bulgarian – X X X X
Croatian – – X X X
Polish – X X X X
Russian X – X X X
Slovak – X X X X
Slovene – X X X X

Mandarin Chinese X – X X X

Uyghur X – X X X

Hungarian X X X X X

Table 3.13: Summary of language resources by corpus.

15https://dumps.wikimedia.org/arwiki/latest/

16LDC2017E27 LORELELEI IL5 Incident Language Pack for Year 2 Eval V1.1

17LDC2018E57 LORELELEI IL10 Incident Language Pack for Year 3 Eval
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3.7 Measuring Comparability

The comparability of a bilingual corpus reflects the degree of similarity between be-

tween the texts in the source and target languages, and therefore provides a means of

measuring the potential of a resource for being an effective medium for cross-lingual

transfer. We describe two measures for assessing the comparability of our bilingual

resources. The first is the translation comparability measure introduced by Li and

Gaussier (2010), and the second is an extension we propose for measuring the senti-

ment comparability of a bilingual corpus.

3.7.1 Translation Comparability

Li and Gaussier (2010) define the comparability M of a bilingual corpus Ce, Cf with

vocabularies Ce
v, Cf

v as the expectation of finding a dictionary translation for a

source word we ∈ Cev in the target vocabulary Cf
v, or for a target word wf ∈ Cf v

in the source vocabulary Ce
v. The measure is computed by finding the proportion of

words in a bilingual dictionary that get translated in the bilingual corpus, and has

been shown to be correlated with gold-standard annotated comparability assessments.

Given the source corpus Ce, the target corpus Cf , and a bilingual dictionary Def , the

following symmetric measures are computed:

Mef =
1

|Cev ∩Dv
e |

∑
we∈Ce

v∩Dv
e

σ(we, Cf
v) (3.1)

Mfe =
1

|Cf v ∩Dv
f |

∑
wf∈Cf

v∩Dv
f

σ(wf , Ce
v), (3.2)

where σ(we, Cf
v) is 1 if we has a translation in the target corpus and 0 otherwise, and

similarly σ(wf , Ce
v) is 1 if wf has a translation in the source corpus and 0 otherwise.

Mef measures the proportion of source words in the dictionary that have a trans-
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lation in the target corpus, and Mfe measures the proportion of target words in the

dictionary that have a translation in the source corpus. The comparability measure

M is then computed as follows:

M =

∑
we∈Ce

v∩Dv
e
σ(we, Cf

v) +
∑

wf∈Cf
v∩Dv

f
σ(wf , Ce

v)

|Cev ∩Dv
e |+|Cf v ∩Dv

f |
. (3.3)

It thus computes the proportion of all dictionary words, source and target, that

have a translation in the corresponding bilingual corpus.

3.7.2 Sentiment Comparability

To compute the sentiment comparability of a bilingual corpus, we propose a simple

extension: we measure the proportion of source language words that are in both the

bilingual dictionary and in a source language sentiment lexicon Le that get translated

in the target corpus.

S =
1

|Cev ∩Dv
e ∩ Le|

∑
we∈Ce

v∩Dv
e∩Le

σ(we, Cf
v) (3.4)

This measure gives us an idea of how much of the sentiment content in the source

corpus is translated to the target corpus. The assumption is that a sentiment lexicon

does not exist in the target low resource language, and therefore there is no symmetric

computation using a target language lexicon.

Additionally, we may also measure the proportion of positive, negative, or neutral

words that get translated in order to gain a better idea of the different sentiment

content in the source and target corpus. For example, if more negative words have

translations than positive words in a bilingual English-Tigrinya target corpus, and

thus higher negative sentiment comparability, this would indicate that the Tigrinya

corpus has a relatively higher negative sentiment content compared to the English

corpus.
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Spos =
1

|Cev ∩Dv
e ∩ Lepositive|

∑
we∈Ce

v∩Dv
e∩L

positive
e

σ(we, Cf
v) (3.5)

Sneg =
1

|Cev ∩Dv
e ∩ Lenegative|

∑
we∈Ce

v∩Dv
e∩L

negative
e

σ(we, Cf
v) (3.6)

We keep these metrics in mind as we study the errors made by our cross-lingual

models. For instance, Sneg
LDC for Tigrinya is higher than Spos

LDC , and this is also

reflected in the F-measure performance of predicting negative sentiment classes in

Tigrinya, which we find to be higher than that of predicting positive sentiment classes.

Figure 3.5 shows the translation comparability and sentiment comparability of the

LDC parallel corpora, the EuroParl parallel corpora, the QB parallel corpora, and

the article-aligned comparable corpora we collected. For Def , we used the bilingual

dictionaries of Rolston and Kirchhoff (2016). For Le, we used the MPQA English

subjectivity lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005).

There are several noteworthy observations to be made. First, translation com-

parability of EP and LDC corpora are highest, indicating that both have strong

potential to be used as a resource for a cross-lingual transfer task. Second, and in-

terestingly, translation comparability of QB is not higher, and is in fact often lower

than that of the comparable corpora wiki-article. This indicates that either the

Wikipedia corpus in fact contains many more exact translations between the source

and target languages than we expect for a comparable corpus, or that the source and

target vocabularies of Wikipedia articles are more similar to each other than those

that exist in Quran and Bible translations, even if they are not direct translations.

Third, comparability is higher for languages with larger target corpora sizes and

greater similarities to English: EuroParl languages having the highest comparability

and sentiment comparability (0.8-1.0), Arabic and Persian having moderate compa-

rability and sentiment comparability (0.6-0.8), and Uyghur, Sinhalese, and Tigrinya
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Figure 3.5: Corpus comparability and sentiment comparability for English-target
corpora.

having the comparability at the lowest end of the range.

Finally, sentiment comparability is higher than translation comparability for many

target languages, indicating that it is easier to transfer sentiment content across the

bilingual corpora than it is to transfer all translation content. With sentiment compa-

rability, the difference between wiki-article and QB is even more pronounced. How-
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ever, for the article aligned comparable corpora of Sinhalese, Tigrinya and Uyghur,

the wiki-article sentiment comparability is quite low, due to the relatively smaller

size of their Wikipedia corpora and therefore a small number of words that coincide

in the MPQA lexicon, the bilingual dictionary, and the corpus. This also suggests

that transferring cross-lingual sentiment will be more difficult for our low-resource

languages.

3.8 Conclusion

We collected and made resources available for the study of cross-lingual sentiment

analysis and described them in detail; the resources created include three sentiment

datasets for Arabic, four native-annotated sentiment evaluation sets for non-Indo-

European target languages, and a comparable corpus of topic-aligned and document-

aligned Wikipedia articles for 18 languages. We studied the sentiment content and

the comparability, including sentiment comparability, of our parallel and compara-

ble corpora and found that in-genre (LDC ) and in-domain (LDC, EP, wiki-article)

translation corpora have higher sentiment comparability than out-of-domain corpora

(QB); however, all have sufficiently high corpus comparability and sentiment com-

parability for use in a cross-lingual sentiment analysis task. In the next chapter, we

describe approaches for transferring sentiment cross-lingually while making full use

of available resources.
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Chapter 4

Transferring Sentiment Cross-lingually

Once bilingual resources are identified for bridging the source and target language,

they can be used to facilitate the development of cross-lingual models that need only

be trained on the source language dataset. In doing so, we can transfer sentiment from

a high-resource source language to a low-resource target language, without relying on

a machine translation system.

The main challenge with cross-lingual transfer is that most common features from

the training dataset do not generalize beyond the source language: for example, lex-

ical features in one language are unlikely to appear in other languages. Our transfer

models take this into account by employing a number of techniques for representing

features bilingually: through pre-trained cross-lingual word embedding vectors, bilin-

gual sentiment embedding vectors, and lexicalization of the target language to allow

for updatable bilingual embedding weights.

The success of cross-lingual transfer models, however, also depends to a large ex-

tent on the resources used for building the bilingual feature representations: whether

they come from in-genre and in-domain parallel corpora more relevant to the senti-

ment classification task, out-of-genre parallel corpora such as the Bible and Quran

resources, or comparable and monolingual corpora. The availability of these resources

varies depending on the target language, necessitating that the different resources

be evaluated and that the model be capable of leveraging all of them. Further-

more, several recent works (Gouws and Søgaard, 2015; Conneau et al., 2017; Artetxe

et al., 2018) exist that have been able to leverage purely monolingual corpora, some-
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times with a bilingual dictionary, to build cross-lingual feature representations for

natural language processing. If successful, these methods would be highly advanta-

geous for transferring sentiment; however, there is no evaluation as of yet as to how

monolingual-based methods actually perform on a cross-lingual sentiment task with

a low-resource language. Our extensive experimental analysis assesses these meth-

ods under supervised and unsupervised conditions, and demonstrates that access to a

relatively small, well-chosen translation corpus is often preferable when it is available.

One other less explored avenue of potential value is that of transferring not only

lexical content, but sentiment information and context itself bilingually through pre-

trained cross-lingual embeddings. Utilizing knowledge of sentiment context promises

to better estimate the sentiment of target language words than simply translating or

projecting words; for example, if the word ‘rescued’ appears in more positive contexts

in a pre-training corpus, it will contribute more positive content in a cross-lingual

model. In order to take advantage of the sentiment content in translation corpora,

therefore, we also present a method for pre-training bilingual sentiment embeddings

and bilingual sentiment weights, using only a source-language sentiment lexicon. Fur-

thermore, the sentiment embeddings and weights can be updated during training, if a

bilingual dictionary is available. The sentiment weights can be integrated in the cross-

lingual model as an additional bilingual representation feature and together with the

sentiment embeddings they improve the performance of the model for a majority of

languages and under a number of resources.

This chapter describes all the techniques and experimental analyses mentioned

above for developing cross-lingual models that transfer sentiment from a high-resource

source language to a low-resource target language, with English as a source language.

It combines our work on pre-trained cross-lingual embeddings for sentiment analysis

(Farra and McKeown, 2019) and our collaborative work on cross-lingual sentiment

transfer models (Rasooli et al., 2018). Section 4.1 describes the architecture of the
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Figure 4.1: Transfer model architecture.

cross-lingual model. Section 4.2 describes our methods for representing features bilin-

gually: pre-trained cross-lingual word embeddings, bilingual sentiment embeddings,

and lexicalization of the target language. Section 4.3 dives deeper into the cross-

lingual word embeddings, discussing how we create word embeddings vectors using

each of the different resources, including comparable corpora. Sections 4.4 and 4.5

present our experiments and results where we evaluate our methods, present extensive

experimental analyses, and compare with previous work. We analyze model errors in

section 4.6 and conclude in section 4.7. Our code is publicly available1.

4.1 Transfer Model Architecture

Our base model uses a deep learning architecture with long short-term memory

(LSTM) networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). The model accepts a se-

quence of words x = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} as input, where n is the length of the sequence.

The input is then fed into two separate layers: a bidirectional LSTM r(x), which en-

1https://github.com/narnoura/cross-lingual-sentiment
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codes a recurrent sequence-based representation of the input, and an average pooling

layer p(x), which averages features over all input words. The biLSTM captures the

incoming sequence of words, while the averaging layer is meant to address scenarios

where the source and target languages have different word orders and structures. The

two layers r(x) and p(x) are concatenated before being fed into a final feedforward

layer with a softmax activation: the softmax function computes probabilities for each

of the three output target classes l ∈ L = {positive, negative, neutral} and the class

with highest probability is predicted as the sentiment label y.

This base model (Figure 4.1) is inspired from our collaborative work (Rasooli

et al., 2018). Additional variations of the base architecture are possible depending on

the bilingual feature representations and resources that are chosen for representing

the input sentence. We describe these representations in the next sections. In Table

4.1, we present a summary of all cross-lingual model variations to be evaluated in this

chapter, which will be introduced in the sections that follow. In sections 4.4 and 4.5,

we evaluate the performance of the best cross-lingual model for each target language,

followed by separate evaluations of each these features and resources.

4.2 Bilingual Feature Representations

Here we describe the feature representations that allow the cross-lingual model to

operate bilingually. They are based on various techniques for allowing words and

sentiment to be represented in a bilingual vector space shared by the source and

target language.

4.2.1 Pre-trained Word Embeddings

The cross-lingual model relies substantially on pre-trained bilingual word embedding

vectors. A fixed word embedding layer xc ∈ Rdc with parameters set to pre-trained
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Bilingual Features Acronym

Cross-lingual Word Embeddings CW

Target Language Lexicalization +Lex

Bilingual Sentiment Embeddings and Weights BSW

Cross-lingual Cluster Embeddings CL

Sentiwordnet Scores SWN

Bilingual Resources Acronym

In-domain and In-genre Parallel Corpus LDC

In-domain Parallel Corpus EP

Out-of-domain Parallel Corpus QB

Comparable Article-Aligned Corpus Comparable

Comparable Topic-Aligned Corpus Wiki-Topic

Monolingual Corpus Monolingual

Embedding Generation Acronym

Dictionary Code-Switch Dict-CS

Monolingual Mapping 1 VecMap

Monolingual Mapping 2 MUSE

Bilingual-based BL

Table 4.1: Summary of cross-lingual model variations. Resources referred to are LDC:
Linguistic Data Consortium, EP: European Parliament, QB: Quran and Bible, along
with monolingual and comparable corpora described in Chapter 3.

weights, is therefore included in the cross-lingual model. The bilingual word vectors

vc ∈ Rdc for words w ∈ Vsource+target, where V is the combined vocabulary of the two

languages, are trained differently depending on the translation resources available

for the target language - parallel, comparable, or monolingual. We describe these in

detail in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Bilingual Sentiment Embeddings and Weights

As an alternative to bilingual embeddings pre-trained on only lexical context, the

cross-lingual model accepts bilingual sentiment embeddings pre-trained on combined
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scores.

lexical and sentiment context. Our approach for pre-training sentiment embeddings

on a translation corpus yields bilingual sentiment embeddings as well as bilingual

sentiment output weights, which can be used to create bilingual sentiment scores for

each word. The sentiment embeddings replace the fixed embeddings vc ∈ Rdc for each

word w ∈ Vsource+target, and the sentiment weights Ws ∈ R|L|×d consist of embedding

vectors vs ∈ Rd for each sentiment label, s ∈ L = {positive, negative, neutral}.

These are integrated in the cross-lingual model in a combined word embedding and

sentiment sequence as described below. For each word in the input sequence, we

compute the vector:

vsentiment(w) = vc(w).Ws
T (4.1)
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where vsentiment ∈ R|L| and vc(w) is the sentiment embedding vector ∈ Rdc . This

essentially computes sentiment scores for each label in L for each word, measuring

the likelihood of the word being associated with that sentiment label. In practice, we

found that normalizing vsentiment by computing the cosine similarity of vc and Ws
T

works well, and we have used this configuration in experiments.

Each word xi, i = 1...n in the input sequence is then represented by the concate-

nated vector:

vin = vc(xi) ⊕ vsentiment(xi) (4.2)

where vin ∈ R(dc+|L|). Unlike one-hot sentiment embeddings, this input sentiment

sequence does not impose a hard sentiment label on words; instead, words are modeled

bilingually according to their likelihood of being associated with different sentiment

labels.

A visualization of the cross-lingual model with the bilingual sentiment features is

shown in Figure 4.2.

4.2.3 Target Language Lexicalization and Bilingual

Embedding Update

Using the representations described above, our cross-lingual model operates fully on

bilingual features without any translation into the target language. However, it also

provides the option of target language lexicalization, whereby if source language words

are found in a bilingual dictionary, they are translated during training into the target

language. Since not all words in the source training data will have entries in the

dictionary, this results in a partial translation of the training data, and thus, a code-

switched training corpus. Moreover, the word order of the source language sentence

is maintained (i.e, only surface translation occurs).

By including target language words in the training, lexicalization allows the distri-
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Figure 4.3: Transfer model architecture with updatable bilingual sentiment embed-
dings and weights, and lexicalized input. The English tweet ‘thanks for following
friends’ is partially lexicalized to Spanish.

bution of the training data to become closer to that of the evaluation data. Moreover,

it allows us to update or fine-tune the bilingual embedding weights during training.

Thus, in this configuration, we initialize embeddings to pre-trained weights and up-

date them during training.

Target language lexicalization is inspired from the work of Rasooli and Collins

(2017) as well as our collaborative work (Rasooli et al., 2018).

4.2.3.1 Updating Sentiment Weights

The bilingual sentiment weights are trained according to the likelihood of associating

words with sentiment scores based on a pre-trained corpus. However, these scores

may also be updated based on the training data, which has gold sentiment labels.

To create updatable bilingual sentiment weights, we pass the sentiment embeddings

vc(w) through an updatable feedforward layer f and initialize its weights to Ws:

vsentiment = f(vc(w).Wu
T + b), (4.3)
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where b = 0, f is the relu activation function (Nair and Hinton, 2010) and Wu is

initialized to Ws.

Figure 4.3 shows how we update bilingual sentiment embeddings and weights

using an example of training on English and testing on Spanish.

4.2.4 Cluster Embeddings and SentiwordNet

Two additional bilingual representations we consider are cluster embeddings and sen-

timent scores from the lexicon Sentiwordnet (Baccianella et al., 2010). Both are used

in preliminary versions of our model, which used monolingual-based embeddings and

was published in our paper (Rasooli et al., 2018). With our best model, which uses

bilingual-corpus-based embeddings, we found that cluster embeddings and Sentiword-

net were less impactful on average. We include experiments to this effect, and we

additionally use Sentiwordnet scores as a baseline to compare with our bilingual sen-

timent features.

If lexicalization is applied and the translation for a source word is found during

training, the feature (e.g word vector, cluster or Sentiwordnet score) for the target

word is used; otherwise, the English feature is used.

4.2.4.1 Cluster Embeddings

We apply Brown clustering, created using the method of Stratos et al. (2014), to

word embedding vectors to create cross-lingual cluster embeddings. We then create

an additional input channel xb ∈ Rdb which is concatenated with the input word

embedding channel and which represents each word by its cross-lingual cluster rather

than by its individual word vector.
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4.2.4.2 Sentiwordnet

Sentiwordnet uses a number of manual seeding and automated extraction techniques

sentiment polarity scores for each English word. Only when a bilingual dictionary

is available (i.e, in the ‘lexicalization’ configuration), we translate the Sentiwordnet

lexicon to the target language using the dictionary. We use two-dimensional scores

xsw ∈ R2 as an additional concatenated channel that represents the likelihood of a

word being positive or negative, similar to the bilingual sentiment scores vsentiment.

However, unlike vsentiment, Sentiwordnet scores rely on directly translating source lan-

guage words and can only be used when a bilingual dictionary is available. Moreover,

the Sentiwordnet scores extracted from the test data are limited by the target lan-

guage words that are found in both Sentiwordnet and the bilingual dictionary, while

in the case of the bilingual sentiment weights, every test word with a pretrained

embedding will get a score.

4.3 Creating Bilingual Features with Different

Resources

Here we describe how to create pre-trained bilingual embedding features using each

of the different resources that may be available to the target language: monolingual

corpora, sentence-aligned parallel corpora, and comparable corpora.

4.3.1 Monolingual-based Embeddings

Our approach for pre-training bilingual embeddings from monolingual corpora re-

lies on the use of a bilingual dictionary. First, a dictionary is learned using word

alignments generated from a smaller parallel corpus. Then the dictionary is used to

translate words at random in monolingual data concatenated from the source and
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target languages. This creates a ‘code-switched’ bilingual corpus, on which a mono-

lingual word embedding model, namely that of Mikolov et al. (2013) can be applied

directly. To build these embeddings, we use the monolingual corpora described in

Chapter 3 and the parallel corpora to generate word alignments. We refer to this

approach as ‘Dictionary-Code-Switch’, or Dict-CS.

This method is inspired from the code-switching approach of Rasooli and Collins

(2017) and is also similar to the approach of Gouws and Søgaard (2015).

In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we also evaluate our models in comparison with the

monolingual-based embedding representations of Artetxe et al. (2018) (VecMap)

and Conneau et al. (2017) (muse).

4.3.2 Bilingual Embeddings from a Parallel Corpus

Instead of using a parallel corpus to create a dictionary - provided that a well-chosen

corpus can be made available for the target language - the pre-trained embeddings can

be learned directly on the parallel corpus itself, without any additional monolingual

data. This allows the bilingual word vectors to directly make use of bilingual trans-

lation context, and if sentiment embeddings are incorporated, of bilingual sentiment

context.

4.3.2.1 Parallel Corpus Embeddings

To train bilingual embeddings from a parallel corpus, we follow Luong et al. (2015)’s

approach, which uses a joint objective of monolingual and bilingual models:

α(Mono1 +Mono2) + βBi (4.4)

Words are first aligned in the source and target language sentences; note that

word alignments need not be learned in order to achieve effective bilingual quality,
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and assuming monotonic alignments - i.e, each source word is mapped to a target

language word in keeping with word order - works effectively in practice, as shown by

Luong et al. (2015). For each source or target word, both monolingual and bilingual

contexts are used to predict the word using the CBOW or skipgram (Mikolov et al.,

2013) objective. The joint objective can be thought of as essentially learning four

joint ‘word2vec’ models src→src, trg→src, src→trg, trg→trg for source and target

languages. Figure 4.4 represents a schematic of the four monolingual and bilingual

contexts used in this bilingual embedding approach.

Figure 4.4: Monolingual and bilingual English and Spanish contexts used for pre-
dicting ‘witch’ and ‘bruja’, which are aligned. The glosses for the Spanish text are:
‘the beautiful witch green’.

4.3.2.2 Bilingual Sentiment Embeddings

We extend parallel corpus embeddings by modeling the probability,

p(s[w] = sj|context) (4.5)

that a source-language word has a prior sentiment label, given the source or tar-

get words in its translation context. Thus, the CBOW objective is extended

as follows. We assume our corpus consists of pairs of words and contexts

D = (w, context) and pairs of sentiment labels and contexts S = (s, context),

sj ∈ L = {positive, negative, neutral}. Words and contexts can belong to source
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src or target trg languages, while sentiment labels belong only to source src lan-

guages.

For source words that have lexicon entries, we model the monolingual and bilingual

CBOW and sentiment objectives:

argmax
θ

∑
(w,c)∈D

log
1

1 + e−vcontext.vw
+ γlog

1

1 + e−vcontext.vs[w]
(4.6)

where (w, c) includes both source and target language contexts, s[w] is the sentiment

label assigned to source word w, and γ is a hyperparameter indicating the effect of

the contribution of sentiment labels.

For target words, and source words without lexicon entries, whose prior senti-

ment labels are assumed unknown, we model the monolingual and bilingual CBOW

objectives,

argmax
θ

∑
(w,c)∈D

log
1

1 + e−vcontext.vw
(4.7)

where vw ∈ Rd is the word vector representation of w and the context vector,

vcontext =
1

2b

∑
i∈[−b,b]−{0}

vc(wi) (4.8)

is an average of context word vectors vc ∈ Rdc in a window {−b, b} around the center

word w.

The parameters to be learned jointly in bilingual space are θ = {vw, vc, vs} ∈ Rdc

for all w, c in Vsource+target and all sentiment labels sj, where vw and vc are the out-

put and input word embedding weights, and vs are the output bilingual sentiment

embedding weights. The parameters are learned using gradient descent and nega-

tive sampling. Thus, the input weights wc and the output sentiment weights vs are

updated using an additional sentiment error term.
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As a result, we effectively induce a sentiment prior on word embedding vectors, and

the model learns the sentiment associated with source and target words in bilingual

contexts, whose sentiment label was previously unknown. Source and target words

with a similar sentiment label distribution - how likely they will be labeled ‘positive’

or ‘negative’ in most contexts - will cluster more closely in the bilingual embedding

space. The model is applicable monolingually as well as bilingually, without explicitly

modeling any word alignments.

In addition to learning input and context word vectors, the model produces

pre-trained bilingual sentiment vectors or bilingual sentiment weights vs ∈ Rdc ,

s ∈ {positive, negative, neutral} which can be utilized in the cross-lingual senti-

ment model to create sentiment scores as described in Section 4.2.2. We have used

the MPQA lexicon with ‘priorpolarity’ sentiment tags (Wilson et al., 2005) as a seed

lexicon to tag all source language words in our bilingual embedding corpora.

la hermosa bruja    verde

the beautiful  green  witch

--
po

sit
iv

e 
 

--
--

--
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--

Figure 4.5: Monolingual and bilingual English and Spanish word and sentiment
contexts used for predicting ‘hermosa’, ‘beautiful’, and output sentiment vector vs
for the ‘positive’ sentiment label. ‘Beautiful’ and ‘positive’ are aligned using an
English sentiment lexicon. The remaining three words do not have any entry in the
lexicon, and are represented by dashes ‘- -’.

Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of bilingual word and sentiment contexts used for

learning the embeddings. If similar examples occur often enough in our pre-training
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corpus, the vectors for the words ‘witch’ and ‘bruja’ will become closer to the ‘positive’

vector and will be more likely to be associated with positive sentiment.

4.3.3 Bilingual Embeddings from a Comparable Corpus

We next describe how to leverage comparable corpora to create bilingual word em-

beddings and sentiment embeddings.

4.3.3.1 Comparable Corpus Embeddings

As described in Chapter 3, comparable corpora can be aligned by documents (ds, dt)

or more broadly by topics (ts, tt); the first option is more precise while the second

gives us more data. We found that the article-aligned corpus ‘wiki-article’ results in

greatly enhanced performance by the cross-lingual model, and we use this corpus as

our main comparable translation corpus. However, at the end of this chapter, we also

include results obtained using the topically aligned corpus.

Our approach for creating bilingual embeddings from comparable corpora uses

the ‘length-ratio-shuffle’ method of Vulić and Moens (2016) to construct a pseudo-

bilingual document. This approach, while preserving the monolingual order, inserts

source and target words ws, wt into the bilingual document by iteratively appending

R source words from dsj or tsj followed by one target word from dtj or ttj , where

R =
⌊
ms

mt

⌋
is the ratio of source word tokens to target word tokens in document or

topic j (assuming without loss of generality that ms > mt). Remainder source words

are appended in monolingual order at the end of the bilingual document. Monolin-

gual embedding training is then applied to the bilingual document to generate the

comparable embeddings. We follow this approach for the article-aligned comparable

corpus wiki-article.

However, if the corpus is not article-aligned, it becomes much less likely that

the order of sentences in the source and target languages reflects actual translations.
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Thus, for topic-aligned corpora, instead of preserving the order of sentences within

original topics tj, we first compute Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency

(TF-IDF) for source words ws and target words wt. We then separately rank the

source and target sentences by their averaged TF-IDF scores. Since the topics are

the same in both languages, this makes it more likely that when we merge the docu-

ments, the frequently occurring topical words in the source language will align to the

corresponding frequently occurring topical words in the target language. Figure 4.6

shows a diagram of Merge-TFIDF.

Source topic j

Target topic j

Sentence-ranked source j

Sentence-ranked target j

tsj

ttj

tsj
TF-IDF

ttj
TF-IDF

ws
n-R

ws
n-1

wt
n

ws
n+1

ws
n+R

..

..

TF-IDF Transformation

Rank

TF-IDF Transformation

Rank

Figure 4.6: Creating a comparable bilingual document with Merge-TFIDF. n is the
index of the target language word in the bilingual document.

4.3.3.2 Comparable Corpus Bilingual Sentiment Embeddings

Our approach to bilingual sentiment embeddings can be applied to a non-parallel

comparable corpus while specifying a large window size b, as learning sentiment in

context is less dependent on word order than are tasks like machine translation.
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Thus, producing efficient bilingual sentiment representations of words may be possi-

ble without a sentence-aligned corpus. The process for building bilingual sentiment

embeddings from a comparable corpus is outlined as follows:

1. We align language-linked articles by documents (dsrc, dtrg).

2. We build code-switched documents using the ‘length-ratio-shuffle’ method of

Vulić and Moens (2016) as described above.

3. We run our sentiment lexicon training objective in the monolingual configura-

tion.

4.4 Experiments

In our experiments, we evaluate the cross-lingual model variations described thus far

in this chapter (Table 4.1) and assess the following factors:

1. Best Transfer Model. The best cross-lingual model for each target language

amongst among our proposed model variations2, and its performance compared

with a supervised model trained on the same language, if training data is avail-

able.

2. Bilingual Resources. The performance of the cross-lingual model under dif-

ferent resource availablity: in-domain and in-genre parallel corpus (LDC), in-

domain parallel corpus (EP), out-of-domain parallel corpus (QB), comparable

corpus (Comparable), and monolingual corpus (Monolingual). These are the

corpora that were described in Chapter 3, Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. The

article-aligned comparable corpus ‘Wiki-Article’ is used as our main compara-

ble corpus, while the topic-aligned corpus ‘Wiki-Topic’ is evaluated separately.

In particular, we study:

2These exclude comparisons with VecMap and MUSE, which are detailed in further sections.
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• Embedding Generation. Whether and under what conditions bilingual

embeddings from translation corpora (BL) are preferable to monolingual

embedding-based methods (ML), namely those described in Rasooli and

Collins (2017) (Dict-CS), Conneau et al. (2017) (muse), and Artetxe

et al. (2018) (vecmap).

• Resource Comparison. How well non-parallel resources (comparable

and monolingual) fare compared with out-of-domain parallel resources and

in-domain parallel resources.

Thus, our experiments study the performance of the model under varied super-

vised (a parallel corpus or bilingual dictionary is available) and unsupervised

(only a non-parallel comparable or monolingual corpus is available) scenarios.

3. Feature Representations. The performance of the cross-lingual model when

using different bilingual feature representations: pre-trained cross-lingual word

embeddings (CW), sentiment embeddings and weights (BSW) and lexicalization

of the training data with embedding update (+Lex).

4.4.1 Setup and Configurations

4.4.1.1 Model Configurations

The cross-lingual model was developed and tuned on held-out development sets from

Arabic (671 sentences), Bulgarian (2999 sentences), English (5832 sentences), and

Persian (1000 sentences). No development sets were used for the remaining target

languages. We tuned our monolingual-based (Dict-CS) and bilingual-based (BL)

models separately. For the monolingual-based model: the tuned model used 7 epochs

for training, a hidden layer size of 400, and a batch size of 10K. For the bilingual-

based model: the tuned model used 5 epochs for training, a hidden layer size of 100,

and a batch size of 32. We trained the models on the English source dataset using
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the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), with categorical cross-entropy loss, and

applied them to the evaluation datasets of each target language.

4.4.1.2 Bilingual Dictionaries

Bilingual dictionaries were used when lexicalizing the training data, and when train-

ing monolingual-based embeddings by code-switching (Dict-CS method). In these

configurations, we assume the availability of parallel corpora resources, which can

be used to automatically create word alignments. We created source-target word

alignments with GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) and extracted bilingual dictionaries

automatically by assigning dictionary entries to source-target pairs which are aligned

most frequently in the parallel corpus.

4.4.1.3 Embedding Configurations

1. Bilingual-based embeddings. For training the bilingual-based word and sen-

timent embeddings, we used the Multivec (Bérard et al., 2016) toolkit, which

provides support for monolingual and bilingual embeddings, namely those of

Luong et al. (2015), and we extended the toolkit to provide support for our

bilingual sentiment embedding training3. Training completes in under 3.2 min-

utes for the largest parallel corpus size of 415K sentences and in 4.8 seconds

for the smallest corpus of 11.8K, on CPU. We built 300-dimensional vectors

with a context window size of 5, except for comparable corpus embeddings,

where we used a window size of 10. We used γ = 1 for the sentiment embed-

dings. Bilingual-based embedding models were trained using the parallel and

comparable corpora described in Chapter 3.

2. Monolingual-based embeddings. For training our monolingual-based code-

3https://github.com/narnoura/multivec
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switched embeddings (dict-cs), we used the Word2vec4 tool with its default

configurations. Monolingual-based models were trained using the monolingual

corpora described in Chapter 3 for each of our 18 languages.

3. VecMap and MUSE. These models use large monolingual corpora and, under

supervised scenarios, bilingual dictionaries, to map monolingual spaces into a

shared cross-lingual space. Their implementations are publicly available56. We

built 300-dimensional embeddings using both and kept default parameters. In

the supervised versions, we used the same dictionaries that we created using

our parallel corpora. For muse, we do not produce embeddings or results in

the unsupervised case, because their available system and iterative refinement

procedure requires an external validation dictionary. In the supervised case,

we retained muse’s validation dictionary if it was available for our language; if

it was not, we split 2000 words from our parallel corpus dictionaries and used

them for validation.

Table 4.2 shows the vocabulary size of target language words resulting from the

bilingual embeddings created from each of the corpora. English vocabulary size is

20.5K words for the European Parliament corpus (EP), 918K words for monolingual

Wikipedia, and varies by target language for the remaining translation corpora. Rare

words (occurring fewer than five times in the corpus) are filtered out during the

embedding training process. Thus, embeddings created from a larger corpus - such

as the Arabic Quran and Bible corpus - may still have a smaller vocabulary size

than a smaller corpus - such as the Arabic LDC corpus - if it contains more rare

words. We can also notice that while the EP corpus contains the same number of

translations across all nine languages, the resulting vocabulary size differs significantly

4https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

5https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap

6https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
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among these languages; it is higher for the more morphologically complex European

languages (Polish, Slovak, Slovene, and Hungarian) which have vocabulary sizes close

to or exceeding 50K words, somewhat smaller for Bulgarian(bg), German(de), and

Swedish(sv), and smallest for English, Spanish(es) and Portuguese(pt), which are less

morphologically complex.

We built cross-lingual Brown clusters from the generated word embedding vectors,

specifying a number of clusters equal to 500.

Language LDC EP QB Comparable Monolingual

ar 20.5 – 17.3 66.8 152.0

bg – 37.5 21.3 37.6 161.2

de – 36.0 23.8 116.5 1279.5

es 58.6 28.6 24.9 88.0 639.3

en – 20.5 – – 918

fa 13.6 – 70.0 23.2 171.9

hu 39.7 57.5 18.6 63.8 388.5

hr – – 15.3 43.7 237.8

pl – 49.7 24.8 84.9 581.1

pt – 29.9 22.4 60.7 380.3

ru 56.1 – 50.3 130.7 543.7

si 35.3 – – 19.2 40.7

sk – 47.3 13.7 31.0 192.4

sl – 43.6 14.2 30.4 190.2

sv – 33.2 16.2 45.2 305.2

ti 5.4 – – – 59.9

ug 18.9 – 18.3 2.9 19.3

zh 6.9 – 27.3 18.3 466.8

Table 4.2: Target language vocabulary size for embeddings created from all corpora.
The acronyms for the parallel corpora in the first three columns are Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC), European Parliament (EP), and Quran and Bible (QB). Com-
parable refers to the article-aligned Wikipedia corpus and Monolingual refers to the
monolingual corpora, both described in Chapter 3. Vocabulary size is represented in
1000 word units.
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4.4.2 Data

For the experiments in this chapter, we use the data from the untargeted datasets

described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1: namely, the English European Twitter dataset

(Mozetič et al., 2016) for training, and the untargeted sentiment evaluation datasets

for the 17 target languages: Arabic (ar), Bulgarian (bg), German(de), Spanish(es),

Persian(fa), Hungarian(hu), Croatian(hr), Polish(pl), Portuguese(pt), Russian(ru),

Sinhalese(si), Slovak(sk), Slovene(sl), Swedish(sv), Tigrinya(ti), Uyghur(ug), and

Chinese(zh).

4.4.2.1 Text Preprocessing

We preprocessed the text by tokenizing the datasets, translation corpora, and mono-

lingual corpora. We used the Stanford Chinese Segmenter (Chang et al., 2008),

madamira Arabic tokenizer and morphological analyzer (Pasha et al., 2014), Hazm

Persian tokenizer7, European tokenizers in the EuroParl package, OpenNLP8 and the

Moses tokenizer9.

For these English-to-target experiments, we ran madamira using the Arabic Tree-

bank (atb) tokenization scheme with the ‘bwform’ option, a heuristic-based method

that is more limited than the default regeneration method, but is sufficient for most

tokenization needs. In later chapters on targeted sentiment where Arabic is treated

as a high-resource language, we use the default regeneration tokenization option.

We cleaned all tweets by removing hashtags, user mentions, and links.

7https://github.com/sobhe/hazm

8ttps://opennlp.apache.org/

9https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/tokenizer/tokenizer.perl
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4.4.3 Metric

For evaluating sentiment predictions, we used macro-averaged F-Measure, F-Macro,

which is the F-Measure averaged over the three sentiment classes giving equal weight

to each class, a standard metric for sentiment analysis (Rosenthal et al., 2017, 2015a).

F-Macro provides a better indication of performance on predicting positive and

negative sentiment labels than accuracy, especially when working with unbalanced

datasets with higher neutral content.

4.4.4 Statistical Significance

Statistical significance was computed for F-Macro using the bootstrap significance test

(Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2012). Because deep learning models are non-deterministic

and are run with random seeds, our experiments are repeated for 5 runs and the

averaged result is presented10. To compute statistical significance on the averaged

result, we used the majority vote of the 5 runs (predicting ‘neutral’ in case of conflict)

and used the corresponding output to test for significance.

4.4.5 Baseline Approaches

We incorporate two rule-based and lexical baselines and a third baseline which uses

Sentiwordnet features in the model.

1. Majority: The performance of a model which always predicts the neutral ma-

jority baseline of the English training data. This baseline is aimed at demon-

strating how well the cross-lingual model can overcome the majority baseline,

particularly when it was trained on a language with different sentiment distri-

bution.

10Except for Dict-CS results, which are reported directly from our paper (Rasooli et al., 2018).
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2. SWN-rule: The performance of a rule-based lexical model which translates

Sentiwordnet to the target language using the dictionaries extracted from the

Bible and Quran parallel data (or LDC data, if the Bible and Quran corpus

is not available). It assigns positive (negative) sentiment, if the sum of the

positive (negative) scores of a sentence is at least 0.1 higher than the sum of

the negative (positive) scores. Otherwise it assigns the neutral label.11

3. SWN: The performance of the full cross-lingual model when using translated

Sentiwordnet scores as features in place of the bilingually trained sentiment

scores. This baseline is used when evaluating bilingual feature representations

in the lexicalization configuration. It is aimed at assessing the value of training

bilingual sentiment scores as opposed to simply projecting the sentiment scores

obtained from the source language.

4.5 Results

In the following sections, we show our results. Section 4.5.1 (Best Transfer Model)

shows the performance of our best cross-lingual model for each language, compared

with that of the supervised in-language model and the baselines. Section 4.5.2 (Bilin-

gual Resources) presents our extensive experimental analysis of cross-lingual senti-

ment performance using word embeddings created from different resources, including

monolingual embeddings created using Dict-CS, vecmap, and muse. Section 4.5.3

(Bilingual Feature Representations) presents detailed results assessing the effect of

lexicalization and bilingual sentiment features. Finally, Section 4.5.4 shows the per-

formance of our cross-lingual model in comparison with the adversarial transfer model

of Chen et al. (2018).

11The lexical baseline approach used in our paper is more lenient than this baseline. It used
average sentiment score rather than sum, which we discovered results in a much lower baseline
score.
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4.5.1 Evaluation of Transfer Model

Table 4.3 shows the performance of predicting sentiment in each of the target lan-

guages using English as a source language.

The first two columns show the performance of the ‘Majority’ and ‘SWN-Rule’

baselines. The third column, Transfer, shows the result of our best cross-lingual

model for the target language, among available resources (Linguistic Data Consortium

(LDC), EuroParl (EP), Quran-Bible (QB), and Comparable Wiki-Article (Comp))

with bilingual-based cross-lingual embeddings (BL), monolingual-based Dict-CS

embeddings (ML), and feature representations (Bilingual sentiment embeddings and

weights, Lexicalization, Sentiwordnet, and Clusters).

The fourth column (Sup) shows the result of our best supervised model for the

target language, if a training dataset is available for the language. This supervised

model results from running our deep learning model (Section 4.1) with either monolin-

gual Wikipedia embeddings or updatable word embeddings initialized during training.

This number, along with the baselines, is also shown for the source language, English

(en).

The last three columns descibe the configurations of the best transfer model:

whether it uses monolingual-based Dict-CS embeddings or bilingual-based embed-

dings (R-type), the bilingual feature representations used (F-type), and the bilingual

corpus used for pre-training or for creating a bilingual dictionary (Corpus).

4.5.1.1 Discussion

Table 4.5.1 shows that the best model configuration most often results with bilingual-

based features (BL), an in-domain parallel corpus (LDC or EP), and with an added

representation feature (BSW and/or +Lex ).

Transfer vs. Baseline.

We observe that the best model ‘Transfer’ is able to easily overcome the majority base-
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Baselines Model Best Configuration

Majority SWN-R Transfer Sup R-type F-type Corpus

ar 18.6 38.9 45.9† 55.5 BL BSW LDC

bg 22.4 37.9 49.3† 57.5 BL CW, SWN, +Lex EP

de 23.9 39.1 49.2† 58.3 BL CW EP

es 19.3 33.5 44.4† 51.4 BL CW, +Lex LDC

en 21.0 46.2 – 65.9 – – –

fa 17.9 37.8 53.0† 71.3 BL CW, CL LDC

hu 16.5 36.0 49.1† 63.0 BL BSW, +Lex LDC

hr 12.8 31.9 39.7† 61.9 BL BSW Comp

pl 13.8 37.3 43.9† 62.7 BL BSW EP

pt 17.3 33.3 42.5† 53.0 BL BSW, +Lex EP

ru 20.0 36.4 50.2† 68.9 BL BSW, +Lex LDC

si 16.1 36.3 35.2 – ML CW,CL, LDC

SWN,+Lex

sk 11.9 34.0 40.8† 68.6 BL CW Comp

sl 20.6 38.3 42.3† 56.0 BL BSW, +Lex EP

sv 16.1 39.2 49.0† 62.7 ML CW, CL, EP

SWN,+Lex

ti 23.1 34.5 40.9 – BL BSW, +Lex LDC

ug 23.6 38.6 45.2 – BL CW LDC

zh 19.7 43.9 56.3† 47.0 ML CW,CL, LDC

SWN,+Lex

Table 4.3: Macro-averaged F-measure for predicting sentiment labels ‘positive’, ‘neg-
ative’, and ‘neutral’ for best cross-lingual model ‘Transfer’ compared with neutral
Majority baseline, lexical Sentiwordnet baseline SWN-R (SWN-Rule), and super-
vised model Sup trained on the same language. Best results are shown in bold,
results where Transfer outperforms baselines are shown in blue, and results where a
baseline outperforms Transfer are shown in red. Statistical significance (p <0.05 ) of
the transfer model with respect to the baseline is indicated with the symbol †. ‘R-type’
represents resource type (BL:Bilingual-based, ML:Monolingual-based). ‘F-type’ rep-
resents feature representation (CW: Cross-lingual Word embeddings, BSW: Bilingual
Sentiment Embeddings and Weights, +Lex: With lexicalization, CL: Cross-lingual
Word Clusters, SWN: Sentiwordnet.)
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line in all cases, and the lexical baseline SWN-rule in all cases but one (Sinhalese(si))

- in fact, for Sinhalese, no other method we tried or compared to beats this base-

line. The difference in performance is statistically significant for all languages except

Tigrinya, Uyghur, and Sinhalese, which due to relatively small evaluation dataset

sizes, require a threshold of roughly ten F-measure points for statistical significance.

However, the repeatability of the transfer model’s success for these languages under

different feature configurations (as shown in Section 4.5.3 ) is encouraging.

Transfer vs. Supervised.

In general, the transfer model does not lag very far behind the supervised model.

The difference between the transfer model and the supervised model ranges from as

low as 7 points (Spanish) to as high as 28 points (Slovak) (in fact, Slovak transfers

better from other languages, namely its Western Slavic sister language, Polish, as

will be shown in Chapter 5), and in one case (Chinese), the transfer model actually

surpasses the supervised model. On average, the best sentiment transfer model trails

the supervised model by about 15 points, with the the smallest differences observed

for Spanish(es), Bulgarian(bg), German(de), Arabic(ar), and Portuguese(pt) (below

10 points) and the highest differences observed for Slovak(sk) and Croatian(hr) (above

20 points). The majority baseline for these last two languages is notably low as well

(11.9 and 12.8) due to the skew in their datasets, which contain a small amount of

neutral data compared to the English data they were trained on (See Chapter 3 Table

3.3, for sentiment distributions of the datasets). Yet, the transfer model still easily

exceeds the baseline for Slovak and Croatian (40.8 and 39.7), indicating that it learns

to identify sentiment in the target language.

Resources.

When considering feature and resource representations for the transfer model, it

is clear that bilingually trained representations (BL) most often result in the best

model, contributing to the best transfer configuration in 14 out of 17 languages,
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Best Transfer Model: Conclusion
Transfer model outperforms baseline (16/17 languages)

Transfer model lags supervised model by 14.7 points average
Best Embedding Generation: Embeddings built with bilingual context (14/17)
Best Features: Lexicalization (11/17) and Bilingual Sentiment Weights (8/17)

Best Corpora: In-domain (LDC: 9/17, EP: 6/17 )

while monolingual-based Dict-CS representations result in the best model for Chi-

nese(zh), Sinhalese(si), and Swedish(sv). Furthermore, the best bilingually trained

embeddings are most often trained on an in-genre or in-domain parallel corpus (LDC

or EP) (15 out of 17 languages). In two cases, Slovak and Croatian, the comparable

corpus formed of language-linked Wikipedia articles actually outperforms the parallel

corpora alternatives. In fact, the out-of-domain parallel corpus QB does not result

in the best model for any language.

Features.

Of the bilingual feature representations considered for training the cross-lingual

model, lexicalization (+Lex) and bilingual sentiment embeddings and weights (BSW)

contribute most often to the best model: 11 out of 17 languages for lexicalization and

8 out of 17 languages for BSW. On the other hand, the contribution of Sentiwordnet

scores (SWN) and cluster embeddings (CL) is less pronounced (4 for CL and 4 for

SWN).

We study the results for bilingual feature resources and representations in further

detail in the next sections.

4.5.2 Evaluation of Bilingual Feature Resources

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the performance of the cross-lingual model when using

monolingual-based and bilingual-based word embeddings created using different re-

sources: in-domain and in-genre parallel corpora (Table 4.4), and out-of-domain,

comparable, and monolingual corpora (Table 4.5). The first set of results reflects
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Bilingual Resource Evaluation: In-domain and In-genre Parallel

LDC EP

dict-cs vecmap muse bl dict-cs vecmap muse bl

-Lex +Lex -Lex -Lex -Lex -Lex +Lex -Lex -Lex -Lex

ar 36.7 30.0 36.6 37.1 40.4† – – – – –

bg – – – – – 24.6 43.5 36.4 39.8 48.4♥†♦

de – – – – – 40.5 45.4 47.6 48.0 49.2♦

es 40.9 42.2 39.0 39.7 42.2♥† 27.3 39.4 38.5 41.7 43.2♥†♦

fa 34.9 26.5 49.1 48.4 50.4♦ – – – – –

hu 37.7 42.3 44.6 46.3 47.4†♦ 28.2 31.8 41.2 47.6 48.2†♦

hr – – – – – – – – – –

pl – – – – – 24.6 43.3 28.8 36.8 43.5♥†

pt – – – – – 26.5 39.3 40.2 42.1♥ 41.1

ru 43.4 48.1 44.0 47.3 49.0† – – – – –

si 26.9 35.2 24.7 36.2 31.4 – – – – –

sk – – – – – 17.9 20.4 34.6 33.4 38.4♥†♦

sl – – – – – 31.8 40.1 32.5 35.2 41.4♥†

sv – – – – – 29.4 49.0♦ 35.3 34.9 43.6

ti 36.3 36.9 29.0 37.7 34.5 – – – – –

ug 25.4 37.5 30.9 26.7 45.2♥ – – – – –

zh 55.9 56.3 53.0 58.1 52.9 – – – – –

AVG 37.6 39.4 39.0 41.9 43.7 27.9 39.1 37.2 39.9 44.1

Table 4.4: Macro-averaged F-measure of cross-lingual model using in-genre (LDC)
and in-domain (LDC, EP) parallel corpora with bilingual-based and monolingual-
based embedding methods. Best results are shown in bold. For each corpus (LDC
and EP), statistical significance (p<0.05 ) between bl and corresponding muse (♥),
vecmap (†), and the best Dict-CS model (♦) is indicated. dict-cs, vecmap, and
muse are monolingual-based methods, while bl is a bilingual-based method learned
directly on the parallel corpus. ‘-Lex’ means no lexicalization occurs during training,
‘+Lex’ means target language lexicalization occurs during training.

the more desirable scenario where an in-domain or in-genre parallel - albeit possibly

small - corpus is available for the target language. The second set of results reflects

the scenario where only an out-of-domain parallel corpus, comparable corpus with no
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dictionary, or monolingual corpus with no dictionary is available.

For supervised scenarios (a parallel corpus or bilingual dictionary is available),

we show results using the three monolingual-based embedding methods: Dict-CS,

vecmap, and muse, along with bilingual-based embedding training bl. Dict-CS is

shown using both lexicalization (+Lex) and no lexicalization (-Lex) configurations,

while all other cross-lingual models have not been trained using any translation to the

target language: i.e, the model relies only on the bilingual nature of the embeddings

to represent the target language.

For unsupervised scenarios (only a non-parallel corpus and no dictionary is avail-

able12), we show results using our bilingual-based comparable corpus training bl as

well as with vecmap trained on comparable corpora, and finally, only vecmap is

used for the scenario where a monolingual corpus and nothing else is available.

4.5.2.1 Discussion

In-genre and In-domain Parallel Corpora.

We first consider in-domain and in-genre parallel corpora. The results in Table 4.4

show that bilingual-based embeddings bl trained directly on EP or LDC, without

any lexicalization, generally outperform all the monolingual-based embeddings Dict-

CS, vecmap, and muse on identifying sentiment in the target language, even though

monolingual-based embeddings are built in the supervised configuration with access

to a bilingual dictionary. We can see this as bl outperforms other representations

on average and results in the best model in 11 out of 16 languages. The second-best

performing model is muse (4 out of 16 languages). In terms of statistical signifi-

cance, we observe 8 of these languages with bl significantly outperforming vecmap,

6 significantly outperforming muse, 6 significantly outperforming dict-cs with lexi-

calization and almost all languages for dict-cs without lexicalization. On the other

12Except for the 61 keywords originally used to retrieve the comparable corpora.
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hand, monolingual-based methods perform significantly better than BL for only 2

languages: Portuguese(pt) with muse, and Swedish(sv) with Dict-CS+lex.

We note that muse uses an external validation dictionary on top of the LDC

parallel corpus dictionary.

Effect of Lexicalization on Dict-CS and BL.

We see that dict-cs representations are greatly improved through translation, with

lexicalization leading to an increase in F-measure of 37.6 to 39.4 on average for LDC

and 27.9 to 39.1 for EP. On the other hand, the bilingual-based embeddings, partic-

ularly because they benefit from the bilingual context of the parallel corpus, are able

to stand on their own without any lexicalization. Lexicalization impacts the Europarl

corpus more than the in-genre LDC corpus.

Cases where ML-based embeddings outperform BL-based embeddings.

We consider the few cases where monolingual-based representation methods better

enable the model to identify sentiment. These include Sinhalese(si) and Chinese(zh),

where muse results in the best F-measures of 36.2 and 58.1, and Swedish (sv),

where Dict-CS+Lex results in the best F-measure of 49.0 as well as the best

overall model for Swedish. muse and dict-cs also outperform bl embeddings on

Tigrinya, with muse resulting in the best F-measure of of 37.7 - although our best

overall model for Tigrinya is obtained when we use bilingual sentiment weights, as

the next section shows. We can observe from the corpus vocabulary sizes shown in

Table 4.2, that Chinese has a large monolingual corpus vocabulary (466.8k) relative

to its parallel vocabulary size (6.9k). For most languages with smaller monolingual

vocabularies, such as Uyghur, Arabic, Persian, or Bulgarian (See Table 4.2) using the

available smaller parallel corpus is clearly a better option. Sinhalese does not follow

this pattern. Training embedding models with very large monolingual corpora also

becomes cumbersome (as we observed with high-resource languages, namely English

and German); if computational memory and resources are not available, embeddings
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In-domain Parallel Resources: Conclusion
Best embeddings: Bilingual-based (11/16 languages)

Second best embeddings: muse (monolingual-based) (3/16 languages)
Factors affecting performance: Monolingual vs. Parallel vocabulary size

Reliance on lexicalization: Dict-CS (yes), Bilingual-based (no)

cannot be trained quickly and easily.

Out-of-domain, Comparable, and Monolingual Corpora.

With out-of-domain, comparable, and monolingual corpora (Table 4.5), we see that

bl-based embeddings still perform best on average, resulting in the best model for

6/17 languages, 3/17 languages with the Quran-Bible corpus and 3/17 languages with

the Comparable corpus. However, the results are now more mixed. This points to

out-of-domain and non-parallel resources being a varied setting where performance is

dependent on the resource and the language.

muse is still the second best embedding model, resulting in the best model for

2/17 languages and the second highest average performance, while vecmap results

in the best model for 5/17 languages when using only a monolingual corpus. It

performs substantially well for some languages, such as Bulgarian(bg), Persian(fa),

and Chinese(zh), but substantially poorly for others, such as Sinhalese(si), Slovak(sk),

and Slovene(sl).

In terms of statistical significance, our significance testing verifies this varied set

of results, with an overall advantage to bilingual-based embeddings. With the Quran-

Bible corpus, bilingual-based embeddings are significantly better than vecmap for

10 languages, than dict-cs+lex for 7 languages, and than muse for 6 languages.

On the other hand, we see significant improvements for muse over bl for 4 lan-

guages, and for dict-cs with 3 languages if lexicalization is applied and one language

(Slovene(sl)) if it is not. With the comparable corpus, bl significantly outperforms

vecmap for 12 languages. With unsupervised monolingual-based embeddings, where
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Resource Evaluation: Out-of-domain, Comp and Mono

QB Comparable Monolingual

dict-cs vecmap muse bl vecmap bl vecmap

-Lex +Lex -Lex -Lex -Lex -Lex -Lex -Lex

ar 26.4 37.3♦ 32.7 37.9♥ 34.1 26.6 38.9† 37.9♣(Q)

bg 24.7 33.0 38.5 40.2 44.1♥†♦ 32.7 42.1† 45.7♣(C)

de 36.0 43.5 44.6 45.4 47.8♥†♦ 45.5 44.3 47.0

es 27.0 42.6♦ 37.4 41.1 41.2†♣ 36.9 36.6 39.3♣(C)

fa 18.4 40.1 49.1† 48.1 48.4♦ 47.8 48.9 50.5

hu 30.2 41.1 40.1 46.0♥ 44.5†♦ 37.0 44.4† 45.2

hr 18.5 30.8 35.0 38.3 38.7†♦♣ 29.1 38.4† 31.9

pl 23.6 41.7♦ 29.2 38.7♥ 35.0† 33.1 38.4†♣ 35.6

pt 20.2 38.6 34.8 40.6♥ 39.6† 32.9 37.3† 38.9

ru 24.1 44.8♦ 40.7 43.8 42.5 39.4 44.1† 45.6

si – – – – – 24.3 31.5†♣ 21.5

sk 15.1 22.6 31.5 30.9 34.1♥†♦ 27.9 40.8†♣ 23.0

sl 35.2♦ 32.2 28.7 31.7 34.0♥†♣ 28.3 33.3†♣ 27.4

sv 27.0 39.1 33.5 33.0 37.9♥†♣ 24.4 36.2† 33.5

ti – – – – – – – 29.5

ug 16.1 30.0 35.7 26.2 38.2♥♣ 33.4† 28.5 26.3

zh 16.5 30.3 50.5 55.1♥ 44.6♦ 25.0 34.5† 59.6♣(Q)

AVG 23.9 36.5 37.5 39.8 40.3 32.8 38.6 37.5

Table 4.5: Macro-averaged F-measure of cross-lingual model using out-of-genre and
out-of-domain parallel corpora (QB), comparable corpora, and monolingual corpora
with bilingual-based and monolingual-based methods. For each corpus (QB and
Comparable), statistical significance (p<0.05 ) between bl and corresponding muse
(♥), vecmap (†), and the best dict-cs model (♦) is indicated. Statistical signif-
icance between Monolingual vecmap and bl is also indicated: with the symbol ♣

if bl >vecmap, otherwise ♣(Q) for bl-QB and ♣(C) for bl-comparable. dict-cs,
vecmap, and muse are monolingual-based methods, while bl is a bilingual-based
method learned directly on the bilingual corpus. ‘-Lex’ means no lexicalization occurs
during training, ‘+Lex’ means target language lexicalization occurs during training.
Comparable and monolingual corpora are ‘unsupervised’; no dictionary or parallel
corpus is available.
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vecmap has the strongest advantage, we observe 4 languages (Arabic(ar), Bulgar-

ian(bg), Spanish(es), and Chinese(zh)), where monolingual vecmap embeddings out-

perform a bilingual-based model, either using out-of-domain (bl-QB) or comparable

(bl-comparable) corpora. On the other hand, we observe significant improvements

of bilingual-based embeddings over unsupervised vecmap for 9 languages in total:

5 languages (Spanish(es), Croatian(hr), Slovene(sl), Swedish(sv), and Uyghur(ug)) if

using the out-of-domain corpus and 4 languages (Polish(pl), Sinhalese(si), Slovak(sk),

and Slovene(sl)) if using the comparable corpus.

Monolingual Corpus Vocabulary.

Languages with large monolingual corpus vocabulary sizes compared to their Quran-

Bible corpus (Table 4.5: 466.8K to 27.3K for Chinese(zh), 388.5K to 18.6K for Hun-

garian(hu), 543.7K to 50.3K for Russian) tend to do well with vecmap or muse.

This effect is more pronounced with the out-of-domain corpus compared to the in-

domain LDC and EP corpora, where smaller corpora were more likely to be sufficient

to produce better sentiment results. Arabic(ar), Slovene(sl), and Slovak(sk), on the

other hand, which also have small QB vocabularies (17.3K, 14.2K and 16.2K) but

monolingual corpora of 150K and 190K, perform better with bl. Finally, for lan-

guages like German(de), which is richly resourced for all corpora, bl performs the

best, but the differences in results among different methods are not substantial.

Effect of Lexicalization.

Dict-CS with lexicalization results in the best model for Spanish(es), Polilsh(pl),

and Swedish(sv), 3/17 languages. However, without lexicalization, its average perfor-

mance drops from 36.5 to 23.9. This effect is most pronounced for the Quran-Bible

corpus compared to all available parallel corpora.

Performance of Comparable vs. Quran-Bible Corpus.

If we compare the use of the bilingually trained comparable corpora embeddings to

the Quran and Bible parallel corpus embeddings, we see that comparable corpus
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training with bl comes quite close, and sometimes even outperforms parallel corpus

training using the Quran and Bible corpus. This is the case for 5 languages: Arabic

(38.9 vs. 34.1 F-measure), Persian (48.9 vs. 48.4), Polish (38.4 vs. 34.0), Russian

(44.1 vs. 42.5), and Slovak (40.8 vs. 34.0). The greatest improvements are observed

for Arabic(ar), Polish(pl), and Slovak(sk), all of which don’t have substantially large

out-of-domain and monolingual vocabularies, and for Sinhalese(si), which has no

QB corpus; thus, an in-domain comparable corpus using bilingual-based embeddings

is preferable for sentiment transfer when a small in-domain parallel corpus is not

available or when a large out-of-domain parallel corpus or large monolingual corpus

is not available.

Moreover, training bilingual-based embeddings on the comparable corpus outper-

forms both dict-cs and vecmap embeddings created with QB supervision, as well as

unsupervised vecmap embeddings created using the same comparable corpus. These

results are notable, indicating that a comparable corpus is effective for training cross-

lingual sentiment models without any translation dictionary, and demonstrates once

again that the content of the corpus and its similarity in domain to the evaluation

data is an important factor for cross-lingual sentiment analysis. Our results are also

consistent with the comparability and sentiment comparability scores computed on

the comparable and QB corpora in Chapter 3, which showed comparable corpora

having equal or higher comparability to the QB corpus.

Performance of Unsupervised Monolingual Corpus.

This scenario refers to the last column in Table 4.5. It is interestingly, the best out of

all possible options for Chinese(zh). For Bulgarian(bg), Russian(ru), and Persian(fa),

using vecmap embeddings under completely unsupervised settings outperforms both

out-of-domain parallel corpora and comparable corpora options - although using an

in-domain parallel corpus still works better for these three languages, as shown in

Tables 4.3 and 4.4. For Arabic(ar), Sinhalese(si), and Slovak(sk), using the com-
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Out-of-domain, Comparable, and Monolingual Resources: Conclusion
Varied language-dependent resources

Factors: In-domain vs. Out-of-domain, Vocabulary size
Best average model: Bilingual-based embeddings (6/16 languages)

Second best average model: muse (monolingual-based) (2/16 languages)
Monolingual vecmap: best model for 5/17 languages

Comparable (5 outperform) vs. Out-of-domain (9 outperform) for bilingual-based
Reliance on lexicalization: Dict-CS (yes), bilingual-based (no)

Languages benefiting from VecMap and MUSE:
Bulgarian, Persian, Hungarian, Portuguese, Russian, Chinese

Languages benefiting from bilingual-based embeddings:
Arabic, German, Croatian, Sinhalese, Slovak, Uyghur

Languages benefiting from code-switched embeddings:
Spanish, Polish, Swedish

parable corpus with bl is a preferable option, and the remaining languages with

Quran-Bible available do better with the out-of-domain corpus. As for Tigrinya(ti),

where a comparable corpus is not available, monolingual training is the best option if

no parallel corpus is available at all, resulting in an F-measure of 29.5. However, with

a vocabulary of 5.4K (only 11.8K translation sentences) and bilingual sentiment em-

beddings, the small parallel corpus yields notable improvements with an F-measure

of 39.5 without lexicalization (see next section) and 40.9 with lexicalization. This is

a notable result, as a small parallel corpus is usually as likely to be available for a

low-resource language as a very large, digitally available monolingual corpus.

4.5.3 Evaluation of Bilingual Feature Representations

We turn to the evaluation of bilingual feature representations. Tables 4.6 and 4.7

show the cross-lingual model’s performance using bilingually trained word embed-

dings on their own (CW), bilingually trained word embeddings with Sentiwordnet

scores (SWN), and bilingually trained sentiment embeddings and weights (BSW) on

all translation corpora (LDC, EP, QB, and Comparable). Lexicalization occurs in

supervised scenarios, and as SWN relies on translating the Sentiwordnet lexicon to
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Feature Representation Evaluation 1

LDC EP

CW SWN BSW CW SWN BSW

-Lex +Lex +Lex -Lex +Lex -Lex +Lex +Lex -Lex +Lex

ar 40.4 45.2 43.2 45.9† 44.7 – – – – –

bg – – – – – 48.4 49.1 49.3 48.5 47.9

de – – – – – 49.2 49.2 48.7 48.8 49.1

es 42.2 44.4† 44.3 42.0 44.3 43.2 42.4 42.7 42.3 42.5

fa 50.4 52.2 51.6 50.0 52.9♥ – – – – –

hu 47.4 48.7 48.6 45.6 49.1♥ 48.2 47.0 46.0 48.5 46.8

hr – – – – – – – – – –

pl – – – – – 43.5 40.8 40.9 43.9 40.6

pt – – – – – 41.1 42.1 41.7 41.5 42.5†

ru 49.0 49.9 49.2 49.3 50.2 – – – – –

si 31.4 34.2 34.0 32.5 34.7 – – – – –

sk – – – – – 38.4 40.2† 38.8 39.2 38.8

sl – – – – – 41.4 42.0 41.7 40.0 42.3♥

sv – – – – – 43.6 45.8 46.1 42.9 46.3†

ti 34.5 36.4 36.6 39.7 40.9 – – – – –

ug 45.2 40.9 39.4 43.4 41.4 – – – – –

zh 52.9 52.0 51.8 53.5 48.8 – – – – –

AVG 43.7 44.9 44.3 44.7 45.2 44.1 44.3 44.0 44.0 44.1

Table 4.6: Macro-averaged F-measure of cross-lingual model using in-genre (LDC)
and in-domain (LDC, EP) parallel corpora with bilingual feature representa-
tions.‘CW’ are cross-lingual word embeddings learned on a bilingual corpus, ‘SWN’
adds Sentiwordnet scores to CW, ‘BSW’ are bilingual sentiment embeddings and
weights. ‘-Lex’ means no lexicalization occurs during training, ‘+Lex’ means target
language lexicalization and BSW weight update occurs during training. Statistical
significance (p <0.05 ) of the model with the best representation feature(s) with re-
spect to the corresponding model with no added feature (CW) is indicated with the
symbol †. Mild significance (p <0.08 ) is indicated with the symbol ♥. All experiments
are run 5 times and the averaged result is presented.
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the target language, it is only available during this configuration.

Bilingual Feature Representations for In-domain Corpora.

We observe that for in-domain and in-genre corpora (Table 4.6), 11 out of the 17

cross-lingual models perform best when using bilingually trained sentiment embed-

dings and weights, and similarly, 11 out of the 17 cross-lingual models result in the

best performance after applying target language lexicalization, while only one model

(Bulgarian(bg)) obtains the best result using SWN scores. BSW outperforms SWN

consistently, which indicates that learning sentiment context bilingually is more help-

ful than learning sentiment scores in the source language and then projecting them

to the target language.

Together, our approach for pre-training bilingual sentiment embeddings and up-

dating the weights during training by allowing the training data to be lexicalized,

results in the best overall performing model. This method (BSW+Lex) results in the

best method for Persian(fa), Portuguese(pt), Russian(ru), Sinhalese(si), Slovene(sl),

Swedish(sv), and Tigrinya(ti). On the other hand, BSW alone results in the best

method for Arabic(ar), Polish(pl), and Chinese(zh), while lexicalization alone results

in the best method for Spanish(es) and Slovak(sk). Arabic for example benefits from

both bilingually trained sentiment embeddings and lexicalization, but their combina-

tion results in no significant improvement.

In terms of statistical significance, we observe that models having BSW+Lex

as the best feature are significant for 5 languages (2 strongly significant: Por-

tuguese(pt) and Swedish(sv)), and 3 mildly significant (Persian(fa), Hungarian(hu),

and Slovene(sl)). Models using lexicalization as the best feature are significant for 2

languages (Spanish(es) and Slovak(sk)), and models using BSW as the best feature are

significant for 1 language (Arabic(ar)). On the other hand, models using SWN+Lex

as the best feature are not significant for any language and models where additional
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features do not help are not significant (German(de) and Uyghur(ug)). Considering

dataset sizes for Tigrinya, Uyghur, and Sinhalese, we have found that a significance

threshold of roughly 10 F-measure points is needed for statistical significance to be

observed with these languages.

Effect of Corpus on Pre-trained Sentiment Embeddings.

In general, pre-trained bilingual sentiment embeddings are most helpful when using

the LDC corpus; with Europarl, the impact is not as consistent - particularly when

BSW is not updated during training. This could be because the sentiment content of

the Europarl corpus is not as well-suited for pre-training sentiment scores as the LDC

corpus; as shown in Chapter 3 (Table 3.12), the proportion of subjective-neutral words

(e.g ‘alliance’, ‘assessment’) tagged by the MPQA lexicon is quite high with Europarl

(33.6%) in comparison to the LDC corpora (23.8%), Wikipedia corpora (28.9%), and

religious corpora (19.5%). On the other hand, both the LDC and Wikipedia corpora

are more evenly distributed amongst the three sentiment labels.

Only two languages don’t benefit from any additional feature representation be-

yond bilingual embeddings under in-domain corpora: German(de) and Uyghur(ug).

Both languages have a high proportion of neutral labels and a lower proportion of

negative sentiment labels in their datasets; we investigate sentiment distribtuion of

test datasets in the error analysis section.

Bilingual Feature Representations for Out-of-domain and Comparable Corpora.

With out-of-domain parallel corpora and comparable corpora (Table 4.7), the re-

sults are mixed across Quran-Bible and comparable corpora, but bilingual sentiment

weights with lexicalization (BSW+Lex) is still the best performing feature on aver-

age. Overall, BSW results in the best model for 9 out of 16 languages in this setting,

lexicalization results in the best model for 8 out of 16 languages, while BSW+Lex

results in the best model for 3 out of 16 languages. (The reason this number is now
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Features for In-domain Corpora: Conclusion
Factors: Pre-training Corpus, Sentiment in Test Data

Best feature: BSW+Lex (7/17 languages)
(Bilingual sentiment embeddings with lexicalization)

Second best feature: BSW(3/17 languages)
(Bilingual sentiment embeddings)

Third best feature: CW+Lex (2/17 languages)
(Lexicalization)

Languages benefiting from BSW+lex:
Persian, Portuguese, Russian, Sinhalese, Slovene, Swedish, Tigrinya

Languages benefiting from BSW:
Arabic, Polish, Chinese

Languages benefiting from CW+Lex:
Spanish, Slovak

Languages not benefiting from any feature:
German, Uyghur

lower is because 5 languages did better with the comparable corpus, which does not

have a lexicalization configuration). As to SWN+Lex, it results in the best model for

2 out of 16 languages, Spanish(es) and Uyghur(ug), but it is again outperformed by

BSW+Lex in the majority of cases.

In terms of statistical significance, we observe that with the Quran-Bible corpus,

BSW+Lex results in significant improvements for 4 languages where it is the best

feature (Arabic(ar), Spanish(es), Polish(pl), and Slovene(sl)), lexicalization results in

significant improvements for 2 languages where it is the best feature (Portuguese(pt)

and Swedish(sv)), while BSW results in mildly significant improvement for one

language where it is the best feature (Bulgarian(bg)). On the other hand, SWN+Lex

results in significant improvement for one language where it is the best feature

(Spanish(es)). Languages where no feature improvement occurs (German(de))

show no significance. These results are consistent with what was observed for

in-domain corpora. For comparable corpora, we observe 3 languages where BSW

results in significant or mildly significant improvement (Arabic(ar), Swedish(sv), and

Chinese(zh)); with the remaining 4 languages where BSW results in improvement,

we do not observe statistically significant differences. For 4 other languages, not
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Feature Representation Evaluation 2

QB Comparable

CW CW SWN BSW BSW CW BSW

-Lex +Lex +Lex -Lex +Lex -Lex -Lex

ar 34.1 37.7 38.3 35.1 38.6† 38.6 39.2♥

bg 44.1 44.1 43.3 45.7♥ 44.0 42.1 42.4

de 47.8 46.5 46.7 47.0 47.7 44.3 44.4

es 41.2 42.7 43.0† 40.2 43.0† 36.6♥ 35.6

fa 48.4 50.9 50.1 49.2 50.7 48.9† 45.2

hu 44.5 40.9 40.0 43.2 40.6 44.4 45.1

hr 38.7 36.9 37.4 37.4 36.1 38.4 39.7

pl 35.0 36.5 36.5 35.7 38.5† 38.4† 37.3

pt 39.6 41.3† 41.2 39.5 41.2 37.3 36.7

ru 42.5 39.5 38.8 41.1 39.4 44.1 44.3

si – – – – – 31.5 32.0

sk 34.1 34.2 35.2 32.8 33.6 40.8† 34.9

sl 34.0 37.2 36.8 35.4 37.7† 33.3 34.1

sv 37.9 42.1† 41.3 41.1 41.7 36.2 38.2♥

ti – – – – – – –

ug 38.2 37.5 40.2 38.5 39.9 28.5 26.0

zh 44.6 47.8 44.3 42.0 47.2 34.5 41.5†

AVG 40.3 41.1 40.9 40.3 41.3 38.6 38.5

Table 4.7: Macro-averaged F-measure of cross-lingual model using out-of-genre and
out-of-domain parallel corpora (QB) and comparable corpora with bilingual feature
representations. ‘CW’ are cross-lingual word embeddings learned on a bilingual cor-
pus, ‘SWN’ adds Sentiwordnet scores to CW, ‘BSW’ are bilingual sentiment em-
beddings and weights. ‘-Lex’ means no lexicalization occurs during training, ‘+Lex’
means target language lexicalization and BSW weight update occurs during train-
ing. For each of QB and comparable corpora, statistical significance (p <0.05 ) of
the model with the best representation feature(s) with respect to the corresponding
model with no added feature (CW) is indicated with the symbol †. Mild significance
(p <0.08 ) is indicated with the symbol ♥. Comparable corpora are ‘unsupervised’;
no dictionary or parallel corpus is available. All experiments are run 5 times and the
averaged result is presented.
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Features for Out-of-domain and Comparable Corpora: Conclusion
Varied, language-dependent resources

Factors: Pre-training Corpus, Sentiment in Test Data
Best average feature: BSW+Lex

(Bilingual sentiment embeddings with lexicalization)
Second best average feature: CW+Lex

(Lexicalization)
Comparable (6 best) vs. Out-of-domain (10 best)

Languages benefiting from BSW+lex:
Spanish, Polish, Slovene

Languages benefiting from BSW:
Arabic, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Croatian, Polish, Russian, Sinhalese

Languages benefiting from CW+Lex:
Persian, Portuguese, Swedish, Chinese

Languages not benefiting from any feature:
German

using BSW is significantly or mildly significantly better. BSW therefore has varied

results among languages when using comparable corpora.

Performance of Comparable vs. Quran-Bible Corpus.

QB results in the best model for 11 out of 17 languages, while the unsupervised Com-

parable corpus results in the best model for 6 out of 17 languages: Arabic(ar), Hun-

garian(hu), Croatian(hr), Russian(ru), Sinhalese(si), and Slovak(sk). Among these, 5

of the languages use BSW. Results with comparable corpora are once again encour-

aging considering the unsupervised nature of this setting.

Performance of Cross-lingual Cluster Features.

Because our initial experiments with cross-lingual clusters, although not detrimental,

did not yield notable improvements generally, we did not pursue them in our final

bilingual-based models. Moreover, they did not result in the best overall model for any

language (as shown in Table 4.3 at the onset of this section) except for Persian(fa) with

the LDC corpus. Table 4.8 shows results using cluster features (CL) with LDC, EP,

and QB corpora. We observe 9 languages overall that result in an improvement with

clusters while 8 languages don’t. While small improvements are obtained using cross-
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lingual clusters when using the LDC corpus - with greater improvements observed

for Persian(fa) and Tigrinya(ti), the improvement overall and for most languages is

not as prominent as what was observed with bilingual sentiment embeddings or with

lexicalization. In fact, our targeted sentiment experiments in Chapter 6 also show

that the effect of word clusters on sentiment identification is not so definitive (they

are more helpful for target entity identification). These results probably have to do

with the fact that semantic word vector clusters do not always capture synonymic

relations; the same cluster may include words having antonymic relationships, such as

‘wonderful’ and ‘awful’, which would affect the performance of detecting sentiment.

4.5.3.1 Evaluating Topically-Aligned Comparable Corpora

This part examines cross-lingual model results using bilingual embeddings created

from topically-aligned comparable corpora, as opposed to our main article-aligned

comparable corpus. Table 4.9 shows the performance of the topically-aligned cor-

pus using ‘length-ratio-shuffle’ with monolingual ordering (Column 2), ‘length-ratio-

shuffle’ with merge-TFIDF (Column 3), and the article-aligned corpus (Column 4).

The majority baseline is shown in Column 1. Clearly, using an article-aligned cor-

pus is more beneficial across target languages. However, the topically aligned corpus

outperforms the majority baseline and in addition, Merge-TFIDF outperforms Merge

with monolingual ordering for most languages.

4.5.4 Comparison with Previous Work

We compare our cross-lingual model with the adversarial transfer model of Chen et al.

(2018), which is publicly available13. We ran the adverserial model on the English

training data for 5 epochs with our standard bilingual embeddings and used their

default configurations for the remaining hyperparameters. Since this model requires

13https:// github.com/ccsasuke/adan
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Cluster Feature Evaluation

LDC EP QB

CW CL CW CL CW CL

ar 40.4 40.0 – – 34.1 33.6

bg – – 48.4 47.6 44.1 44.3

de – – 49.2 48.5 47.8 47.5

es 42.2 42.2 42.4 43.6 41.2 41.5

fa 50.4 53.0 – – 48.4 48.6

hu 47.4 48.1 48.2 48.9 44.5 44.2

hr – – – – 38.7 38.1

pl – – 43.6 42.1 35.0 34.9

pt – – 41.1 40.5 39.6 39.4

ru 49.0 49.7 – – 42.5 44.0

si 31.4 31.8 – – – –

sk – – 38.4 39.3 34.1 33.4

sl – – 41.4 40.7 34.0 34.4

sv – – 43.6 45.1 38.0 39.6

ti 34.5 36.5 – – – –

ug 45.2 43.5 – – 38.2 36.7

zh 52.9 52.6 – – 44.6 49.5

AVG 43.7 44.2 44.1 44.0 40.3 40.6

Table 4.8: Macro-averaged F-measure of cross-lingual model using in-genre (LDC)
and in-domain (LDC, EP) and out-of-domain (QB) parallel corpora with bilingual
cluster features. ‘CW’ are cross-lingual word embeddings learned on a bilingual cor-
pus, while ‘CL’ adds cross-lingual cluster embeddings to CW. All experiments are
run 5 times and the averaged result is presented.

unlabeled target data, we used the validation dataset splits created from the dataset

of Mozetič et al. (2016) for the languages that had them and we used unlabeled LDC

monolingual data for Uyghur, Tigrinya, Chinese, and Sinhalese. Table 4.10 shows

the results.

Our direct cross-lingual model when using the same bilingual embeddings outper-
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Comparable Corpus Evaluation

Majority
Topic-Aligned

Article-Aligned
Merge Merge-TFIDF

ar 18.6 20.6 21.1 38.6

bg 22.4 26.8 28.6 42.1

de 23.9 32.4 37.7 44.3

es 19.3 26.2 27.7 36.6

fa 17.9 18.2 20.7 48.9

hu 16.5 23.4 22.4 44.4

hr 12.8 14.6 13.9 38.4

pl 13.8 18.4 30.2 38.4

pt 17.3 21.4 22.2 37.3

ru 20.0 27.6 25.3 44.1

si 16.2 16.2 21.5 31.5

sk 11.9 28.6 24.6 40.8

sl 20.6 25.3 25.3 33.3

sv 16.1 26.9 31.1 36.2

ti – – – —

ug 23.6 25.1 25.7 28.5

zh 19.7 24.3 32.7 34.5

AVG 18.2 23.5 25.7 38.6

Table 4.9: Macro-averaged F-measure of direct transfer cross-lingual model with neu-
tral majority baseline and comparable corpus embeddings built with topically-aligned
corpora (‘Merge’ and ‘Merge-TFIDF’) and article-aligned corpora. Best results are
shown in bold and the best topic-aligned result is hown in blue.
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Adversarial Model Comparison

LDC EP QB Comp

Adv DT Adv DT Adv DT Adv DT

ar 34.6 40.4 – – 37.3 34.1 31.9 38.6

bg – – 36.2 48.4 34.5 44.1 35.9 42.1

de – – 44.9 49.2 44.4 47.8 42.1 44.3

es 40.3 42.2 39.6 43.2 39.4 41.2 36.2 36.6

fa 32.6 50.4 – – 30.3 48.4 29.2 48.9

hu 43.4 47.4 41.5 48.2 43.0 44.5 42.1 44.4

hr – – – – 37.3 38.7 34.9 38.4

pl – – 40.2 43.5 37.6 35.0 41.6 38.4

pt – – 37.8 41.1 37.6 39.6 33.8 37.3

ru 37.8 49.0 – – 40.2 42.5 42.9 44.1

si 30.7 31.4 – – – – 28.2 31.5

sk – – 40.3 38.4 35.4 34.1 35.4 40.8

sl – – 41.1 41.4 39.6 34.0 35.8 33.3

sv – – 41.1 43.6 40.6 37.9 39.0 36.2

ti 27.4 34.5 – – – – – –

ug 30.2 45.2 – – 32.7 38.2 32.8 28.5

zh 34.3 52.9 – – 30.2 44.6 35.5 34.5

AVG 34.6 43.7 40.3 44.1 37.3 40.3 36.1 38.6

Table 4.10: Macro-averaged F-measure of direct transfer cross-lingual model (DT)
with bilingual-based embeddings, and adversarial transfer model (Adv) using direct
in-genre (LDC) and in-domain (LDC, EP) corpora, out-of-domain parallel corpora
(QB), and comparable corpora (Comp). All experiments are run 5 times and the
averaged result is presented. Best results for the language are shown in bold and
results where Adv outperforms DT are shown in red.

forms the adversarial model in most configurations, with some exceptions when using

QB and comparable corpora, which are highlighted in red in Table 4.10. Comparing

across all corpora, DT results in the best model for all 17 languages. Differences

in performance between the two models are most apparent when using in-domain

and in-genre corpora (LDC), followed by in-domain corpora (EP), and are smaller
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when using out-of-domain (QB) and comparable corpora, where the adversarial model

outperforms DT for 5 languages (including Polish(pl), Slovene(sl), and Swedish(sv))

with each of the two corpora. It is not clear why these languages do better with the

adversarial model; as with previous results, the target language vocabulary size of

the Quran-Bible or comparable corpus may have played a role. However, the direct

transfer model still outperforms overall and on average.

The results demonstrate that a direct transfer model with effective pre-trained

embeddings can outperform an adversarially trained model that uses the same em-

beddings. We note that the adversarial model uses a convolutional neutral network

(CNN) while ours uses a bidirectional Long Short-Term-Memory Network (biLSTM).

However, Chen et al. (2018) report CNN and biLSTM with attention as their top

models, both of which outperform the standard version of biLSTM. It is also possible

that the adversarial model requires a larger number of training epochs to achieve

better results; however, we have used 5 epochs, the same used for training our model.

4.6 Error Analysis

In order to understand why certain bilingual features helped improve cross-lingual

performance in some target languages but not in others, we studied the output of

our cross-lingual model on the following languages: Arabic(ar), which benefits from

bilingual sentiment embeddings, Spanish(es), which benefits from lexicalization, Slo-

vak(sk), which benefits from comparable corpus training, and German(de), which

does not benefit from additional representation features. These languages also repre-

sent different language families: Afro-Asiatic(ar), Slavic(sk), Romance(es), and Ger-

manic(de).

Table 4.11 shows the breakdown of sentiment performance by each class for the

above languages as well as Tigrinya(ti), which benefits from bilingual sentiment em-
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beddings and lexicalization. The model with the added feature or corpus is shown

compared with the alternative model, with scores reflecting Accuracy (acc), Macro-

averaged F-Measure (F-Macro), positive sentiment F-Measure (F-Pos), negative sen-

timent F-Measure (F-Neg), and neutral sentiment F-Measure (F-Neut).

+Feature/Corpus -Feature/Corpus

Acc F-Macro F-Pos F-Neg F-Neut Acc F-Macro F-Pos F-Neg F-Neut

ar 48.2 46.0 37.8 44.4 55.8 46.0 40.7 29.9 36.0 56.1

ti 49.8 40.9 18.3 49.8 54.7 42.7 34.5 12.4 37.1 54.0

es 49.4 44.4 46.4 28.2 58.7 49.7 42.3 40.9 25.0 60.9

de 57.2 48.8 46.3 31.2 68.8 57.8 49.2 46.8 31.6 69.2

sk 40.8 40.8 41.4 38.5 42.2 38.8 38.4 36.1 38.1 41.0

Table 4.11: Accuracy, F-Measure, and breakdown of F-Measure for positive (F-
Pos), negative (F-Neg), and neutral (F-Neut) classes with and without added fea-
ture/corpus. Feature/Corpus added are respectively BSW vs. CW (ar), BSW+Lex
vs. CW (ti), CW+Lex vs. CW (es), BSW vs. CW (de), and Comparable vs. EP
(sk). Results are averaged over multiple runs.

We can see that for languages benefiting from additional bilingual feature repre-

sentations (BSW for Arabic(ar), BSW+Lex for Tigrinya(ti), and CW+Lex for Span-

ish(es)) (Rows 1-3 ), the added feature (BSW, BSW+Lex, or +Lex) results in a

substantial increase in performance on predicting positive and negative sentiment la-

bels in the target language (increase in F-Pos from 29.9 to 37.8 for Arabic and F-Neg

from 37.1 to 49.8 for Tigrinya, for example), while performance on the neutral class

is less affected. On the other hand, for German(de), which does not benefit from the

addition of BSW or any feature, adding BSW results in a slight drop in performance

for all sentiment classes (Row 4 ). BSW does not help German because it leads to a

slight drop in precision as the model becomes more aggressive in predicting positive

and negative sentiment, leading to more false positives. With Slovak (Row 5 ), we

see that using the comparable corpus rather than the Europarl corpus leads to an

increase in F-Measure across the board, but in especially for the positive and negative
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classes (F-pos and F-neg).

Table 4.12 shows the distribution of the test set among sentiment labels for each of

these languages, as well as the English training data. We can see that the distribution

of most of the target languages across sentiment labels diverges significantly from that

of the training data, with German(de) perhaps the closest in distribution to English

as well as the lowest in occurrence of positive and negative sentiment. This could

explain why it doesn’t benefit from the additional features that increase recall for

positive and negative labels. Arabic(ar) and Tigrinya(ti), which benefit most from

sentiment embeddings, have the highest proportion of negative sentiment, which is

what we would expect in the scenario where a disaster incident occurs in the target

language-speaking region: i.e, a considerable proportion of negative sentiment in the

evaluation data.

Test Set Distribution
%Pos % Neg % Neut

ar 24.8 36.4 38.8
ti 10.9 36.0 53.1
es 47.6 11.4 40.8
de 25.7 18.4 56.0
sk 52.7 25.6 21.7

en 28.9 24.9 46.3

Table 4.12: Distribution amongst sentiment labels in target test datasets and English
training dataset (Pos:positive, Neg:negative, Neut:neutral).

Table 4.13 shows examples of the output of the best model and the alternative

model on predicting sentiment in the four target languages: Arabic, Spanish, German,

and Slovak. (Tigrinya is not shown because of the lack of access to a native speaker

or an available machine translation system for the evaluation output at the time of

writing.) Bilingual sentiment scores vsentiment for the models that use BSW (best

model for Arabic, alternative model for German) are shown in Table 4.14.

We can see from the Arabic examples that the pre-trained bilingual sentiment
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Input Sentence and Translation +Feature/Corpus -Feature/Corpus Gold
BSW CW

ar

ÈYg.
�
èPA

�
K @ XQm.

×

merely inciting argument
negative neutral negative

@XYm.
× ÉÓB@ i

	
JÖ

�
ß 	áÒJ
Ë @

�
é
	
KYë :

	
�

	
�ñJ
Ë @

Unicef: Yemen ceasefire gives hope again

positive neutral positive

CW+Lex CW

es

maduramos con los daños, no con los años.
we mature with the damage, not with the years

neutral negative neutral

lo conseguiré verás ! ! ! ! jajajjaa
I’ll get it you’ll see! ! ! ! hahahhaa

positive negative positive

BSW CW

de

ich will ins bett !
I want to go to bed!

positive neutral neutral

lass es mich werden
let me become it

positive negative neutral

nachts wird echt dunkel hier
at night it gets really dark here

negative neutral negative

CW (Comp) CW (EP)

sk

slovensko má streleckého majstra sveta !
slovakia has a shooting world champion!

positive neutral positive

v afrike vznikajú stále nové ohniská eboly
new outbreaks of Ebola are emerging in Africa

negative neutral negative

Table 4.13: Example outputs with and without added feature/corpus for Arabic,
Spanish, German, and Slovak. Feature/Corpus added are respectively BSW vs. CW
(ar), CW+Lex vs. CW (es), BSW vs. CW (de), and Comparable vs. EP (sk).

weights indeed enabled the model to better recognize positive and negative Arabic

tweets. For example, the input tweet ÈYg.
�
èPA

�
K @ XQm.

× ‘merely inciting argument’ is

correctly classified as negative by the cross-lingual model which uses BSW, but as

neutral by the model that only uses CW. The word
�
èPA

�
K @ (‘AvArt’), which means

‘creating’, ‘inciting’, or ‘mobilizing’ has a negative connotation in Arabic. Relying

only on translating the word to English would not have been sufficient for the model

to detect this. However, as shown in Table 4.14, the bilingual sentiment weights are

able to detect the negative polarity from context. Similarly, the model which uses

sentiment embeddings is able to assign positive sentiment to the sentence ‘Yemen
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Input Sentence
Bilingual Sentiment Scores

positive negative neutral

ar
XQm.

× merely 0.07057 -0.005 0.07736
�
èPA

�
K @ inciting -0.07862 0.15615 0.03528

ÈYg. argument -0.17612 0.32258 0.07099

ar

	
�

	
�ñJ
Ë @ Unicef – – –

: : 0.01212 0.01588 -0.02370
�
é
	
KYë ceasefire 0.14275 -0.04304 0.01867
	áÒJ
Ë @ Yemen 0.06436 0.09848 -0.07511

i
	
JÖ

�
ß gives 0.20980 -0.11760 0.00636

ÉÓB@ hope 0.28353 -0.09504 -0.13545

@XYm.
× again 0.06756 0.08647 -0.01710

de

ich I 0.05575 -0.06209 0.03337
will want 0.05316 -0.05173 0.01375

ins into the 0.00067 0.01995 0.05527
bett bed – – –

! ! 0.05397 0.00597 0.00828

de

nachts nights 0.02549 0.13300 0.05235
wird becomes 0.11688 -0.01456 -0.04530

echt really 0.24405 -0.07326 -0.01338
dunkel dark – – –

hier here 0.01467 0.00640 0.06755
.. .. 0.1011 0.1274 -0.00965

Table 4.14: Bilingual sentiment scores vsentiment for the examples which use BSW in
Table 4.13. Scores for out-of-vocabulary words are represented by dashes ‘–’.

ceasefire gives hope again’, while the alternative model incorrectly classifies it as

neutral.

For Spanish, we see that the lexicalized model (CW+Lex) is able to identify

the difficult first example in row 2 (Table 4.13) as neutral, while the basic model

mistakenly classifies it as negative, likely mislead by the word ‘damage’. (The model

which uses BSW makes the same error.)

For German, the best model makes a better prediction on the first example (’I

want to go to bed’), correctly classifying it as neutral. However, both models make an

error on the second example ‘let me become it’, whose gold label is neutral. The third

example is correctly classified as negative by BSW, while the best model mistakenly
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classifies it as neutral. This supports our conclusion that BSW is better at recalling

positive and negative labels in the target language, while it may over-predict when

the evaluation data contains fewer instances of sentiment. The bilingual sentiment

weights for the German examples are shown in rows 3 and 4 of Table 4.14. We can

see that vsentiment is generally of smaller magnitude compared with that of the Arabic

examples, likely because of the larger amount of neutral content in the EuroParl

corpus which contributes to the sentiment weights when learning embeddings.

For Slovak, we observed, as is reflected in the examples, that the model pre-trained

on the comparable corpus contained many more positive and negative predictions than

the model pre-trained on the Europarl corpus. This is another instance where the

neutral content of the Europarl corpus may have influenced the output, leading to a

larger number of out-of-vocabulary words that have positive or negative sentiment.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented both novel methods and extensive experimental analyses for

transferring sentiment cross-lingually from English to a target language. The methods

that we presented included an approach for pre-training sentiment embeddings and

weights bilingually on an appropriate translation corpus, using only a source-language

sentiment lexicon. Additionally, the weights may be updated during training by

lexicalizing or partially translating the training data into the target language. We

also presented an effective strategy for leveraging non-parallel comparable corpora

for pre-training bilingual embeddings and sentiment embeddings under unsupervised

conditions, which allows the cross-lingual model to be trained using non-parallel

bilingual representation features.

The experimental analyses that we presented included a comparison of the perfor-

mance of different bilingual-based and monolingual-based cross-lingual embeddings
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created using different resources under supervised and unsupervised conditions: in-

domain and in-genre parallel corpora, out-of-domain parallel corpora, contemporary

comparable corpora, and purely monolingual corpora, as well as an extensive fea-

ture analysis of the contribution of different bilingual representation features: bilin-

gual sentiment embeddings, lexicalization, and bilingual sentiment embeddings with

weight update through lexicalization.

Our results allow us to draw several conclusions about the varied conditions tested

for in our cross-lingual sentiment analysis experiments:

• Best Transfer Model. The cross-lingual transfer model, in its best config-

uration for each target language, outperforms all baselines for 16 out of 17

languages and comes within acceptable range of a supervised model trained on

the same language. The embedding generation method resulting in the best

configuration (14/17 languages) was bilingual-based embeddings, with lexical-

ization and bilingual sentiment embeddings resulting in the best representation

features. The most effective corpora were found to be in-domain and in-genre,

even when they were of relatively smaller size.

• Bilingual Resources. We make conclusions regarding in-domain and in-genre

parallel resources, and out-of-domain and non-parallel resources.

– In-domain and In-genre Parallel Resources. Under this configura-

tion, bilingual-based embeddings were easily the best embedding genera-

tion model, outperforming monolingual-based methods for the majority of

languages.

– Out-of-domain and Non-Parallel Resources. This setting had more

varied results based on the language, the resource, and the vocabulary

size. Bilingual-based embeddings still resulted in the best average and

overall model, but more languages performed better with monolingual-

based methods under this setting.
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– Out-of-domain Parallel vs. In-domain Comparable. While the

out-of-domain parallel corpus outperformed the comparable corpus overall

- 6 languages where comparable does better, and 10 where out-of-domain

does better - the comparable corpus does surprisingly well for a consider-

able number of languages, including languages whose Quran-Bible corpus

vocabulary isn’t large enough to overcome the domain mismatch.

The relative size of the target language monolingual, comparable and parallel

vocabularies was found to be a factor affecting the performance of bilingual-

based vs. monolingual-based embedding generation methods, particularly so

for the out-of-domain and non-parallel setting.

• Bilingual Features. We make conclusions regarding bilingual feature repre-

sentations under two settings: in-domain and in-genre parallel resources, and

out-of-domain and non-parallel resources.

– Features for In-domain Corpora. The best overall performing feature

was found to be our method for combining bilingual sentiment features

with target language lexicalization and weight update. We found that

training sentiment scores bilingually in this way is more effective than

projecting lexicon scores directly from the source language; in addition,

pre-trained bilingual sentiment features and lexicalization, when deployed

separately, also resulted in some improvements. Bilingual sentiment fea-

tures were found to help increase the recall of positive and negative sen-

timent labels and are especially helpful for target languages whose test

data is distributed differently for sentiment than the source language. The

pre-training corpus was also found to be a factor: it should preferably be

evenly distributed for sentiment labels tagged by the lexicon.

– Features for Out-of-domain and Comparable Corpora. More varia-

tion among resources was observed in this setting, but bilingual sentiment
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features with target language lexicalization was still consistently found to

be the best performing feature. In addition, the comparable corpus us-

ing only pre-trained sentiment embeddings resulted in improvements for

several languages, although not all were significant. Factors affecting per-

formance difference here are the sentiment distribution in the pre-training

corpus as well as the target language vocabulary.

Whereas this chapter has assessed the contribution of bilingual representation

features and resources to the performance of cross-lingual sentiment models, the next

chapter deals with the impact of the choice of source language in the cross-lingual

transfer.
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Chapter 5

The Role of the Source Language

Thus far in this work, the source language from which the transfer of sentiment occurs

has been assumed to be English. This assumption has also been made in the vast

majority of current studies involving cross-lingual sentiment analysis, mainly because

of the large number of both sentiment analysis resources, such as training datasets

or sentiment lexicons, as well as translation resources, such as parallel corpora, that

are available for English.

However, the source language can play an important role in the performance of

the cross-lingual sentiment model - in particular when the source and target language

belong to the same language family or share similar linguistic properties. While

the source language may not always be as richly resourced as English, it would be

beneficial to understand how the language from which sentiment is transferred affects

cross-lingual sentiment performance when equally sized resources are used. Such an

analysis would set forth a direction for future research in transferring sentiment from

from source languages that are currently moderately-resourced compared to English,

such as Arabic or Chinese, and it would faciliate the transfer of sentiment among

language families.

In this chapter, therefore, we explore cross-lingual sentiment analysis with a source

language other than English, including both Indo-European and non-Indo-European

source languages, and with moderately-resourced source languages, such as Arabic,

that have until now been only considered as target languages for the purposes of

sentiment analysis. In addition to identifying pairs of source and target languages
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which are best suited for sentiment transfer, our goal is to understand the effect of

using a ‘pivot’ language for the purposes of obtaining a parallel corpus; if a parallel

corpus is available between English and Tigrinya, for example, but not between Arabic

and Tigrinya, we can use machine translation, which is available for Arabic and

English, to obtain a parallel corpus for Arabic and Tigrinya. Finally, we would

like to study how preprocessing the source language, particularly in the case of a

morphologically rich language such as Arabic, affects the performance of sentiment

in the target language. Such studies have been done for machine translation, such as

that of Habash and Sadat (2006) for Arabic-English machine translation, but not for

cross-lingual sentiment analysis.

Our work in this chapter combines the language family work from our paper

(Rasooli et al., 2018) with our more recent work on transferring sentiment from Arabic

and Chinese, which we plan to submit for future publication. We start by presenting

an experimental analysis of cross-lingual sentiment performance using European and

Indo-European source languages, identifying the best source language for each of 17 of

our target languages, including English, which under this configuration is considered

as a low-resource language with no training data. This analysis, along with the best

language pairs, is presented in Section 5.2.

In Section 5.3, we study cross-lingual sentiment analysis with Arabic and Chi-

nese as source languages. This part includes experiments using English as a ‘pivot’

language to create an Arabic-Tigrinya parallel corpus, and the study of the role of

morphological tokenization techniques on the performance of cross-lingual models

with Arabic as a source language. Our findings on Arabic preprocessing are con-

sistent with past work on machine translation (Lee, 2004; Habash and Sadat, 2006)

which showed that more tokenization and morphological preprocessing helps smaller-

sized corpora when translating from Arabic to English, as well as with our own work

on Arabic targeted sentiment analysis, which we further detail in future chapters.
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Our results across all sets of experiments show that the source language and its

properties is an influencing factor in the performance of the cross-lingual model. We

find, for example, that European languages in similar sub-families, such as Germanic

and Slavic languages, transfer sentiment best from each other, and that transfer-

ring sentiment from Arabic to Tigrinya, which is in the same language family, is

preferable to doing so from English, even if the Arabic parallel corpus has been

machine-translated from English.

Finally, in Section 5.4, we present two new error analyses of our cross-lingual

model, now treating English as a target language, and we conclude in Section 5.5.

5.1 Language Families

We briefly re-introduce the language families considered in this chapter. Broadly

speaking, our target languages are divided amongst Indo-European (13 languages),

Afro-Asiatic (2 languages), Turkic (1 language), Sino-Tibetan (1 language), and

Uralic (1 language). Figure 5.1 visualizes these families and their sub-families.

…

Chinese(zh)
Semitic

Sino-Tibetan Indo-European Turkic UralicAfro-Asiatic

Germanic Romance

Slavic

Indo-Iranian

Arabic(ar) Tigrinya(ti)

Uyghur(ug) Hungarian(hu)

English(en) German(de) Swedish(sv)

Spanish(es) Portuguese(pt)

Western Southern Eastern

Slovak(sk) Polish(pl)

Croatian(hr)

Russian(ru)
Persian(fa)

Slovene(sl) Bulgarian(bg)

Indo-Aryan
Sinhalese(si)

Figure 5.1: Language family tree.
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Under the umbrella of Indo-European languages, the largest language family1 with

great variation amongst members, are the Germanic, Romance, and Slavic languages,

encompassing Western and Eastern European languages, as well as the Indo-Iranian

languages, which include Persian, and the Indo-Aryan languages, which includes Sin-

halese.

Sino-Tibetan is the second largest language family, spoken in South, East, and

Central Asia, and it includes Chinese.

Afro-Asiatic languages occupy their own branch in the language family tree, with

Semitic languages consituting a major sub-branch of this group. Semitic languages

originate in the Middle East and include both Arabic and Tigrinya, and this group of

families shares some common morphological properties, such as the consonantal root

system from which words are formed, and concatenative morphology (e.g attachment

of clitics and affixes such as possessive pronouns).

The Uralic language family consists of languages spoken in central and northern

Europe and Asia, and includes Hungarian. Turkic, consisting of languages spoken in

Eastern Europe and Asia, encompasses Uyghur.

5.2 Transferring Sentiment from European and

Indo-European Languages

This section presents our work on cross-lingual sentiment analysis with European and

Indo-European source languages. We have grouped these languages together because

of their shared properties as well as the large sentiment training datasets that we

have been able to acquire for them, with the exception of Sinhalese, which is a low-

resource language. In this section, we use European and Indo-European languages as

source languages for all other target languages which share a parallel corpus with the

1https://www.angmohdan.com/the-root-of-all-human-languages/
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source language. Because the Europarl (EP) corpus is multi-parallel - i.e, the same

translations are projected across all EP languages - and the Quran-Bible corpus,

though not fully multi-parallel, contains translations for almost all source and target

language pairs, we are able to use the source language side of these corpora to create

bilingual features for transferring sentiment to many target languages.

We describe the experimental setup in Section 5.2.1, and show results in Section

5.2.2.

5.2.1 Experiments

We ran our cross-lingual model architecture, described in Chapter 4. This model has

several variations listed in Table 4.1; in what follows, we describe the configuration

for this set of experiments. We ran the model using the following source languages,

which include both high-resource and moderately-resourced languages:

• Source Languages: Bulgarian(bg), English(en), German(de), Spanish(es),

Persian(fa), Hungarian(hu), Croatian(hr), Polish(pl), Portuguese(pt), Rus-

sian(ru), Slovak(sk), Slovene(sl), and Swedish(sv).

These source-language models were applied for each of the following target lan-

guages:

• Target Languages: Arabic(ar), Bulgarian(bg), English(en), German(de),

Spanish(es), Persian(fa), Hungarian(hu), Croatian(hr), Polish(pl), Por-

tuguese(pt), Russian(ru), Slovak(sk), Slovene(sl), Swedish(sv), Uyghur(ug),

and Chinese(zh).

Sinhalese and Tigrinya are excluded from this experiment because of the lack of a

shared parallel corpus between these languages and any of the source languages other

than English.
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5.2.1.1 Bilingual Resources and Features

This set of experiments for European and Indo-European source transfer uses the ver-

sion of our model which incorporates monolingual-based embedding generation (ML)

with Dictionary-Code-Switched embeddings (Dict-CS), target language lexicaliza-

tion during training (+Lex), Sentiwordnet features (SWN), and cluster embeddings

(CL). Experimental configurations for this model are as described in Chapter 4. All

source-to-target experiments use this same model, so any difference in results is due to

only to the change in the nature and individual configurations of the source language

and its resources, and not due to the method for creating bilingual representation

features.

The corpora used for creating cross-lingual representation features are the in-

domain EuroParl (EP) corpus and the out-of-domain Quran and Bible (QB) cor-

pus. EP translations are available for all our EP languages and QB translations are

available for all language pairs except Croatian(hr)-Uyghur, Hungarian(hr)-Ugyhur,

Slovak(sk)-Uyghur, and Slovene(sl)-Uyghur. The Uyghur QB corpus contains only

Quran translations but no Bible translations (these are not made available as part of

the corpus of Christodouloupoulos and Steedman (2014).)

5.2.1.2 Data

We used the untargeted sentiment training and evaluation datasets described in Chap-

ter 3, Section 3.3.1, namely the European Twitter dataset for training and evaluating

the European languages, the Persian Product Reviews for training and evaluating Per-

sian, and the untargeted evaluation datasets described for the remaining languages.

All other configurations, including evaluation metric, word embedding method,

and text preprocessing, are as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1.
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5.2.2 Results

Table 5.1 shows results on identifying sentiment in the target languages using each

source language, using the EuroParl corpus, Table 5.2 shows results on identifying

sentiment in the target languages using each source language, using the Quran and

Bible corpus, and Table 5.3 shows a summary of the best source language for each

target language using both parallel corpora.

Source

Target bg de en es hu pl pt sk sl sv

bg – 42.6 43.5 30.3 36.8 33.1 31.7 33.7 39.3 44.8

de 49.6 – 45.4 41.7 44.4 46.4 41.5 33.8 43.9 45.9

en 45.4 49.0 – 32.5 36.9 47.9 43.7 43.9 46.2 47.9

es 40.8 41.0 39.4 – 39.6 40.4 33.3 36.3 36.1 40.8

hu 40.4 40.4 31.8 36.1 – 48.8 33.9 45.0 43.1 45.4

pl 47.6 37.2 43.3 24.5 50.7 – 34.4 47.5 45.2 46.4

pt 36.7 36.3 39.3 29.6 33.2 35.8 – 31.6 35.7 39.5

sk 43.4 39.6 20.4 37.3 32.3 48.7 26.0 – 42.0 46.9

sl 45.7 33.8 40.1 32.4 36.9 39.9 34.1 37.1 – 39.3

sv 47.1 43.9 49.0 29.5 37.8 47.0 36.6 35.2 40.8 –

Table 5.1: Macro-averaged F-measure for predicting cross-lingual sentiment with
Indo-European source languages and European Parliament (EP) translation corpus.

5.2.2.1 Discussion

We can quickly notice some patterns across these results: first, that there are lan-

guages that tend to transfer well from each other. For example, the Germanic families

(English(en), Swedish(sv), and German(de)) transfer well from each other, in addi-

tion to being good source languages in general. Using the EuroParl corpus, German

is the best source language for English, and English is the best source language for

Swedish. With the Quran and Bible corpus, Swedish is the best source language for
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Source

Target bg de en es fa hr hu pl pt ru sk sl sv

ar 28.8 28.1 37.3 28.8 21.5 27.8 14.6 33.1 27.3 22.1 39.1 27.5 31.9

bg – 43.1 33.0 34.9 16.1 31.9 30.9 26.5 25.7 41.6 29.8 35.6 44.3

de 40.7 – 43.5 32.2 16.3 41.8 36.8 31.9 38.5 44.6 33.7 39.9 46.5

en 43.1 47.3 – 35.1 22.3 45.3 33.2 49.5 40.6 48.3 43.0 43.2 51.7

es 34.3 36.3 42.6 – 33.7 36.1 35.1 33.9 35.4 34.3 37.1 35.5 39.7

fa 28.4 37.3 40.1 30.2 – 37.0 33.0 38.5 22.2 26.7 32.3 28.7 29.2

hr 29.7 26.6 30.8 32.7 22.5 – 30.8 33.7 34.7 29.1 40.4 37.5 36.8

hu 31.2 34.8 41.1 36.8 29.4 39.1 – 39.4 20.7 44.4 40.3 37.7 35.7

pl 42.2 40.2 41.7 29.8 26.8 39.7 32.8 – 39.6 36.4 41.4 31.0 39.2

pt 33.3 34.4 38.6 29.6 25.8 39.1 28.5 37.3 – 33.6 35.3 33.7 37.9

ru 28.9 39.6 44.8 26.5 27.9 38.3 32.7 31.2 33.1 – 32.5 30.0 37.0

sk 17.9 35.1 22.6 26.4 16.4 28.1 35.9 41.1 24.9 31.5 – 32.7 42.8

sl 39.0 29.9 32.2 29.5 20.9 45.5 31.5 29.3 34.2 34.3 33.5 – 40.5

sv 44.8 46.7 39.1 26.1 25.0 33.3 27.4 39.7 32.1 30.6 37.7 31.0 –

ug 25.6 31.5 30.0 30.4 24.6 – – 24.8 15.3 27.8 – – 27.0

zh 23.7 29.5 30.3 32.8 33.8 30.1 14.9 36.9 22.4 14.7 29.8 21.9 37.6

Table 5.2: Macro-averaged F-measure for predicting cross-lingual sentiment with
Indo-European source languages and Quran and Bible (QB) translation corpus.

both English and German, and German is the best source language for Swedish.

We observe this pattern with the Slavic languages as well. With the EuroParl

corpus and overall, Polish(pl) is easily the best source language for Slovak(sk), its

Western Slavic sibling, enabling it to achieve a cross-lingual F-measure of 48.7, much

higher than results observed in Chapter 3 when transferring from English. Bulgar-

ian(bg) is the best source language for Slovene(sl), its Southern Slavic sibling, and

Polish(pl) transfers well from Bulgarian and Slovak. The Slavic languages also trans-

fer well to and from Hungarian(hu), which is the best source language for Polish (50.7

F- measure). While Hungarian is in its own language family, it does share similarities

with Indo-European and in particular Slavic languages. With the Quran and Bible
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Target Best source (QB) Best source (EP)

Arabic (ar) 39.1 (Slovak) –

Bulgarian (bg) 44.3 (Swedish) 44.8 (Swedish)

German(de) 46.5 (Swedish) 49.6 (Bulgarian)

English(en) 51.7 (Swedish) 49.0 (German)

Spanish(es) 42.6 (English) 41.0 (German)

Persian(fa) 42.6 (English) –

Croatian(hr) 40.4 (Slovak) –

Hungarian(hu) 44.4 (Russian) 48.8 (Polish)

Polish(pl) 42.2 (Bulgarian) 50.7 (Hungarian)

Portuguese(pt) 39.1 (Croatian) 39.5 (Swedish)

Russian(ru) 44.8 (English) –

Slovak(sk) 42.8 (Swedish) 48.7 (Polish)

Slovene(sl) 45.5 (Croatian) 45.7 (Bulgarian)

Swedish(sv) 46.7 (German) 49.0 (English)

Uyghur(ug) 31.5 (German) –

Chinese(zh) 37.6 (Swedish) –

Table 5.3: Macro-averaged F-measure for predicting cross-lingual sentiment with best
source languages using European Parliament (EP) and Quran and Bible (QB) trans-
lation corpora.

corpus, which includes Croatian(hr), we see that this language is the best language

for Slovene(sl), which also belongs to the same sub-family. Similarly, Russian(ru)

transfers well to Hungarian and Slovak still does quite well to and from Polish.

Surprisingly, the Romance languages - Portuguese(pt) and Spanish(es) - are not

the best source languages for each other, and do better when Germanic source lan-

guages are used instead. There must be other factors at play, such as resource sizes

in the different source languages; this may be the reason why English is still a better

source language for Spanish and Russian - Russian has a larger QB translation corpus

with English (454.8K sentences) than with any of the other source languages, as does

Spanish (292.6K sentences). However, the EuroParl corpus has the same size for all
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nine languages, and the Germanic languages are still better sources for Spanish and

Portuguese there. The training data for the source languages is similarly sized, so the

reasons may be more related to training data quality and sentiment label distribu-

tion; for example, Spanish training data is heavily positive-biased and isn’t the best

source for any target.

For Arabic(ar), we see that Slovak(sk) is the best source language - interesting

because Slovak, like Arabic, is highly inflectional and morphologically rich which rel-

sults in a large (i.e, sparse) vocabulary size. Similarly, this may also be a reason

why Bulgarian, German, and Swedish transfer well from each other - they have sim-

ilar vocabulary sizes with the EP corpus, as Table 4.2 in Chapter 4 shows, while

the vocabularies of English, Spanish, and Portuguese generated using the same cor-

pus are smaller. For Chinese(zh) and Uyghur(ug), the Germanic languages are the

best source languages, for the same reasons mentioned above - larger corpora (En-

glish compared to other source languages) and larger vocabulary sizes (German and

Swedish compared to English). As with Arabic, a larger vocabulary size for the source

language makes it more likely that a semantically and morphologically similar word

is recognized in the evaluation data of target language.

Generally speaking, the non-Indo-European languages, namely Arabic, Ugyhur,

and Chinese, do not fare as well as the rest when transferring from Indo-European

source languages. They are less syntactically and semantically similar to the Indo-

European source language families and are thus more likely to incur changes in struc-

ture and word ordering when moving from train to test. For these languages, as

well as Tigrinya and Sinhalese, running cross-lingual models with European source

languages can instead benefit from additional representation features such as lexical-

ization and bilingual sentiment weights, as shown in Chapter 4. Additionally, the

next section looks at using some of these languages as source languages instead.
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5.3 Transferring Sentiment from Arabic and

Chinese

In this part, we look at transferring sentiment with non-European and non-Indo-

European source languages. We study Arabic and Chinese separately because their

resource availability - namely parallel corpus sizes and in the case of Arabic, training

dataset size - is more limited than that of the languages described in Section 5.2.

In order to gain a fair assessment of the contribution of these source languages to

the performance of the cross-lingual sentiment models, we therefore configure this

set of transfer experiments such that all source languages have equally sized training

datasets and parallel data resources, and we additionally sample the datasets such

that the sentiment distribution of the training datasets is the same as well.

We consider two approaches, applied to Arabic, in order to further understand the

degree towards which the source language makes an impact. The first is the use of an

English parallel corpus as a pivot to create a parallel corpus for Arabic and Tigrinya,

which are in the same language family. The second is the application of different

tokenization methods to preprocess all Arabic text before applying the cross-lingual

model. In what follows we describe these approaches, and present experiments and

results on Arabic and Chinese transfer in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4.

5.3.1 Pivoting with an English Translation Corpus

The goal of this approach is twofold: to create a parallel corpus that would enable

cross-lingual sentiment transfer between Arabic and Tigrinya, and to assess whether

an artificially generated machine-translated parallel corpus between two languages

in the same language family (Arabic and Tigrinya) performs better or worse than a

natural parallel corpus between the target language and a less similar source language

(English).
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While it is true that a machine translation system is most often not available

for a low-resource language like Tigrinya, such a system is available for English and

Arabic. We therefore use the LDC English-Tigrinya parallel corpus, described in

Chapter 3, and translate the English side of the corpus to Arabic using the Google

Translate API2. This results in a parallel corpus of the same size for Arabic-Tigrinya.

We then use the parallel corpus to generate bilingual-based word embeddings in a

shared vector space space for Arabic and Tigrinya, as described in Chapter 4.

5.3.2 Preprocessing and Morphological Richness

The goal of this approach is to identify the effect of preprocessing the source language

for cross-lingual transfer, when the source language is morphologically rich. Arabic,

for example, exhibits both complex concatenative morphology - how the units of a

word join together to form a larger word - as well as derivational morphology - how

words can be derived from other words - and inflectional morphology - how words

change their form depending on grammatical features. Arabic has eight of these

inflectional features: aspect, mood, person, voice (applied only to verbs), case, state

(applied only to nouns and adjectives), gender and number (applied to both verbs

and nominals).

wa+ sa+ y+ aktub +uwna +hA
and will 3person write masculine-plural it

Table 5.4: Linguistic breakdown of the Arabic word Aî
	
EñJ.

�
JºJ
�ð.

In addition to inflection, clitics can attach to the beginning and end of the inflected

base word as follows: [CONJ+ [PART+ [AL+ BASE + PRON]]]. Conjugation cl-

itics conj (such as and +ð) come first, followed by preposition clitics part (such as

2https://cloud.google.com/translate/?hl=en
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with +H. or for +È), the definite article al (the +È@), followed by the base word,

and the pronominal clitics pron (such as them +Ñë) attach at the end.

Together, these properties mean that a large number of structural and functional

variations can exist for any given ‘word’ or lemma, resulting in a rich and often sparse

vocabulary. Consider for example the word Aî
	
EñJ.

�
JºJ
�ð wasayaktubuwnahA, ‘and they

will write it’ (Table 5.4): the lemma ‘write’ is inflected for 3rd person masculine

plural by attaching affixes, and it is also attached to two conjugation clitics and one

pronominal clitic.

The work in this part addresses Arabic’s cliticization morphology by applying to-

kenization techniques. The morphological analyzer madamira (Pasha et al., 2014)

has been trained to split clitics conj, base, al, and pron so that words are bro-

ken down into their smaller parts. The tokenization mode ‘D3’ splits off all these

clitics (i.e, 3-level decliticization). In the previous chapter, we used the ATB (Arabic

Treebank) tokenization, which splits off fewer clitics; these include all types of clitics

except the determiner al, which remains attached. We apply the tokenization to

all Arabic text, including parallel corpora and the training dataset, before bilingual

feature generation and transfer. The goal is to enable Arabic representation features

to become more frequent and less sparse, as well as to reduce the number of out-

of-vocabulary words while maintaining the advantage of morphological richness that

enables a larger proportion of words in the target language to be represented during

source language training.

For a detailed and comprehensive description of the morphological properties of

Arabic and their use in NLP, the reader is referred to Habash (2010).

5.3.3 Experiments

We ran our cross-lingual model, described in Chapter 4, and describe feature and

resource variations in what follows. We ran the model with Arabic, Chinese, and
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English as source languages, and applied it to the following target languages:

• Target Languages: Bulgarian(bg), English(en), German(de), Spanish(es),

Persian(fa), Hungarian(hu), Croatian(hr), Polish(pl), Portuguese(pt), Rus-

sian(ru), Slovak(sk), Slovene(sl), Swedish(sv), Tigrinya(ti) and Uyghur(ug).

In order to control for resource size, we downsampled English and Chinese re-

sources so that they matched the same sizes as that of Arabic, which has the smallest

resources of the three languages.

5.3.3.1 Bilingual Resources and Features

This set of experiments for Arabic and Chinese source transfer uses the version of

our model which incorporates bilingual-based embedding generation (bl), created

directly from parallel corpora using the method of Luong et al. (2015). No added

bilingual representation features are included. Experimental configurations for the

cross-lingual model are as described in Chapter 4.

The Quran and Bible (QB) corpus was for creating cross-lingual representation

features between Arabic, Chinese, and all target languages except Tigrinya, for which

we used the LDC Arabic-Tigrinya corpus created as described in Section 5.3.1 instead.

5.3.3.2 Data

We used the untargeted training and evaluation datasets described in Chapter 3,

Section 3.3.1, namely the consolidated Arabic training data (Table 3.5), the Chinese

Hotel Reviews dataset (Section 3.6), and the evaluation datasets described for the

given target languages.
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5.3.3.3 Downsampling English and Chinese

Because our English Twitter training dataset (46,622 tweets) and Chinese train-

ing dataset (170K hotel reviews) are substantially larger than that of Arabic (8387

tweets), we downsampled each of the English and Chinese datasets to match the same

size as the Arabic dataset. Moreover, we sampled the smaller English and Chinese

datasets so that they maintained the same distribution of sentiment labels as Arabic

(43.5% negative, 22.7% positive, and 22.7% neutral). In this way, any changes in

performance of the cross-lingual model are due only to the source language and the

content of the training dataset.

In addition, we downsampled the English-to-target and Chinese-to-target Quran

and Bible corpora so that the number of parallel sentences used to create bilingual

embeddings matched the same size as the Arabic-to-target corpora, which are the

smallest of the three languages. Figure 5.2 shows the sizes of the downsampled

Quran-Bible corpora for all target languages.

5.3.3.4 Preprocessing Schemes

Before running cross-lingual experiments, we pre-processed all Arabic datasets and

corpora with the following two tokenization schemes:

• ATB: The Arabic Treebank tokenization method used in Chapter 4, and made

available by madamira.

• D3: The 3-level decliticization scheme described in Section 5.3.2 and made

available by madamira.

Table 5.5 shows the vocabulary sizes of source language bilingual embeddings for

each target language, with each of the two tokenization schemes for Arabic. We can

see that Arabic and Chinese have higher vocabulary sizes than English when using the

same parallel corpus (12.7K vocabulary for English vs 17.3K and 15.5K vocabularies
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Figure 5.2: Sizes of Arabic-to-target QB parallel data.

for Arabic, and 6.1K vocabulary for English vs 17.4K vocabulary for Chinese), and

that the vocabulary size of Arabic is decreased (from 17.3K to 15.5K) by applying

D3 tokenization.

5.3.4 Results

Table 5.6 shows the results using the LDC parallel corpus with Tigrinya as a target

language, and Table 5.7 shows the results using the QB parallel corpus with all other

target languages.

5.3.4.1 Pivoting with a Machine Translated Corpus

From Table 5.6, we can see that the performance of the best cross-lingual model with

Arabic as a source language (32.4 F-measure), using the D3 tokenization scheme, is

able to outperform the model that uses English as a source language (30.6 F-measure)
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Source Language

Target Language en zh ar-ATB ar-D3

ar 12.7 10.3 – –

bg 5.5 8.8 8.5 7.7

de 7.3 12.3 11.1 10.0

es 6.6 11.2 10.7 9.7

en – 17.4 17.3 15.5

fa 10.6 23.9 14.3 12.9

hu 4.8 7.0 7.2 6.5

hr 4.8 7.0 7.2 6.5

pl 5.5 8.8 8.5 7.7

pt 5.5 8.8 8.5 7.7

ru 8.2 13.6 14.3 12.9

sk 4.8 7.0 7.2 6.5

sl 4.8 7.0 7.2 6.5

sv 5.5 8.8 8.5 7.7

ti 5.3 – 5.8 5.2

ug 2.4 2.2 1.93 1.86

zh 6.1 – 9.6 8.7

Table 5.5: Vocabulary sizes of source languages for embeddings created from Quran
and Bible(QB) and LDC (for Tigrinya) corpora. ‘ar-ATB’ represents the ATB tok-
enization scheme and ‘ar-D3’ represents the 3-level tokenization scheme. Vocabulary
size is represented in 1000 word units.

even when using machine translation to create the Arabic side of the corpus. On the

other hand, without this additional tokenization, transferring from Arabic results

in a lower score which just exceeds the negative majority baseline F-measure for

Tigrinya, which is 24.0.

This result suggests that with the appropriate processing of the source language,

using machine translation between more high-resource source languages would be a

beneficial direction to faciliate sentiment transfer towards poorer-resourced languages

in the same language family.
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Source

Target en ar-ATB ar-D3

ti 30.6 24.4 32.4

Table 5.6: Macro-averaged F-measure cross-lingual sentiment with English and Ara-
bic using the LDC translation corpus. The Arabic-Tigrinya corpus is machine-
translated from the English side to Arabic. The experiment is run 5 times and
the averaged result is presented.

5.3.4.2 Effect of Source Languages

Table 5.7 shows that even when using an equal amount of parallel corpora and training

data, English still outperforms Arabic and Chinese as a source language for most

Indo-European (and some none-Indo-European) target languages.

However, the degree to which this is the case varies by target language, and for

a number of target languages, namely Croatian(hr), Slovene(sl), and Slovak(sk), in-

terestingly, transferring from Arabic works better. Not unlike what was observed in

Section 5.2.2, languages with larger vocabularies that result from morphological com-

plexity, may make better source-target pairs for transferring sentiment; Slovak, for

example was found to be the best Indo-European source language for Arabic. Slovak,

Slovene, and Croatian are languages which have larger, more sparse vocabularies, and

that may have been why they transferred sentiment better from Arabic.

Considering target languages like Spanish(es), Persian(fa), and Portuguese(pt),

which are in the same language family as English, the results of using Arabic or

English as source languages are quite close, and one explanation for this could be

the historical borrowing of vocabulary from these languages and Arabic. Consider-

ing transferring to Chinese, English and Arabic (with the best model) do equally

well as source languages; this would make sense as the three languages are all in

completely separate language families. For transferring to Uyghur, however, English

does substantially better as a source language than either Arabic or Chinese, which

is somewhat surprising given that the Uyghur language has been influenced by both
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Source

Target en ar-ATB ar-D3 zh

ar 37.5 – – 29.8

bg 44.7 39.2 39.7 31.7

de 43.5 35.2 35.7 31.6

en – 43.8 42.8 39.6

es 39.5 38.0 38.7 31.7

fa 49.7 48.5 48.3 47.2

hu 44.6 34.3 33.7 30.4

hr 38.5 41.5 40.8 38.8

pl 39.2 34.1 34.4 33.7

pt 40.6 38.4 37.8 32.7

ru 45.7 31.1 33.4 38.1

sk 35.6 36.6 40.9 32.1

sl 36.7 33.9 37.1 34.5

sv 41.6 37.1 36.8 34.2

ug 38.6 32.5 29.8 21.2

zh 42.7 34.9 42.6 –

AVG 41.2 37.3 38.2 33.8

Table 5.7: Macro-averaged F-measure for predicting cross-lingual sentiment with En-
glish(en), Chinese(zh), and Arabic(ar) using the QB translation translation corpus.
The experiments are run 5 times and the averaged result is presented.

Arabic and Chinese. It is possible that the small Uyghur QB corpus with result-

ing 2K vocabulary size is too small to have effected positive learning of bilingual

representational features.

It is unsuprising that English is easily the best source language for German(de)

and Swedish(sv), and it is also so for Russian(ru) and Bulgarian(bg). Arabic achieves

higher F-measures in transferring to target languages than does Chinese, but these

results could have been influenced by the genre of the training data, which is Twitter

for both Arabic and English but hotel reviews for Chinese, and therefore no strong
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conclusion can be drawn here.

On a final note, we can see that using the same training data size, genre, and par-

allel corpus size, transferring sentiment from Arabic to English yields a higher score

(43.8) than transferring sentiment from English to Arabic (37.5). This is consistent

with the task of machine translation into morphologically complex languages, where

typically BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores for Arabic-English machine translation

are higher than BLEU scores for English-Arabic machine translation.

5.3.4.3 Effect of Preprocessing

On average, preprocessing Arabic with a tokenization scheme that uses morphological

disambiguation to separate all types of clitics positively affects the transfer of senti-

ment from Arabic into other target languages by reducing vocabularity sparsity. This

is clearly the case with Tigrinya(ti), Slovak(sk), Slovene(sl), and Chinese(zh), but not

so for other languages, like English, and makes virtually no difference for Persian(fa),

German(de), and Bulgarian(bg). It was shown by Habash and Sadat (2006) that

full decliticization schemes work especially well for machine translation when using

small-sized parallel corpora; this is likely a factor here as Persian and German have

relatively larger QB corpora while Slovak and Slovene have smaller ones (Figure 5.2).

5.4 Error Analysis

We present two error analyses using the output of the cross-lingual model with En-

glish as a target language. In the first, we use European and Indo-European source

languages, and apply a new ensemble that consists of combining the mixed-language

training data of all source languages described in Section 5.2, and training a single

cross-lingual model with multilingual code-switched dict-cs embeddings using EP

corpus supervision. The ensemble model was presented in our group paper (Rasooli
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et al., 2018) and results in improvements for several languages when combining data

from multiple source languages. This model is applied to English as a target language

and results in an F-measure of 54.0, topping the best F-measure of 51.7 obtained when

transferring from Swedish.

In the second analysis, we examine the output of the best model trained on Arabic

and applied to English, which resulted in an F-measure of 43.8 using ATB tokenization

and 42.8 using D3 tokenization.

5.4.1 English as a Target Language with European and

Indo-European Sources

This error analysis was conducted in order to better understand the kinds of errors

made by the cross-lingual model and whether they result from the deep learning

model itself or from the transfer to a different language. We sampled 66 errors at

random from the output of the cross-lingual model trained on European and Indo-

European sources, and compared its predictions with both the gold labels and with

a supervised model trained on English.

Generally, we found that the source of sentiment errors comes from the following

reasons (Table 5.8): a key sentiment indicator was missed (e.g., “love,” “excited”,

“bored”), there were misleading sentiment words (e.g., “super” in context of “getting

up super early”, “handsome” in context of a question), the tweet contained mis-

pelled/rare words (e.g., “bff,”, “bae”, “puta”), inference was required (e.g., “i need

to seriously come raid your closet” is positive without containing positive words), the

correct answer was not clear or not easily determined for a human annotator (e.g., “a

mother’s job is forever”), or the gold label was clearly wrong (e.g “thanks for joining

us tonight! we kept it as spoiler free as possible!” has a neutral instead of positive

gold label). There are thus many tweets in this error sample where the sentiment is

not clear cut.
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Error Type Example

Sentiment indicator missed rt bored of my chilled weekend already

(predicts positive; gold negative)

Misleading sentiment words up super early to have my boy at his ffa judging comp

(predicts positive; gold negative)

Mispelled or rare words rt awwwww, imbecil .

(predicts positive; gold negative)

Inference required walking socks take up so much space !

(predicts neutral; gold negative)

Gold wrong i filled out ova 30 job applications

(predicts neutral; gold positive)

Table 5.8: Errors made by the European and Indo-European cross-lingual model
when transferring to English.

To study the kinds of errors resulting from the language transfer as opposed to

the machine learning model itself, we divided the error samples into four groups:

1. In the first group (48.5% of cases), the supervised model makes a correct pre-

diction, but the cross-lingual model results in an error. Looking at examples

in this group, we found that this often occurs when the English target data

contains rare, mispelled, or informal language words which are unlikely to have

been learned using cross-lingual representations from a parallel corpus such as

EuroParl.

• “fck na ! ! marshall ! bear nation hopes your aight ! ! !” (negative,

transfer predicts positive)

• “eagles might get doored tonight :’(” (negative, transfer predicts positive)

2. In the second group (26% of cases), the supervised model and the cross-lingual

model make the same error and thus the cause for the error likely comes from

the model rather than the transfer. We determined that 6 of these cases have
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an incorrect gold label, and 11 result from errors of the supervised model where

the answer was unclear, key sentiment was missed, or inference was required.

• “don ’t let anyone discourage you from following your dreams ! it was one

of the best decisions i made because it changed my lif ...” (gold negative

[wrong], transfer and supervised predict positive)

• “can ’t wait to be an uncle again a wee boy this time , surely his names got

to be jack if no , at least make it his middle name” (gold positive [requires

inference], transfer and supervised predict neutral)

3. In the third group (16.6% of cases), the supervised and cross-lingual models

make different kinds of errors and thus the source of the error is likely from

both the model itself and the transfer. We determined that three of these

cases have an incorrect gold label, and the remaining eight are an error of the

supervised model where the answer was unclear, key sentiment was missed,

inference was required, or the sentence contained misleading sentiment words.

• “mount gambier that was rad and sweaty as hell , just one show left on the

tour for us tomorrow in adelaide ” (gold positive [misleading sentiment],

supervised neutral, transfer negative)

4. In the fourth group (9% of cases), the gold and supervised models agree, but

the cross-lingual model, which was trained on different data, actually makes a

better prediction.

• “this photo taken on 9th september with high quality one of my bday gifts

from my friend thank you brother”(gold and supervised predict neutral,

transfer predicts positive)

About half of the errors are clearly because of the transfer to a different language,

but there are also a good number of cases where even the supervised model makes the

same error as the transfer model. The errors that the cross-lingual model makes are
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reasonable because of the peculiarities and difficulties of the language of our Twitter

evaluation data. In future studies, a comparable corpus could be collected by scraping

Twitter in a manner to which our Wikipedia corpus was collected, and bilingual bl or

dict-cs representations of Twitter-specific vocabulary could be learned from there.

5.4.2 English as a Target Language with Arabic as a Source

We compared the output of the Arabic-to-English transfer model (under D3 tok-

enization) with a supervised English model trained on the same downsampled and

sentiment distributed training dataset. This supervised model results in an accu-

racy of 62.3, macro-averaged F-measure of 61.4, positive F-measure of 58.1, negative

F-measure of 59.1, and neutral F-measure of 66.9. In contrast, the transfer model

results in an accuracy of 43.2, macro-averaged F-measure of 42.8, positive F-measure

of 43.3, negative F-measure of 38.2, and neutral F-measure of 46.8.

We sampled and analyzed 60 errors from these two models. We found similar cat-

egories of errors as with transferring from European and Indo-European languages

to English - namely, those shown in Table 5.8 - however when transferring from

Arabic, we observed more of errors like ‘sentiment indicator missed’ compared to the

European and Indo-European model, where more errors were due to mispellings, mis-

leading sentiment words, and requiring inference. Additionally, because of the small

size of the training data and the negative bias in the distribution of sentiment, we

observed many errors where the model predicted ‘negative’ sentiment due to majority

baseline influence, even though the tweet contained no negative sentiment indicators.

We again divided the error samples into four groups:

• In the first group (51.7% of cases), the supervised model makes a correct pre-

diction but the cross-lingual model result in an error. The majority of errors

in this group come from a negative majority baseline influence or a missed key

sentiment indicator.
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– do you know what you wanna do when you’re done w/ school yet? (neutral,

transfer predicts negative)

– rt i have a crush on fall weather, hot drinks, and cozy sweaters (positive,

transfer predicts negative)

• In the second group (23.3% of cases), the supervised model and the cross-

lingual model make the same error. These errors mostly required inference or

came from a wrong gold annotation.

– please mention me i really want to reach my goal x37 (gold neutral[wrong

or unclear], transfer and supervised predict positive)

– for my birthday i got a humidifier and a de-humidifier ... i put them in

the same room and let them fight it out (gold positive[requires inference],

transfer and supervised predict negative)

• In the third group (15% of cases), the supervised and cross-lingual models make

different kinds of errors. These again were due to a variety of causes, such as

wrong gold, misleading sentiment words, missing a key sentiment indicator, or

requiring influence.

– rt 1 more day until this is back im screaming (gold positive[requires infer-

ence], transfer predicts neutral, supervised predicts negative)

• In the last group (10% of cases), the gold and supervised models agree, but the

cross-lingual model actually makes a better prediction.

– marriott hotels servers up a “ fresh ” approach - healthy vending machine

debuts (gold neutral[wrong], transfer predicts positive, supervised predicts

neutral)

The distribution of groups and output of the cross-lingual model relative to the

supervised model is more or less consistent with that observed when transferring from
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European and Indo-European languages.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter studied the influence of the source language and its characteristics when

transferring sentiment cross-lingually. In contrast to most previous work which as-

sumes that the source language is English, we evaluated the performance of cross-

lingual sentiment models when trained on European and Indo-European languages,

as well as Arabic and Chinese. Moreover, to facilitate the transfer of sentiment from

Arabic, we introduced new techniques such as pivoting with machine translation to

create an Arabic-Tigrinya corpus, and applying preprocessing schemes to reduce the

sparsity of bilingual features that arise from morphological complexity. Our findings,

summarized below, point to the important role played by the source language when

transferring sentiment cross-lingually and the need for a future direction towards

increasing resources made available to moderately resourced languages such as Slo-

vak, Arabic, or Chinese, to faciliate transfer to target languages in similar language

families.

• Language families: Languages from similar language families transfer sen-

timent well from each other. This was especially the case for the Germanic

and Slavic languages, and evident in the performance of English compared to

Arabic and Chinese when transferring to most Indo-European languages, even

when using similarly sized resources. The success of language family transfer for

sentiment analysis is consistent with past results on other cross-lingual tasks,

such as direct transfer of part-of-speech tagging (Kim et al., 2017).

• Resource sizes and distribution: Languages with large parallel resources

and evenly distributed sentiment datasets are generally good source languages,
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as demonstrated by the success of languages like English (large parallel corpus)

and Swedish (balanced dataset) when transferring to other European languages.

• Morphological richness: Languages with similar morphological complexity

and vocabulary sizes transfer sentiment well from each other. This is demon-

strated by the success of sentiment transfer amongst languages like German,

Bulgarian, and Swedish, or Arabic, Slovak, Croatian, and Tigrinya, which are

similar in vocabulary size. Moreover, applying high-resource morphological to-

kenization schemes enables Arabic to transfer sentiment better on average and

is consistent with past results on machine translation.

Our error analysis with English as a target language revealed that Twitter-specific

out-of-vocabulary words, which are unlikely to occur in a translation corpus or

Wikipedia comparable corpus, are a source of error in the model; future work for

improving the performance of untargeted cross-lingual sentiment models could thus

focus on the collection and learning of bilingual embeddings from Twitter and social

media corpora. In the next chapter, we turn to targeted sentiment analysis, where

we focus on identifying sentiment towards targets in short documents.
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Chapter 6

Targeted Sentiment Rooted in Documents

The expression of sentiment in language often does not occur in an isolated context,

but is instead usually directed towards a topic, such as an entity, event, issue or a

situation - a target of sentiment. Knowledge of the target is important for making

sense of the sentiment expressed; consider, for example, the following text:

Example 6.1. The will of the people will prevail over the regime’s

brutality.

The sentiment expressed here by the text is positive towards ‘the people’ but

negative towards ‘the regime’. A model that can identify the sentiment expressed

towards specific targets is therefore more informative than one which only identifies

the overall sentiment of the text.

Targeted sentiment analysis has been studied extensively in natural language pro-

cessing, but it has usually focused on English (with some studies in other languages,

such as that of Al-Smadi et al. (2015)), and more often than not it has focused on

named entity targets, or targets that have already been specified in the text (Jiang

et al., 2011; Biyani et al., 2015). The targeted sentiment problems addressed in this

chapter cover long and often complex spans of text that may contain multiple en-

tities or events, and they are not restricted to named entities, as shown in Figure

6.1. Moreover, the target of sentiment and the segment of text expressing sentiment

towards the target need not always occur in the same sentence, necessitating global

methods for associating the two. In some cases, the target of the sentiment need not

even be an entity that is mentioned explicitly in the text, but can instead constitute
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Figure 6.1: Arabic text and English translation with multiple annotated target
entities and sentiment (green:pos, yellow:neg).

a higher-level ‘situation’ or category which itself can encompass multiple entities or

events. These kinds of problems fall into the vein of targeted sentiment analysis that

is rooted in short documents, sharing similarities with problems such as stance de-

tection (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009; Mohammad et al., 2016a) using sentiment

targets to identify stance (Farra et al., 2015b), or fine-grained sentiment analysis

systems aimed at predicting entity and event-level targets as well as sources and the

polarity of sentiment (Deng and Wiebe, 2015a).

Targeted sentiment rooted in documents shares some similarities with the senti-

ment analysis task of predicting consumer sentiment in customer reviews along with

their aspects (e.g ‘service’ of a restaurant, or ‘speed’ of a laptop) (Hu and Liu, 2004;

Pontiki et al., 2014). However, aspects are more limited as targets of sentiment, while

the texts considered in this chapter are more open in domain and therefore pose a

greater challenge for sentiment identification; customer review datasets are usually

focused on a single product, such as ‘restaurants’ or ‘laptops’, while the documents

in this chapter may span multiple entities or events and are not restricted to a single

domain.
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Targeted Sentiment in Documents

Open-Domain Dataset Annotation for Arabic Section 6.1

Open-Domain Target and Sentiment Identification Models Section 6.2

Identification of Sentiment towards Situation Frames Section 6.3

Table 6.1: Roadmap of chapter on targeted sentiment rooted in documents.

The motivation for studying these tasks in the midst of our larger cross-lingual

and low-resource goals is twofold: first, to study document-rooted and open-domain

targeted tasks in a moderately-resourced language (Arabic), identifying the character-

istics of the language that affect the performance of targeted sentiment, and second,

to explore and introduce even more complex problems, such as the task of identify-

ing sentiment towards situations, both with the goal of enabling further research in

cross-lingual transfer of targeted sentiment, a topic we introduce in the last chapter

of the thesis.

We thus consider the problem of annotating as well as identifying open-domain

targeted sentiment in short Arabic documents, before proceeding to the situation

frame task, where we introduce and briefly study a new problem: that of identifying

sentiment towards situations in English and Spanish.

In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we describe our work on open-domain targeted sentiment

in Arabic. We present a new dataset of news article comments that we collected for

this problem (Farra et al., 2015a), and develop an approach for identifying important

entities along with their sentiment in Arabic documents (Farra and McKeown, 2017).

Both the dataset and our code123 are publicly available. Through our analysis, we

demonstrate the impact of segmentation techniques on the identification of both

targets and the sentiment towards them in Arabic, and find, as we did in Chapter

1https://www.cs.columbia.edu/˜noura/Resources.html

2https://github.com/narnoura/SentimentTargets-paper/tree/master/data/arabic-finegrained

3https://github.com/narnoura/SentimentTargets-paper
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5, that the morphology of the language plays an important role in the analysis of

sentiment. In Section 6.3, we introduce the problem of identifying sentiment towards

situations, present preliminary results, and suggest directions for future research.

6.1 Collecting an Arabic Open-Domain Targeted

Dataset

Annotating targets of opinion is a difficult and expensive task, requiring definition of

what constitutes a target, whether targets are linked to sentiment expressions, and

how the text spans of targets should be defined (e.g ‘the people’ vs. ‘the will

of the people’ or ‘the regime’ vs. ‘the regime’s brutality’), a problem which

annotators often disagree on (Pontiki et al., 2014; Kim and Hovy, 2006; Somasundaran

et al., 2008).

Additionally, it is not always straightforward to attribute a target to a specific sen-

timent expression, as some annotation schemes have proposed. Consider for example

the following text:

Example 6.2. The Lebanese Member of Parliament said he was con-

vinced that there would be a consensus on the presidential elec-

tion, because since the moment the United States and Iran had

reached an understanding in the region, things were starting to

look positive.

It is not clear that there is a single sentiment expression that leads us to believe

that the Member of Parliament is optimistic about the target presidential election;

it could be ‘convinced’, ‘consensus’, ‘reached an understanding’, ‘look positive’, or a

combination of the above. Such decisions are difficult for annotators to agree on;

many studies have noted these challenges (Stoyanov and Cardie, 2008; Ruppenhofer

et al., 2008) which can make the task complex.
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Compared to the amount of resources available for sentiment analysis, there is

much less annotated data available for this more fine-grained type of analysis, even

for high-resource languages. Due to the difficulty of the task, most of the available

datasets of fine-grained sentiment analysis have been annotated by trained annotators

or expert linguists, making the process slower and more expensive. This makes the

problem of transferring targeted sentiment even more significant for low-resource

languages, as will be discussed in Chapter 7.

The work described in this section considers annotation of targets using a sequence

of simple crowdsourced sub-steps. We focus on Arabic, where there are much fewer

publicly available resources for targeted sentiment analysis, and where concatenative

morphology proposes an interesting challenge for defining target entity spans. We

assume that any nominal phrase can be a target of sentiment: people, places, events,

or concepts, and we develop a two-stage annotation process for annotating targets

using the crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk4. In the first stage,

annotators list all important noun phrase entities, and in the second stage, they

choose the polarity expressed (positive, negative, or neutral) towards any given entity.

We select online data from multiple domains: politics, sports, and culture; and we

provide a new publicly available resource for Arabic by annotating it for targets of

opinions along with their polarities. Finally, we evaluate the quality of the data

at different stages, obtaining majority agreement on sentiment polarity for 91.8%

of entities in a corpus of 1177 news article comments. Section 6.1.1 describes the

annotation process, Section 6.1.3 describes how we selected the data for annotation,

and Section 6.1.4 presents an analysis of the targeted dataset.

4https://www.mturk.com/
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6.1.1 Annotation Process

We assume targets of opinions to be nominals representing entities, events, or con-

cepts; for example, targets can include politicians, organizations, events, sports teams,

companies, products, concepts such as ‘democracy’, or entities representing ideologi-

cal belief.

Example 6.3. It is great that so many people showed up to the

protest.

In the above example, the full target span is the clausal phrase ‘that so many

people showed up to the protest’, representing the object of ‘great’. However, the

actual entity which receives the positive sentiment is ‘the protest’. We are interested

in annotating such entities, as this would enable the development of a targeted model

that could ‘summarize’ sentiment towards different entities in the short document.

Given the complexity of the task, we annotate targets without specifying the spe-

cific sentiment expressions that are linked to them, as in Pontiki et al. (2014); Hu and

Liu (2004), although the dataset can be extended for this purpose to provide richer

information for modeling. We don’t consider targets of subjective-neutral judgments

(e.g ‘I expect it will rain tomorrow’ ). For this corpus, as with the rest of the thesis,

we are interested only in targets of polar positive or negative sentiment; all other

text is regarded as neutral. Finally, since our data comes from comments to online

newspaper articles, it is assumed that the source of the expressed sentiment is the

writer of the post, although this does not affect the identification or annotation of

targets.

6.1.2 Amazon Mechanical Turk Tasks

Instead of asking annotators to directly identify targets of opinions, which we believed

to be a more difficult task, we broke the annotation into two stages, visualized in
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Task 1

Task 2

List Candidate noun phrases

Sentiment towards noun phrases

• 3 annotators
• Each lists important entities
• Entities with agreement are passed to 

Task 2

• 5 annotators
• Annotate each entity as {positive, negative, 

neutral}

“It is great that so many people showed up 
to the protest”

• it
• people
• protest

• it
• people
• the protest

• people
• protest

A1 A2 A3

• people
• the protest

• people
• the protest

neutral

positive

1 TARGET

Figure 6.2: Annotation process for Arabic open-domain targets of sentiment.

Figure 6.2, each in a different series of HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks). The task

guidelines were presented in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) to guarantee that only

Arabic speakers would be able to understand and work on them. Many of the insights

in the task design were gained from an extensive pilot study.

6.1.2.1 Task 1: Identifying Candidate Entities

Given an article comment, annotators were asked to list the main nouns and noun

phrases that correspond to people, places, things, and ideas. This task, or HIT, was

given to three annotators and examples of appropriate answers were provided. A

sample screenshot is provided in Figure 6.3.

The answers from the three annotators were then combined by taking the

intersection of common noun phrases listed by all three responses. If annotators

only agreed on a subset of the noun phrase, we chose the maximal phrase among

agreed entities in order to determine the entity span. For example, if two annotators

specified ‘the president’ and a third specified ‘the election of the president’, we
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot of instructions for task 1 HIT.

kept ‘the election of the president’. The maximal noun phrase was also chosen by

Pontiki et al. (2014) when resolving disagreements on target spans. We allowed

annotators to list references in the comment to the same entity (e.g ‘The president’

and ‘President Mubarak’) as separate entries.

Insights from Pilot. We asked specifically for the ‘main’ noun phrases, after

we found that annotators in the pilot over-generated nouns and noun phrases, list-

ing clearly unimportant entities (such as ÐñJ
Ë @ ‘today/this day’, and ÐC�Ë@ ‘hello/the

greeting’ ), which would make Task 2 unnecessarily expensive. They would also break

up noun phrases which clearly referred to a single entity (such as separating ú


æ�Q»

‘the seat’ and
�
é�A


KQË @ ‘the presidency’ from

�
é�A


KQË @ ú



æ�Q» ‘the presidency’s seat’ ), so

we instructed them to keep such cases as a single entity. These reasons also support

choosing the maximal agreeing noun phrase provided by annotators. By making these

changes, the average number of entities resolved per comment was reduced from 8

entities in the pilot study to 6 entities in the full study.
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We paid 30 cents for Task 1, due to the time it took workers to complete (2-3

minutes on average).

6.1.2.2 Task 2: Identifying Sentiment towards Entities

In the second task (HIT), annotators were presented with an article comment and a

single entity, and were asked to specify the opinion of the comment towards the given

‘topic’. The entities were chosen from the resolved responses in Task 1. The question

was presented in multiple-choice form where annotators could choose from options

‘positive’, ‘negative’, or ‘neutral’. Each HIT was given to five annotators, and the

entities resolved to ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ with majority agreement are considered to

be targets of sentiment. Entities with neutral majority are discarded as non-targets,

while entities with disagreement on polarity (e.g two annotators assign negative sen-

timent while one assigns positive sentiment) are kept aside for future use as will be

described in Section 6.2.

In this question, we told annotators that sentiment could include opinions, belief,

feelings, or judgments, and that the ‘neutral’ option should be selected if the text

reveals either no sentiment or an objective opinion towards this particular entity.

We provided multiple examples. For this task, we paid workers 5 cents per HIT,

which took 30 seconds to 1 minute to complete on average.

Insights from Pilot. In our pilot study, we had an additional question in this

HIT which asks annotators to specify the source of the sentiment expression, which

could be the writer or someone else mentioned in the text. However, we removed this

question in the final study due to the low quality of responses in the pilot, some of

which reflected misunderstanding of the question or were left blank.

Additionally, we found that some annotators specified the overall sentiment of

the comment rather than the sentiment about the topic. We thus emphasized, and
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Figure 6.4: Screenshot of instructions for task 2 HIT.

included an additional English translation of the instruction that the opinion polarity

should be about the specific topic and not of the whole comment. A sample screenshot

is shown in Figure 6.4.

We completed the full annotation study in five rounds of a few hundred comments

each. For the first two rounds of annotation, we rejected all HITs that were clearly

spamming the task or were not Arabic speakers. After that we created task qualifi-

cations and allowed only a qualified group of workers (5 for Task 1 and 10 for Task

2) to access the tasks, based on their performance in the previous tasks.

6.1.3 Data Selection

The annotation data was selected from the Qatar Arabic Language Bank (QALB)

(Mohit et al., 2014; Zaghouani et al., 2014), which includes online comments to Al-
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Domain # Comments Distribution(%)
Politics 596 51
Culture 382 32
Sports 199 17
Total 1177 100

Table 6.2: Distribution of selected article comments by domain.

jazeera5 newspaper articles.

6.1.3.1 Topic Modeling

We initially selected a random sample of data from the Aljazeera corpus, the ma-

jority of which comes from the politics domain. In the pilot study and first annotation

round, we found that this data was biased towards negative sentiment. We thus used

topic modeling (Blei et al., 2003), with the mallet toolkit implementation (Mc-

Callum, 2002), to select data from other domains which were more likely to contain

positive expressions of sentiment. Upon applying a topic model specifying 40 topics

to the Aljazeera corpus, we identified a generic ‘sports’ topic and a generic ‘culture’

topic (including comments to articles about language, science, technology, society)

among the other political topics. We selected comments to sports and culture arti-

cles by taking the top few hundred comments having the highest probability score

for these ‘topics’, to guarantee that the content was indeed relevant to the domain.

Table 6.2 shows the distribution of the final data used for annotation, consisting of

1177 news article comments.

6.1.3.2 Data Characteristics

As mentioned previously, the spans of text used for identifying targeted sentiment

are long and complex. The average length of news article comments in the annotated

dataset is 51 words, ranging from 1-3 sentences per comment. The data was not

5https://www.aljazeera.com/
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corrected for spelling errors; we annotated the raw text to avoid any alteration that

may affect the interpretation of sentiment. However, it is possible to correct this

output automatically, such as with the approach of Farra et al. (2014), or manually.

We performed a manual analysis of 100 article comments from a randomly selected

subset of the dataset with the same domain distribution. We found that 43% of the

comments contain at least one spelling error including typos, word merges and splits,6

15% contain at least one dialect word, 20% contain a run-on sentence not separated by

any conjunction or punctuation, and 98% express any sentiment. We believe this is a

good dataset for annotation because it is sufficiently challenging, contains real-world

data, and includes strong expressions of sentiment covering multiple controversial

topics.

6.1.4 Dataset Analysis

This section describes results and analyses of the crowdsourced annotations. We

report the inter-annotator agreement at each of the two annotation stages, the dis-

tribution of the sentiment of collected targets by domain, and a manual analysis of

the resulting target entities. Examples of the final annotations are provided.

6.1.4.1 Inter-annotator Agreement

Task 1: Agreement on Candidate Entities. To compute the agreement between

annotators a1, a2, and a3 on identifying important entities in a HIT, we compute the

average precision pHIT . pHIT is then averaged over all HITs to obtain the agreement.

pHIT =
1

3
.(

#matches

#phrases a1
+

#matches

#phrases a2
+

#matches

#phrases a3
) (6.1)

6We don’t count the different variations of Alef @, ø


/ø, or è/

�
è, forms, which are often normalized

during model training and evaluation.
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An average precision of 0.38 was obtained using exact matching of entities and 0.75

using subset matching: i.e a match occurs if the three annotators all list a sub-phrase

of the same noun phrase. (Recall that the final entities were chosen according to

subset agreement.)

The candidate entity agreement numbers are comparable to the target span subset

agreement numbers of Somasundaran et al. (2008) in English discourse data, and

lower than that of Toprak et al. (2010), who annotated targets in the consumer review

domain. We note that besides the language difference, the task itself is different, since

it requires annotation of important entities rather than sentiment targets; a lower

agreement on this task essentially indicates that fewer entities are being passed on to

the next task for consideration as targets, the assumption being that only important

entities will be agreed upon by all three annotators. Since we had three rather than

two annotators, the agreement using exact match is expected to be low.

Task 2: Sentiment agreement. Table 6.3 shows the annotator agreement

for the task of identifying sentiment towards given entities. A majority agreement

occurs when 3 out of 5 annotators agree on whether the sentiment towards an entity

is positive, negative, or neutral. The agreement (91.8%) is reasonably high. Abdul-

Mageed and Diab (2011) have reported overall agreement of 88% for annotating

sentence-level Arabic sentiment (as positive, negative, neutral, or objective) using two

trained annotators. We note that after assigning our task to only the qualified group

of workers, the annotator agreement increased from 80% and 88% in the first two

annotation rounds, to 95% in the remaining rounds. Target entities with disagreement

over polarity are marked as ambigious, or ‘undetermined’.
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Domain # Entities Majority Agree (%)
Politics 3853 91.2
Culture 2271 95.8
Sports 1222 87.6
Total 7346 91.8

Table 6.3: Agreement on entity-level sentiment annotation.

Domain # Targets (%) Pos (%) Neg
Politics 2448 30 70
Culture 1149 48 52
Sports 748 79 21
Total 4345 43 57

Table 6.4: Distribution of sentiment in targets with majority agreement
(Pos:Positive, Neg:Negative).

6.1.4.2 Sentiment Distribution

Table 6.4 shows the distribution of the sentiment of non-ambiguous targets by do-

main. These were sentiment targets targets assigned to positive or negative labels by

majority annotator agreement. We can see that the politics and sports domains are

biased towards negative and positive sentiment respectively, while targets in the cul-

ture domain have a mostly even distribution of sentiment. We also note that overall,

95% of all article comments had at least one target of sentiment, and 41% of these

comments had multiple targets with both positive and negative sentiment, indicating

the need for fine-grained targeted sentiment analysis of such datasets.

Finally, we found that the majority of targets are composed of 2 words (38%

of targets), followed by 1-word targets (25% of targets), 3-word targets (18%), and

4-word targets (9%), while 10% of all targets are composed of more than 4 words.
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Observation Example

Spelling errors 2.5% I. ª
�

�Ë@
�

HX@P@

“the people’s will”

Punctuation 5% . ÉK. @
�

HAj.
�
J
	
JÓ

“Apple’s products.”

Prep & Conj clitics 8.5% Y
�
JK
A

	
KñK


Q�
�

�
�

	
�AÖÏ

“to Manchester United”

Non-noun phrases 3% ú



	
GAJ.�B@ PðYË@ É¢�. A

�
�Q�. Ë @

“Barcelona (is) the champion
of the Spanish league”

Targets with sentiment 5.5% QmÌ'@ ø



Pñ�Ë@ I. ª
�

�Ë@

“the free Syrian people”

Propositional entities 3% 	á�

�
JkAJ. Ë @ ©J
j.

�
�

�
�

“encouraging researchers”

Table 6.5: Examples of target entity observations.

6.1.4.3 Manual Analysis

We manually examined 200 randomly selected targets from our final dataset, and

found a number of observations, many of which are language-specific, that deserve to

be highlighted. They are summarized in Table 6.5.

We first note orthographic observations such as spelling errors, which come mostly

from the original text, and punctuations attached to targets, which may easily be

stripped from the text. The punctuations result from our decision to take the maximal

noun phrase provided by annotators.

Prepositional and conjunctional clitics result from Arabic morphology which at-

taches prepositions such as l+ È (to) and b+ H. (in), or conjunctions w+ ð (and)

to the noun preceding them. They can be separated by tokenization as described in

Chapter 5, but we preserve them in the dataset for completeness and apply tokeniza-

tion during modeling instead.

Non-noun phrases mainly come from nominal sentences specific to Arabic syntax,

which lack a linking verb such as ‘is’, making it appear like a noun phrase; these are
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problematic because they may be interpreted as either noun phrases or full sentences

that begin with a nominal. We also observed a number of verbal phrase targets (e.g

‘
�
éJ
£@Q

�
¯ñÖß
YËAK. ÉJ. ÊJ.

	
K’ ‘we confuse democracy’ ), but these were very few; the majority of

this class of observations comes from verbless nominal phrases.

Targets containing sentiment words appear since sentiment words can be part

of the noun phrase. As for propositional entities (e.g ‘I support encouraging re-

searchers’ ), they result from process nominals which can have a verbal reading

(Green and Manning, 2010) but are correctly considered to be nouns. We find that

they occur mostly in the culture domain.

We also found from our manual inspection that our final entity spans reasonably

corresponded to what would be expected to be targets of sentiment for the topic

in context. From our 200 randomly selected targets, we found 6 cases where the

polarity towards the noun phrase potentially negated the polarity towards a shorter

entity within the noun phrase. However, in most of these cases, the noun phrase

resolved from the annotations correctly represents the actual target of sentiment:

e.g. ‘depletion of ozone ’ 	
àð 	PðB@ I.

�
®
�
K (the depletion is the target of discussion, not

the ozone), ‘bombing of houses ’ È 	PA
	
JÖÏ @

	
�

�
¯, and ‘methodology of teaching Arabic’

�
éJ
K. QªË@ Õæ



Êª

�
K H. ñÊ�@. We found one case ‘absence of Messi’ ú



æ�Ó H. AJ


	
«, labeled neg-

ative, where it could be argued that either Messi (positive) or his absence (negative)

is the correct target. We generally preferred target annotations which correspond to

the topic or event being discussed in the context of the comment.

6.1.4.4 Examples

We provide examples of the final annotations, shown in Tables 6.6-6.8. Note that we

have preserved all spelling errors in the original Arabic text. As it is common in social

media to write long sentences without punctuation, we have added punctuation to

the English translation.
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Article Comment

Example (1) é
�
KAj

	
®� I. J
Ê

�
®
�
K ú

�
æk . . ¨ñJ.¢ÖÏ @ H. A

�
JºË@ I. k@ . èXñk. ð

�
I�.

�
K @ ú




�
¯PñË@ H. A

�
JºË@

	
à@ B@ ú




	
GðQ�

�ºË

B@ H. A

�
JºË@ PA

�
�

�
�
	
K @ Ñ

	
«P

Domain: Culture ©J
¢
�
��


@ B . .

�
é

�
�A

�
�Ë@ ÈC

	
g 	áÓ H. A

�
JºË@

�
èZ @Q

�
¯ ÉÒ

�
Jk


@ B . . ø



YK


	á�
K. ñëð é
�
KZ @Q

�
¯ Y

	
J« ÉÔg

.


B@ð . .

�
éª

�
JÓ AîE. Yg.


@

ù£A
�

�Ë@ úÎ«
�
èQ


KA¢Ë@ ú




	
¯ PA¢

�
®Ë@ ú




	
¯

�
éJ.

�
JºÖÏ @ ú




	
¯ èZ @Q

�
¯

@ ø



YJ
Ê

�
®
�
JË @ H. A

�
JºË@ . . ¨@Y�Ë@ð Zñ

	
�Ë@ i. ëð ÉÒm�

�
' ú




	
¯ P@QÒ

�
J�B@

. ú


æ�ñÓA

�
¯ ú




	
¯ ú




	
GðQ�

�ºË

B@ H. A

�
JºÊË

	
àA¾ÓB . . éJ


	
¯ hA

�
KP


@

	
àA¾Ó ø



@ ú




	
¯

�
é
�
®K
YmÌ'@ ú




	
¯

English Translation Despite the popularity of the e-book, the paper book has proven itself. I like the printed book...
I even find a pleasure in turning its pages ... and it is nice is to read it while it is in my hands ...
I cannot stand reading a book through a screen ... I cannot bear the glare of light and the
headaches...I can read a traditional book in the library on the train in the airplane on the beach
in the garden in anywhere I am comfortable .. there is no place for the e-book in my dictionary.

Annotated Targets negative: the e-book ú



	
GðQ�

�ºËB@ H. A
�
JºË@

positive: the paper book ú



�
¯PñË@ H. A

�
JºË@

positive: the printed book ¨ñJ.¢ÖÏ @ H. A
�
JºË@

negative: reading a book through a screen
�
é

�
�A

�
�Ë@ ÈC

	
g 	áÓ H. A

�
JºË@

�
èZ @Q

�
¯

Table 6.6: Example 1 of target annotations. The original spelling errors are pre-
served.

Example (1) is from the culture domain. We see that it summarizes the writer’s

opinions towards all important topics regarding ‘e-books’ and ‘paper books’. Ideally,

the annotators should also have marked traditional book ø



YJ
Ê
�
®
�
JË @ H. A

�
JºË@ as a positive

target.

Example (2) lists an entity that doesn’t appear in the text ‘(to) the Arab team the

world cup’ ÈAK
Y
	
Kñ

	
JÖÏ @ ú



G
.
QªË@ I.

	
j

�
JÒÊË; this likely results from an error in Task 1 where

the phrase got picked up as the maximal common noun phrase. The annotator might

have meant that ‘Arab team in the world cup’ is a topic that the writer feels positively

about; however, our current annotation scheme only considers entities that strictly

appear in the text. We also see that annotators disagreed on the polarity of the

propositional entity ‘either team qualifying’ 	á�

�
®K
Q

	
®Ë @ Éë


A
�
K, likely because they were

not sure whether it should be marked positive. In addition, this example contains an

over-generated target ‘world cup’ ÈAK
Y
	
Kñ

	
JÖÏ @, which would have been best marked as

neutral.

Example (3) is from the politics domain. It correctly annotates multiple references

of the Iraqi government’ and captures the sentiment towards important entities in the

text. The target ‘the only neighboring country’
�
èYJ
kñË@

�
èPAm.

Ì'@
�
éËðYË@ can be considered
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Article Comment

Example (2) É¾Ë@ Éªk.
�
éJ.�A

	
JÖÏ AK. ø



Q


K@ 	Qm.

Ì'@ I.
	

j
�
�
	
JÖÏ @ éK. ú



æ

	
�k ø



YË@ Ñ«YË@ð .

	
àAK
ñ

�
¯

	
àAJ.

	
j

�
�
	
JÓ AÒë ø



Q


K@ 	Qm.

Ì'@ð ø



Qå�ÖÏ @
	
àAJ.

	
j

�
�
	
JÖÏ @

Domain: Sports ø



Q

K@ 	Qm.

Ì'@
�

�K
Q
	
®Ë @ I. k@ ú




	
æ
�	
K

B ÈAK
Y

	
Kñ

	
JÖÏ @ ú



Í@ ø



Q


K@ 	Qm.

Ì'@
�

�K
Q
	
®Ë @ Éë


A
�
JK


	
à@ ú

	
æÖ

�
ß @ ð

	á�

�
®K
Q

	
®Ë @ Éë


A
�
K ú




	
¯

�
�Q

	
¯ Yg. ñK
Bð Q

�
Kñ

�
JÓ

. ÈAK
Y
	
Kñ

	
JÖÏ @ ú




	
¯ ÉJ


�
JÖ

�
ß 	á�k@ ú



G
.
QªË@ I.

	
j

�
JÒÊË

	
àñºK


	
à@ ú

	
æÖ

�
ß @ ð YJ
m.

Ì'@ ÉJ

�
JÒ

�
JË @ ÑêÖÏ @ð . ø



Qå�ÖÏ @ I.

	
j

�
�
	
JÖÏ @ I.

	
KAg. úÍ@

English Translation The Egyptian and Algerian teams are strong teams. The support gained by the Algerian team
for this occasion has made everyone nervous and there is no difference in either team qualifying
and I hope that the Algerian team gets qualified to the world cup because I like the Algerian team
alongside the Egyptian team. The important thing is good representation and I hope
that the Arab team will be best represented in the world cup.

Annotated Targets positive: The Egyptian and Algerian teams ø



Q

K@ 	Qm.

Ì'@ð ø



Qå�ÖÏ @
	
àAJ.

	
j

�
�
	
JÖÏ @

positive: the Algerian team ø



Q

K@ 	Qm.

Ì'@ I.
	

j
�
�
	
JÖÏ @

positive: the Algerian team ø



Q

K@ 	Qm.

Ì'@
�

�K
Q
	
®Ë @

positive: the world cup ÈAK
Y
	
Kñ

	
JÖÏ @

positive: (to) the Arab team the world cup ÈAK
Y
	
Kñ

	
JÖÏ @ ú



G
.
QªË@ I.

	
j

�
JÒÊË

undetermined: either team qualifying 	á�

�
®K
Q

	
®Ë @ Éë


A
�
K

Table 6.7: Example 2 of target annotations. The original spelling errors are pre-
served.

an over-generation; a better interpretation might be to consider this phrase part of the

sentiment expression itself. Nonetheless, this extra annotation may provide helpful

information for future modeling.

Article Comment

Example (3) lÌ'A�Ó 	áÓ Q�
�» @ AêªÓ A

	
J¢�. Q

�
K ú




�
æË @

�
èYJ
kñË@

�
èPAm.

Ì'@
�
éËðYË@

	
à


B Zú



æ
�
�

�
é�AJ
�Ë@ 	áÓ Ñî

�
D

	
®K
 B

�
éJ


�
¯@QªË@

�
éÓñºmÌ'@

	
�B@ ©Ó

Domain: Politics ÈðYË@ �
	
¯A

	
J
�
K

�
Ij�. �@ Aî

	
EB AêªÓ A

	
J
�
J
�
¯C« ø



ñ

�
®

	
K

	
à@ A

	
JJ
Êª

	
¯ AJ
»Q

�
K ù



ë

�
éJ
«A

	
J� lÌ'A�Ó úÍ@ èAJ
ÖÏ A¿

�
éJ
ªJ
J.¢Ë@ XP@ñÖÏ @ 	áÓ

	á�

	
J�Ë@

�
HA


JÓ ZB


ñë É

	
¢�.

�
�@QªË@ ©k. P Y

�
¯ð Pñ¢

�
JË @ ÑêÒîE
 B

�
éÊ

�
�A

	
®Ë @ ú



¾ËAÖÏ @

�
éÓñºk 	áºËð Aî

	
DÓ XA

	
®
�
J�

	
�Ë

�
éJ
K. PðB@

.
	

Ê
	
mÌ'@ úÍ@

English Translation Unfortunately the Iraqi government understands nothing of politics because the only neighboring
country with whom we have ties that are not just based on interests - such as natural resources
like water and industrial interests - is Turkey, so we have to strengthen our relationship with it
because it is now a competitor with European nations, we should benefit from it but
Maliki’s failed government cares nothing for progress and Iraq has gone back hundreds of years
because of these people.

Annotated Targets negative: the Iraqi government
�
éJ


�
¯@QªË@

�
éÓñºmÌ'@

positive: the only neighboring country
�
èYJ
kñË@

�
èPAm.

Ì'@
�
éËðYË@

positive: Turkey AJ
»Q
�
K

negative: Maliki’s failed government
�
éÊ

�
�A

	
®Ë @ ú



¾ËAÖÏ @

�
éÓñºk

negative: Iraq
�

�@QªË@

Table 6.8: Example 3 of target annotations. The original spelling errors are pre-
served.

We generally found that the annotations correctly covered sentiment towards es-

sential targets and mostly complied with our definition of entities. The annotations

contain some errors, but these are expected in a crowdsourcing task, especially one

that relies to a degree on some subjective interpretation. We noticed that annota-
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tors tended to over-generate targets rather than miss out on essential targets. The

annotation of these secondary targets may prove useful for future modeling tasks.

6.2 Open-Domain Target and Sentiment Models

This section describes the targeted sentiment models developed for identifying entity

targets along with their sentiment in the open-domain dataset presented in Section

6.1. As described previously, the open-domain task consists of identifying all targets

towards which sentiment (positive or negative) is expressed in the short document,

along with the polarity associated with each target. Targets of sentiment can include

any nominal, and are not restricted to named entities, but they must be explicitly

mentioned in the text in order to be selected by the system.

We develop two sequence labeling models, a target-specific model and a sentiment-

specific model. The models try to learn syntactic relations between candidate entities

and sentiment words, but they also make use of (1) Arabic morphology and (2) entity

semantics. The use of morphology allows the model to capture all ‘words’ that play a

role in identification of the target, while the use of entity semantics allows the model

to group together similar entities which may all be targets of the same sentiment; for

example, if comments express negative sentiment towards the ‘United States’, they

may also express negative sentiment towards ‘America’ or ‘the American president’

- this hypothesis is to be tested by the use of entity clusters.

Our results show that here as well, morphology matters when identifying entity

targets and the sentiment expressed towards them. We find for instance that the

attaching Arabic definite article Al+ È@ is an important indicator of the presence of

a target entity and splitting it off boosts recall of targets, while sentiment models

perform better when less tokens are split.

Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 describe the targeted sentiment models and linguistic
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decisions made for Arabic. Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 present experiments and results,

where models are evaluated under a variety of resource settings, including a high-

resource setting where rich linguistic features are available, and a more low-resource

setting where only monolingual word vectors are available and are used for building

cluster features. A detailed analysis of errors, shown in Section 6.2.5, reveals that the

task generally entails hard problems.

6.2.1 Sequence Labeling Models

We chose to model the data using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al.,

2001), for their ability to allow engineering of rich linguistic features and their past

success in tasks such as entity identification and sequence labeling. Moreover, CRF

models are global, in that when a decision is being made about the tag for a given

timestep of the sequence, the entire candidate sequence is scored, as opposed to the

state at a given timestep. This property is helpful for identifying global patterns

in the sequence, such as locations of targets or sentiment. (While perhaps not as

powerful as a deep learning model, this property gives the CRF an advantage over

the standard bidirectional LSTM, although there are other models, such as biLSTM

with attention to different hidden states (Bahdanau et al., 2014), and biLSTM-CRF

(Huang et al., 2015), which may certainly be explored for this task in future studies.)

Two linear chain CRF models were constructed:

1. Target Model. This model predicts a sequence of labels E = e1, e2, ...en for a

sequence of input tokens x = x1, x2, ...xn, where:

ei ∈ {T (target), O(not target)}

and each token xi is represented by a feature vector fit. A token is tagged T if

it is part of a target; a target can contain one or more consecutive tokens.
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2. Sentiment Model. This model predicts a sequence of labels S = s1, s2, ...sn

for the sequence x, where:

si ∈ {P (positive), N(negative), ∅(neutral)}

and each token xi is represented by a feature vector fis; ei, where ei ∈ {T,O}

is pipelined from the output of the target model. Additionally, this model has

the constraint:

ifEi = T, Si ∈ {P,N} (6.2)

and otherwise,

Si = ∅ (6.3)

The last constraint ensures that only targets of sentiment can be tagged positive

or negative, and non-targets are always assigned a neutral label. The target and

sentiment models are trained independently. Thus, if target keywords are already

available for the data, the sentiment model can be run without training or running the

target model. Otherwise, the sentiment model can be run on the output of the target

predictor. The sentiment model uses knowledge of whether a word is a target and

utilizes context from neighboring words in the sequence in order to predict sentiment

polarities towards the targets. An example sequence is shown in Table 6.9, where

the target ‘the dictator’ is an entity towards which the writer implicitly expresses

negative sentiment.
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The dictator is destroying his country
T T O O O O
N N ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

Table 6.9: Example of CRF training data.

6.2.2 Arabic Morphology and Linguistic Features

This section describes the linguistic features and language specific considerations that

are applied for creating the data used to train the targeted sentiment models. The

features include different morphological segmentation techniques and representations,

sentiment lexicon features, syntactic dependencies, base phrase chunks and named

entities. In addition to rich linguistic feature represenations, we also consider a more

low-resource scenario where only word vector clusters are available.

6.2.2.1 Arabic Morphology

As described in Chapter 5, Arabic exhibits complex concatenative and inflectional

morphology. Concatenative morphology is exhibited through the attachment of clitics

and affixes to the beginning and end of the word stem, making words complex. For

example, in the sentence AëñÊJ.
�
®
�
J�A

	
¯ fAstqblwhA, ‘So they welcomed her’, the discourse

conjunction ‘so’ +
	

¬, the sentiment target ‘her’ Aë+, sentiment source ‘they’ @ð+ , and

the expression of sentiment itself (‘welcomed’ ÉJ.
�
®
�
J�@) are all collapsed in the same

word. (Note that we do not consider the identification of pronominal targets through

coreference; some of our early experiments attempted this, but achieved no gains as

the task required a more complex co-reference system than what was available for

Arabic at the time of development.)

Clitics, such as conjunctions +ð w+, prepositions +H. b+, the definite article È@+

Al+ (all of which attach at the beginning), possessive pronouns and object pronouns

è+ and Aë+ ‘his/her’ or ‘him/her’ (which attach at the end) can all function as

individual words. Thus, they can be represented as separate tokens in the CRF
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model.

Similar to Chapter 5, we use the morphological analyzer madamira (Pasha et al.,

2014) tokenize words using multiple schemes. We consider the following two schemes:

• D3: the three-level declitization scheme which splits off conjunction clitics,

particles and prepositions, Al+, and all the clitics which attatch at the end.

• ATB: the Penn Arabic Treebank tokenization scheme, which separates all clitics

above except the definite article Al+ (‘the’), which it keeps attached.

In addition to segmentation schemes, we address inflectional morphology by in-

corporating detailed part-of-speech (POS) features. Each token is assigned a POS

produced by the morphological analyzer; for clitic tokens, we also assign POS tags

such as ‘determiner’ for Al+ or ‘third person masculine posesssive pronoun’ for è+

‘his’.

To represent word forms, we consider both the sparse surface word and the lemma.

Figure 6.5 shows the different possible representations of words and clitics used in

the CRF model, using the example ‘with help from the government’. All lexical and

POS features are added to both our target model and sentiment model.

Surface Word, no tokenization Lemma, no tokenization

Lemma + ATB  tokenization Lemma + D3 tokenization

Eawon  Hukuwmap

help (from)      government

bEwn           AlHkwmh

with help(from)       the government

Eawon     Hukuwmap 

with      help(from)  government

b+ Eawon       Al+    Hukuwmap

with help(from)   the government

b+

Figure 6.5: Tokenization and word representation schemes used in target and senti-
ment models.
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6.2.2.2 Sentiment Features

We consider three sentiment lexicons for creating sentiment features:

1. SIFAAT, a manually constructed Arabic lexicon of 3982 adjectives (Abdul-

Mageed and Diab, 2011).

2. ArSenL, an Arabic lexicon developed by linking English Sentiwordnet with

Arabic Wordnet (Black et al., 2006) and an Arabic lexical database (Badaro

et al., 2014).

3. The English MPQA lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005), where we look up words

by matching on the English glosses produced by the morphological analyzer

madamira.

We evalute the three lexicons separately and use the best performing lexicon in

the CRF model, while all lexicons are used when creating lexical baselines. For the

target model, we create token-level binary features representing subjectivity (presence

or absence of any positive or negative sentiment), and for the sentiment model, we

create both subjectivity and polarity features.

We also create a feature specifying respectively the subjectivity or polarity of the

parent word of the token in the dependency tree in the target or sentiment model,

whereby syntactic dependencies described in the following section.

6.2.2.3 Syntactic Dependencies

We ran the Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB) dependency parser (Shahrour et al.,

2015) on our data in order to create features that identify syntactic relations between

potential target entities and neighboring words in the sequence. CATiB uses a num-

ber of intuitive labels specifying the token’s syntactic role - such as subject ‘sbj’,

object ‘obj’, modifier ‘mod’, or ‘idf’ for the Arabic ‘idafa’ construct which indicates
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posessiveness (e.g
�
éÓñºmÌ'@ ��



KP ‘president of government’) - as well as its part of

speech role.

In addition to dependency features specifying the sentiment of parent words, we

create dependency features specifying the syntactic role of the token in relation to

its parent, and the path from the token to the parent, e.g nom obj verb (nominal

that is an object of a verb) or nom idf nom (nominal related to parent nominal

through idafa), as well as the sentiment path from the token to the parent, e.g

nom(neutral) obj vrb(negative) (neutral nominal that is an object of a verb with

negative sentiment).

6.2.2.4 Chunking and Named Entities

We create features specifying base phrase chunks (BPC) - these are simple sentence

chunks indicating spans of noun, verb, and prepositional phrases - and named entity

tags (NER) for each token. We use these features based on the hypothesis that they

will help define the spans for entity targets, whether they are named entities or generic

noun phrases. Both BPC and NER are produced by madamira.

We refer to the sentiment and target models that utilize Arabic morphology,

sentiment, syntactic relations and entity chunks as best-linguistic.

6.2.2.5 Word Embedding Clusters and Entity Semantics

While most of the previously described features are applicable in a high-resource

scenario where syntactic and morphological tools are available, it is also possible

to specify discrete features that can be more easily made available whether or not

such tools are available for the language. We consider word cluster features, based

on the hypothesis that similar entities which occur in the context of the same topic

or the same larger entity are likely to occur as targets alongside each other and to

have similar sentiment expressed towards them. Such entities may repeat frequently
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in an article comment even if they do not explicitly or lexically refer to the same

person or object. For example, someone writing about American foreign policy may

frequently refer to entities such as ‘the United States’ , ‘America’, ‘the Americans’,

or ‘the West’. Such entities can cluster together semantically and it is possible that a

comment expressing positive or negative sentiment towards one of these entities may

also express the same sentiment towards the other entities in this set.

Moreover, cluster features serve as a denser feature representation compared to the

sparser full vocabulary and they have been used effectively for named entity tagging

tasks, e.g by Zirikly and Hagiwara (2015). Such features can benefit the CRF where

a limited amount of training data is available for target entities.

To utilize the semantics of word clusters, we build monolingual word embedding

vectors using the skip-gram method (Mikolov et al., 2013) and apply K-Means cluster-

ing (MacQueen, 1967), with Euclidean distance as a metric. Euclidean distance serves

as a semantic similarity metric and has been commonly used as a distance-based mea-

sure for clustering word vectors. While Brown clusters were used in Chapter 4 and

may also be used for targeted sentiment models, we chose K-Means clusters in order

to mimic the named entity tagging experiments of Zirikly and Hagiwara (2015). We

varied the number of clusters and used the clusters as binary features in our target

and sentiment models.

6.2.3 Experiments

We ran experiments evaluating the target and sentiment identification models individ-

ually, as well as the full pipeline that predicts both target entities and the sentiment

towards them. Our experiments assess the following:

1. The effect of different morphological schemes and word representation forms,

on identifying targets and their sentiment in Arabic.
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2. The effect of high-resource, rich linguistic features, on the performance of the

target and sentiment models.

3. The effect of low-resource word embedding clusters on the performance of the

target and sentiment models.

4. The overall performance of the full pipeline on the open-domain task applied

to short Arabic documents.

6.2.3.1 Setup and Configurations

We used CRF++ (Kudo, 2005) to build linear-chain sequences for the target and

sentiment identification models. We used a context window of +/-2 neighboring

words for all features except the syntactic dependencies, where we used a window of

+/-4 to better capture syntactic relations in the posts. For the sentiment model, we

additionally included the context of the previously predicted label, to avoid predicting

consecutive tokens with opposite polarity.

The Sentiwordnet-based lexicon ArSenL uses real-valued scores for representing

the sentiment of words; we discretized it by using a threshold of t=0.2.

The vectors used for creating word embedding clusters were built on Arabic

Wikipedia7 on a corpus of 137M words resulting in a vocabulary of 254K words.

We used word2vec8 for building and clustering 200-dimensional word vectors. We

preprocessed the corpus by tokenizing (using the schemes described in section 6.2.2)

and lemmatizing before building the word vectors. We varied the number of clusters

k between 10 (25K words/cluster) and 20K (12 words/cluster).

7https://dumps.wikimedia.org/arwiki/20160920/arwiki-20160920-pages-articles.xml.bz2

8https://github.com/dav/word2vec
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6.2.3.2 Data

We use the dataset we created, described in Section 6.2, and divided it into a train-

ing set (80%), development set (10%), and blind test set (10%), all of which are

representative of the three domains: politics, sports, and culture. The data contains

ambiguous or ‘undetermined’ targets where a majority of annotators assigned posi-

tive or negative sentiment, but did not agree on the polarity. We used these targets

for training our target identification model, but discarded them when training our

sentiment identification model.

We cleaned and preprocessed the data and the targets, making sure that all target

entities appear explicitly in the text and discarding those which do not. There are

4886 targets distributed as follows: 38.2% positive, 50.5% negative, and 11.3% am-

biguous. We make this cleaned data as well as the splits publicly available in addition

to the original dataset.

Since our models do not require parameter tuning, we evaluated all our experi-

ments on the split reserved for the development set, which contains 116 posts and

442 targets, and we retain the held-out test set for future experiments.

6.2.3.3 Baselines

We incorporate the following baselines:

1. All-NP: For evaluating the identification of targets, we follow work in English

(Deng and Wiebe, 2015a) and use the ‘all-NP’ baseline, where all nouns and

noun phrases in the post are predicted as important targets. The Stanford

Parser (De Marneffe and Manning, 2008) is used to identify noun phrases.

2. Majority: For evaluating the identification of sentiment towards targets, we

use the majority baseline, which always predicts negative.

3. Lexicon: For evaluating the identification of sentiment towards targets, we
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also use a lexicon baseline evaluated in the case of the three lexicons: manually

created (SIFAAT), Sentiwordnet-projected (ArSenL), and English-translated

(MPQA). The strong lexicon baseline splits the article comment into sentences

or phrases by punctuation, finds the phrase that contains the predicted target,

and returns positive if there are more positive words than negative words, and

negative otherwise. These baselines are similar to the methods of previously

published work for Arabic targeted sentiment (Al-Smadi et al., 2015; Obaidat

et al., 2015; Abu-Jbara et al., 2013).

4. Topical: This baseline addresses the uneven distribution of sentiment in our

dataset based on topics (bias towards negative in politics topics and positive in

sports topics), which could potentially be a confounding factor for the model.

The topical baseline assigns negative sentiment to all targets retrieved from

the politics domain, positive sentiment to all targets retrieved from the sports

domain, and defaults to the prediction of the MPQA Lexicon baseline otherwise.

6.2.3.4 Metrics

1. For evaluating the identification of targets, we use Target F-measure, which

is determined by computing the recall of and precision of predicted targets by

matching with the gold annotated targets. We match targets based on ‘subset’

(similar to matching schemes used by Yang and Cardie (2013), Irsoy and Cardie

(2014)); if either the predicted or gold target tokens are a subset of the other,

the match is counted when computing F-measure. Overlapping matches that

are not subsets do not count (e.g ‘Egypt’s position’ and ‘Syria’s position’ do

not match). In the case of multiple mentions of the same entity in the post,

any mention will be considered correct.

2. For evaluating the identification of sentiment towards targets, we compute ac-

curacy ‘Acc’, as well as the positive class F-measure ‘F-pos’ and the negative
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class F-measure ‘F-neg’. These are only evaluated on correctly predicted tar-

gets. Since the target and sentiment models are trained separately, these scores

are meant to reflect how the targeted sentiment model would perform if targets

were already known.

3. For evaluating the end-to-end task of target and sentiment identification, we

use ‘F-all’, the overall F-measure comparing correctly predicted targets with

correct sentiment compared to the total number of polar targets.

6.2.4 Results

Table 6.10 shows baseline results using the ‘all-NP’ target baseline and the five senti-

ment identification baselines: the majority baseline, three sentiment lexicon baselines,

and topical baseline. Table 6.11 shows the performance of the CRF models using

morphological representation schemes: surface word representation (no token splits),

lemma represenation, lemma with ATB clitics (includes all tokens except Al+), and

lemma with D3 clitics (includes all token splits). (See Figure 6.5 for a representation

of these schemes.) Table 6.12 shows the performance of the high-resource best-

linguistic model under various tokenization scenarios combining the D3 and ATB

schemes.

Significance thresholds are calculated for the best performing systems using the

approximate randomization test Yeh (2000) for target recall, precision, F-measure,

accuracy and overall F-Measure. Significance over the method in the previous row is

indicated by *(p <0.05), **(p <0.005), **(p <0.0005). A confidence interval of almost

four F-measure points is required to obtain p <0.05.

6.2.4.1 Baseline Performance

From Table 6.10, we see that as expected, the ‘All-NP’ baseline has near perfect recall

(98.4) and low precision (29.2) in predicting important targets, since it assumes that
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Target Sentiment
Recall Precision F-score F-pos F-neg Acc F-all

Majority 98.4 29.2 45.0 0.0 72.4 56.8 12.4
ArSenL 98.4 29.2 45.0 50.6 64.3 58.6 12.7
SIFAAT 98.4 29.2 45.0 61.0 58.0 59.5 13.1
MPQA 98.4 29.2 45.0 67.0 63.7 65.4 14.2
Topical 98.4 29.2 45.0 56.4 76.8 68.7 14.9

Table 6.10: Target and sentiment identification results using baselines. The ‘all-NP’
baseline is applied for identifying targets for all five sentiment baselines.

Target Sentiment
All-NP Recall Precision F-score F-pos F-neg Acc F-all

Surface + POS 41.0 60.6 48.9 62.2 73.6 68.9 32.6
Lemma + POS 48.2** 60.5 53.7* 65.4 77.6 72.8 38.1**

+ATB tokens 52.4* 59.5 55.7 61.3 75.7 70.1 38.2
+D3 tokens 59.6** 55.7* 57.6 64.1 73 69.2 36.1

Table 6.11: Target and sentiment identification results using different morphological
representations: surface word, lemma, lemma+ATB tokenization, and lemma+D3
tokenization. Significance over the method in the previous row is indicated.

Target Sentiment
Recall Precision F-score F-pos F-neg Acc F-all

ATB 53.0 62.1 57.2 68.6 79.4 75.1 40.7
D3 64.2*** 58.8 61.4* 62.7 75.6 70.5* 39.1
D3+ATB 63.7 58.8 61.4 67.7 80.0 75.4*** 43.1***

+clusters 66.2 57.8 61.8 70.0 80.0 76.0 44.2

Table 6.12: Performance of best-linguistic model with different Tokenization
Schemes: ATB, D3, D3+ATB, and word embedding clusters. Significance over the
method in the previous row is indicated.

every noun phrase is a target of sentiment.

For predicting sentiment towards correctly predicted targets, we observe that

the gloss-translated MPQA lexicon outperforms the majority baseline and the two

other Arabic lexicons, with a targeted sentiment accuracy of 65.5, positive class F-

measure of 67.0 and negative class F-measure of 63.7. The hit rate of MPQA, which is

composed of a combination of manually labeled and automatically generated clues, is
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higher than that of the smaller, manually-labeled SIFAAT, and it is more precise than

the automatically generated Sentiwordnet-based lexicon ArSenL. The performance of

MPQA is, however, reliant on the availability of high-quality English glosses. Early

experiments revealed that MPQA features consistently perform upon integration in

CRF models, so we use the gloss-translated lexicon to create features for the best-

linguistic model.

The topical baseline outperforms the MPQA lexical baseline with a targeted sen-

timent accuracy of 68.7, reflecting the label bias of topics in the dataset. However,

its performance is very different than MPQA when considering positive vs. nega-

tive targets, whereby the MPQA baseline does better with positive targets (67.0 vs.

56.4 positive F-measure) and the topical baseline does better with negative targets

(76.8 vs. 63.7 negative F-measure). This indicates that the MPQA lexicon predicts

sentiment independently of topics.

The overall best F-measure performance using the All-NP baseline is 14.9, which

provides a measure of the difficulty of the end-to-end task.

6.2.4.2 Evaluating Morphological Representations

From Table 6.11, we see that using the lemma representation easily outperforms the

sparser surface word representation (increase in target F-measure from 48.9 to 53.7,

in sentiment accuracy from 68.9 to 72.8, and in overall F-measure from 32.6 to 38.1).

The addition of tokenized clitics further improves target identification upon mor-

phological representations which only use the word form, leading to a target F-

measure of 55.7 and an overall F-measure of 38.1 using ATB tokens. Moreover,

upon using the D3 decliticization method, we observe a significant increase in recall

of sentiment targets over the ATB representation, leading to a target recall of 59.6

and a target F-measure of 57.6. This interesting result shows that the presence of

the Arabic definite article ‘Al+’ is an important indicator of the presence of a target
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entity; thus, even if an entity is not named, the definite article indicates that it is

known entity and is likely more salient or important to the topic of the text.

The more tokens are split off, the more targets are recalled, although this comes

at the cost of a decrease in sentiment performance, where the lemma representation

has the highest sentiment accuracy (72.8) and the D3 representation has the lowest

(69.2) after surface word (68.9). It is possible that the addition of extra tokens in

the sequence (which are function words and have not much bearing on semantics)

generates noise with respect to the sentiment model.

All models significantly improve the baselines on F-measure; on sentiment accu-

racy, the surface word CRF does not significantly outperform the MPQA baseline.

Similarly, the surface word CRF only narrowly outperforms the topical baseline on

identifying sentiment. However, the addition of morphological representations al-

lows the CRF models to go beyond topical predictions, with the lemma model doing

substantially better than the topical baseline on predicting positive targets (65.4 vs.

56.4) and nearly one point in F-measure better on predicting negative targets (77.6

vs. 76.8).

6.2.4.3 Evaluating the Best Linguistic Model

Table 6.12 shows the performance of the best-linguistic model, which in addition

to lemma and part of speech features, also uses named entities, base phrase chunks,

syntactic dependencies, and sentiment lexicon features. The rich linguistic model

was run using both ATB and D3 tokenization schemes, and then using a combined

ATB+D3 scheme where D3 tokens were used for predicting targets and the extra cli-

tics were removed before piping in the output to the sentiment model. This combined

scheme results in the best results overall: F-measure of 61.4 for identifying targets,

accuracy of 75.4 for identifying sentiment and overall F-measure of 43.1.

Adding the richer linguistic resources results in both improved target precision,
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recall, and sentiment scores compared to using only lemma and POS features, with

F-measure for positive targets reaching 67.7 for positive targets and 80.0 for negative

targets. Comparison with the topical baseline shows clearly that this model uses a

lot more than topical information when predicting sentiment towards targets.

The last row shows the best linguistic model D3+ATB upon integrating cluster

features (the best result was obtained for k=8000, or about 30 words per cluster).

Adding the clusters results in a small improvement to the target and F-measure scores

for the best linguistic model, with a target F-measure of 61.8 and overall F-measure

of 44.2. We observe that it becomes more difficult to improve on the rich linguistic

model using word clusters, which are more beneficial for low resource scenarios, as

will be shown in the following section.

Our results are comparable to published work for most similar tasks in English:

e.g Yang and Cardie (2013) who reported target subset F-measure of ˜65, Pontiki

et al. (2014) where best performing SemEval systems reported 70-80% for sentiment

given defined aspects, and Mitchell et al. (2013); Deng and Wiebe (2015a) for overall

F-measure; we note that our tasks differ as described in Chapter 2.

6.2.4.4 Evaluating Word Embedding Clusters

Figures 6.6-6.9 show the performance of different morphological representations when

varying the number of word vector clusters k. (Higher k means more clusters and

fewer entities per semantic cluster.) In this lower-resource setting, only the word

form, POS, and cluster features are integrated in the sequence models.

Adding cluster features tends to further boost the recall of important targets for

all morphological schemes, while more or less maintaining precision. The difference

in different schemes is consistent with the results of Table 6.11; the D3 representation

maintains the highest recall of targets, while the opposite is true for identifying senti-

ment towards the targets. The ATB representation shows the best overall F-measure,
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Figure 6.6: Target recall vs clusters.

Figure 6.7: Target precision vs clusters.

peaking at 41.5 using k=250 (compare with 38.2 using no clusters); however, it recalls

much fewer targets than the D3 representation.

The effect of clusters on predicting sentiment is less clear; it seems to benefit

the D3 and ATB schemes more than lemma. The effect of clusters on predicting

sentiment is not far in line from our cross-lingual results in Chapter 4; where word

clusters resulted in some improvements to sentiment identification but where those

improvements were not especially consistent or notable.
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Figure 6.8: Target F-score vs clusters.

The best value of k is k=10 when using lemma, k=250 for lemma+ATB, k=500

for lemma+D3, with corresponding F-all values of 40.7, 41.5, and 39.1 respectively.

Performance does not reach that of the best linguistic model, but it still achieves

significant boosts in recall and F-measure, bringing it closer to the rich linguistic

model. In general, the cluster performances tend to peak at a certain value of k

which balances the reduced sparsity of the model (fewer clusters) with the semantic

closeness of entities within a cluster (more clusters).

Figure 6.9: Sentiment accuracy vs clusters.
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Figure 6.10: Overall F-score vs clusters.

6.2.5 Error Analysis

We analyzed the output of the rich linguistic target and sentiment identification

models, and observed a number of kinds of errors, listed below and shown in Table

6.13. Some errors, such as implicit sentiment (requiring inference) and annotation

error, overlap with errors observed in Chapter 5 when analyzing our cross-lingual

model.

1. Implicit Sentiment: This was the most common kind of error observed. Arti-

cle comments frequently expressed complex subjective language without using

sentiment words, often resorting to sarcasm, metaphor, and argumentative lan-

guage. We also observed persistent errors where positive sentiment was iden-

tified towards an entity because of misleading polar words; e.g minds Èñ
�
®ªË@

was consistently predicted to be positive even though the comment in question

was using implicit language to express sarcasm and negative sentiment; the En-

glish gloss is brains, which appears as a positive subjective word in the MPQA

lexicon. The comments also contained cases of complex coreference where sub-

jective statements were at long distances from the targets they discussed.

2. Annotation Errors: Our models often correctly predicted targets with rea-

sonable sentiment polarities which were not marked as important targets by
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Error Type Example

Implicit Sentiment What has [Messi]- done to take it ????

World cup and not a single goal only the Spanish cup

and KFC ads and Pepsi ads ??? so whoever runs

more ads is the one who wins it...

(predicts Messi as a positive target)

Annotation Errors I hope [the great and trailblazing Aljazeera]+

will open this door. And thank you

to the great Mr. Amaira and to the great Aljazeera.

(predicts Mr. Amaira as a target)

Sentiment Lexicon Misses [the Syrian revolution]+ continues

by the will of God

(predicts revolution as negative)

Secondary Targets [Jealousy exists]- between [the Arab regimes]-

...and I am sure that [Egypt+]

will rise with the help of God....

(misses ‘Egypt’ and ‘money from the gulf ’)

Table 6.13: Errors, with shortened excerpts and translated examples, made by best-
linguistic target and sentiment identification models. Gold annotated targets are
shown in brackets [] with ’+’ (positive) or ‘-’ (negative).

annotators; this points to the subjective nature of the task.

3. Sentiment Lexicon Misses: These errors resulted from mis-match between

the sentiment of the English gloss and the intended Arabic meaning, leading to

polar sentiment being missed. For example, in the provided excerpt, while ‘the

revolution’ is correctly identified as a target, the original Arabic word is
�
èQÒ

�
J�Ó

‘persistent’, which has a positive meaning, but it gets translated to ‘continuous’,

which has a neutral sentiment in the MPQA lexicon, and therefore the sentiment

towards the target is incorrectly predicted. (This particular example contains

other targets, such as ‘regime’ which were correctly identified as negative by

the model.)
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Example 1
Till when will [the world]- wait before it intervenes against these [crimes against humanity]- committed by this [criminal bloody

regime]- which will not stop doing that... because its presence has always been associated with oppression and murder and crime...

But now it’s time for it to disappear and descend into [the trash of history]-.
Output the world:neg crimes:neg criminal bloody regime:neg the trash of history:neg

Example 2
[Malaysia]+ is considered the most successful country in Eastern Asia, and its economic success has spread to other [aspects of life

in Malaysia]+, for its [services to its citizens]+ have improved, and there has been an increase in [the quality of its health and

educational and social and financial and touristic services]+, which has made it excellent for foreign investments.

Output Malaysia:pos health:pos educational and social:neg financial:neg

Table 6.14: Good and bad examples of best-linguistic target and sentiment
identification output (pos: positive, neg:negative). Gold annotations for targets are
provided in the text with ‘-’ or ‘+’ reflecting negative and positive sentiment towards
targets.

4. Secondary Targets: The data contains multiple entity targets and not all are

of equal importance; the majority of targets missed by the model are secondary

targets. Out of the first 50 posts manually analyzed on the evaluation set,

we found that in 38 out of 50 cases (76%) the correct primary targets were

identified (the most important topical sentiment target(s) addressed by the

post); in 4 cases, a target was predicted where the annotations contained no

polar targets at all, and in the remaining cases the primary target was missed.

Correct sentiment polarity was predicted for 31 out of the 38 primary correct

targets (81.6%). In the last example (which is an excerpt from Figure 6.1), the

targeted sentiment models identify all targets and sentiment correctly except

‘Egypt’ and ‘money from the gulf’, which it misses.

In general, our analysis showed that the system does well on article comments

where targets and language expressing sentiment are well formed, but that the im-

portant target identification task is difficult and made more complex by the long and

repetitive nature of the text. Table 6.14 shows two examples of the output of the

best linguistic models, the first on more well-formed text, where the models correctly

predict all targets and sentiment, and the second on text that is more difficult to

parse, where the models make a number of errors.
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6.3 Situation Frame Task

In the open-domain targeted task for Arabic, the goal was to identify entity targets

and sentiment in documents, but the targets had to be explicitly mentioned in the

text. In the situation frame task, a ‘target’ is an abstract concept that is not explicitly

mentioned in the text, but that can be inferred from the content.

The goal of the situation frame task is to identify whether sentiment is expressed,

as well as the polarity of the sentiment expressed, towards situations, which can

include situations of need, such as ‘shelter’, or ‘medicine’, or issue-based situations,

such as ‘crime’ or ‘regime change’. While the situation frame task bears similarities

to the problem of detecting sentiment towards aspects (e.g good or bad ‘service’ in a

restaurant review), or stance towards an issue (e.g for or against ‘gun control’), the

situation frame problem is different in that it presents several new challenges:

• A situation is identified not only by its topic or frame type (e.g ‘medicine’),

but also by its place (usually a geographical entity), and the entities (e.g, the

Red Cross) involved in its reporting or resolution. Thus, identifying sentiment

towards a frame involves consideration of all the above attributes.

• The sentiment expressed towards a given situation is not necessarily exclusive;

both positive or negative sentiment can be expressed relating to different textual

segments of the frame or even towards the same segment. Thus, the strict

evaluation of the performance of the situation frame task involves identifying

both the sentiment expressed as well as the associated segment of text expressing

the sentiment.

• A situation frame is not anchored to a specific sentence or contiguous paragraph

in the text; the same frame can be referred to in multiple parts of a document,

and different frames can be referenced in the same sentence or paragraph. This

requires a separate process, independent of the sentiment identification system,
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to anchor the frame to a segment or segment(s) of text.

• The segments of text containing sentiment may or may not contain frame-

relevant information. For example, the situation frame ‘infrastructure’ can be

referred to in one sentence through the keywords ‘bridge’ or ‘demolished’, but

the sentiment expressed towards the demolishment may not occur until several

sentences later in the document.

The discussion in this section is only meant to be an introduction to the situation

frame task along with possibilities for cross-lingual transfer, which we believe would

be highly valuable for future applications that enable systems to quickly identify

situations of urgent need in regions where a natural disaster or political incident

occurs and facilitate an effective humanitarian response.

We first briefly describe and give examples of situation frames used in our data.

In Section 6.3.2, we discuss frame anchoring. In Section 6.3.3, we describe an intro-

ductory baseline approach for identifying sentiment towards situation frames, with

proposals for extending the approach using targeted sentiment models. We describe

evaluation methodologies and present preliminary experiments and results for English

and Spanish in Sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.5, and we conclude the chapter in Section 6.4.

6.3.1 Situation Frames

Situation frames are described by the following attributes:

• Place entity

• Need or Issue type

• Situation status (current or not current)

• Sentiment expressed towards the frame (positive and negative)

• Emotion expressed towards the frame (fear, joy, and anger)

If the situation is a need, the following attributes also characterize the frame:
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• Resolution status of the need (resolved or not)

• Entity reporting the need

• Entity involved in the resolution of the need

• Urgency of the need

Thus, sentiment is one of several attributes that requires identification in order

to garner a full picture of the situation manifested by the frame.

6.3.1.1 Data

Our situation frame data uses the text annotated by the Linguistic Data Consor-

tium (LDC) as part of the DARPA Low Resource Languages for Emergent Incidents

(LORELEI) low resource language program (Christianson et al., 2018). Tables 6.15

and 6.16 shows statistics of the data used in the 2019 Pilot Evaluation of Sentiment,

Emotion, and Cognitive State (SEC) identification of the frames910. This data con-

sists of newswire, discussion forums, and Twitter. Note that the number of sentiment

annotations can exceed the number of frames, because sentiment is annotated at the

segment level.

# Documents # Segments # Frames # Pos #Neg
Train 76 968 324 57 269
Test 263 1253 611 26 327

Table 6.15: Statistics of English situation frame data with segment-level sentiment
annotations (Pos: Positive Segments, Neg: Negative Segments).

Table 6.17 shows examples of the frame text and annotated segments expressing

sentiment. The need and issue types are listed in Tables 6.18 and Tables 6.19. As can

be seen from these examples, segments containing sentiment may or may not contain

9LDC2018E79 LORELEI 2019 SEC Pilot Training Data V1

10LDC2019E02 LORELEI 2019 SEC Pilot Evaluation Data V3.0
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# Documents # Segments # Frames # Pos #Neg
Train 48 392 146 13 141
Test 211 1123 240 19 352

Table 6.16: Statistics of Spanish situation frame data with segment-level annotations
(Pos: Positive Segments, Neg: Negative Segments).

frame-relevant information (see Example 2: ‘Bad news.’) Thus, sentiment must be

located in the surrounding context of the frame segments.

Example 1 (Frame: Shelter; Sentiment: Positive)
Still, it rattled nerves, causing people to vow to step up their emergency preparations.

It’s been 21 years since a ‘quake approaching this size has hit the LA area. And it wasn’t that big a ‘quake

at all. Always a good idea to prepare for a natural disaster. In Colorado where I live it’s a good idea

to have a suvival kit in your car in case a blizzard forces you to spend the night on the side

of the road.

Example 2 (Frames: Shelter, Infrastructure; Sentiment: Negative)
Tornado outbreak: 3-2-2012. Major damage and some deaths in Southern Indiana. Reports are one small town,

Marysville, was leveled and the death count is rising. Storms are also in Kentucky and Tennessee and Ohio.

Reports of at least 6 dead so far in Indiana. They are saying it was an F4 and half a mile wide with

multiple vortices. Bad news. I have family in Nashville TN so i’m worried.

Tornadoes have killed at least 8 people in Southern Indiana ...

Example 3 (Frames: Search Rescue; Sentiment: Negative, Positive)
China stood still and sirens wailed Monday to mourn tens of thousands of earthquake victims in the country’s

deadliest natural disaster in a generation. Construction workers, shopkeepers and bureaucrats across the

bustling nation of 1.3 billion people paused for three minutes at 2:28 p.m. (0628 GMT) – exactly one

week after the magnitude 7.9 quake hit central China. Air-raid sirens and the horns of cars and buses sounded

in memory of the estimated 50,000 dead. Rescuers also briefly halted work in the disaster zone, where

the hunt for survivors turned glum despite remarkable survival tales among thousands buried.

Table 6.17: Examples of annotated sentiment segments (bold) with document con-
text and associated frame types.

Need Frame Types
Infrastructure Evacuation Shelter Food Supply Medical Assistance

Water Supply Search Rescue Utilities Energy Sanitation

Table 6.18: Need frame types.
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Issue Frame Types
Terrorism Regime Change Crime Violence

Table 6.19: Issue frame types.

6.3.2 Frame Anchoring

Because frames are not anchored to a specific part of the document, a separate process

from sentiment identification - or potentially a joint frame and sentiment identification

process - is required to identify the segments of text that correspond to the situation.

In this introductory work, we separate frame anchoring from sentiment identifica-

tion, and consider two ways by which frames are anchored to the text: gold anchoring

and keyword anchoring.

6.3.2.1 Gold Anchoring

While frames are not anchored to text, the LDC annotation process includes a ‘de-

scription’ field which allows annotators to describe their reasons for creating a frame

annotation. This description field often includes text from the sentence that led the

annotator to make the decision to annotate a frame. If the description field is non-

empty, therefore, a simple search script allows us to locate this frame segment using

the description text. We call this process ‘gold anchoring’, because the text segment

is provided by the frame annotator.

In our Situation Frame data, all training data and English frames contain descrip-

tion text, while only half of the Spanish test frames contain a non-empty description.

For the remaining Spanish frames with empty description fields, we use keyword

anchoring.

6.3.2.2 Keyword Anchoring

Keyword anchoring uses the frame identification system of Littell et al. (2018); Muis

et al. (2018); Chaudhary et al. (2019). This system relies on a combination of un-
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supervised keyword identification mechanisms (e.g word embeddings, clustering, and

TF-IDF) and supervised frame identification mechanisms (e.g adversarial convolu-

tion network) trained on natural disaster corpora (ReliefWeb11 and CrisisNet12) and

annotated by Littell et al. (2018). We use this system to identify both segments cor-

responding to the unanchored Spanish situation frames along with their frame types

(Tables 6.18 and 6.19.)

Once these key frame segments are located, we generate neighboring segments

in a window w of segments preceding and following the anchored segment. All the

generated candidate segments are then passed to another system for sentiment iden-

tification (Section 6.3.3), as shown in Figure 6.11.

In future, a joint process may be investigated that makes use of attention-based

targeted sentiment mechanisms (Liu and Zhang, 2017) or methods for joint frame

and sentiment identification.

6.3.3 Identifying Sentiment towards Frames

Our baseline method uses the deep learning model from Chapter 4, Section 4.1 to

identify sentiment expressed in anchored frame segments and generated neighboring

segments. Segments predicted to have neutral sentiment are discarded and frame seg-

ments expressing positive and negative sentiment are returned. The model is trained

in its monolingual supervised form with either pre-trained or updatable word embed-

dings, depending on the best configuration for the language (English or Spanish).

As a future direction, one possible extension of this approach would be to apply

a targeted sentiment system, such as that described in Section 6.2, to identify senti-

ment towards frame keywords. However, it is not clear how well this approach would

work because the expression of sentiment towards target entities (e.g ‘the Syrian

11https://reliefweb.int/

12http://crisis.net/
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Figure 6.11: Anchoring and identifiying sentiment towards situation frames.

revolution continues’) occurs differently than the expression of sentiment in rela-

tion to frame keywords (e.g ‘Major damage and some deaths...multiple vortices.

Bad news.’) In the latter example, it is not clear that a model targeted to the ‘in-

frastructure’ keyword ‘damage’ or ‘vortices’ would capture the relationship between

‘bad’ and ‘damage’ or ‘bad’ and ‘vortices’ better than an untargeted model would.

Example 3 from Table 6.17, however, is more straightforward in that it is easier to

capture a relationship between the ‘search rescue’ keyword ‘hunt’ and the sentiment

word ‘glum’.

6.3.4 Experiments

We present simple experiments with the goal of determining the baseline difficulty

of the situation frame task by assessing the degree to which an untargeted sentiment

model can capture sentiment expressed towards situations. The following factors are

assessed:

• The baseline performance of the untargeted sentiment model at identifying tar-

geted sentiment towards situations.
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• The effect of the context window w when selecting candidate segments for sen-

timent analysis.

• The effect of gold anchoring vs. keyword anchoring for Spanish situation frames.

6.3.4.1 Data

The Situation Frame training datasets are quite small for the purposes of training a

deep learning model, so we combined them with Twitter sentiment training data. To

train the English untargeted sentiment model, we used a combination of the English

Situation Frame training data and the SemEval 2015-2017 untargeted training data

(Rosenthal et al., 2015b, 2017) described in Chapter 3. (The SemEval training dataset

performed better than the European Twitter dataset for this task). Frame segments

that have no sentiment annotated are labeled ‘neutral’ and combined with the Twitter

data.

Similarly, to train the Spanish untargeted sentiment model, we used the European

Twitter dataset (Chapter 3, Section 3.3) in combination with the Spanish Situation

Frame training data). This training set is biased towards positive sentiment, in

contrast to the test data, which is heavily biased towards negative sentiment, and so

we downsampled the Spanish training data such that the sentiment distribution is

50% neutral, 25% positive and 25% negative.

6.3.4.2 Word Embeddings

We used pre-trained fixed GloVe 200-dimensional (Pennington et al., 2014) monolin-

gual Twitter embeddings for the English model and randomly initialized updatable

embeddings for the Spanish model, based on the configuration that worked best for

the given language.
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6.3.4.3 Metrics for Frame Sentiment Evaluation

We compute two metrics for the identification of sentiment towards frames and frame

segments: a strict metric and a lenient metric that assigns partial credit if sentiment

is correctly predicted towards the frame but the incorrect text segment is located.

A strict tuple is identified as a set: {document id, segment id, frame id, polarity}

where the first three are gold-assigned ids and polarity ∈ {positive, negative}.

A partial tuple is identified as a set: {document id, frame id, polarity}.

• Strict Metric: Computes the F-measure fs of the number of matched strict

tuples matcheds between the gold frames and the model predictions.

rs =
matcheds
golds

(6.4)

ps =
matcheds
predicteds

(6.5)

fs =
2rsps
rs + ps

(6.6)

• Partial Metric: Computes the F-measure fp of the number of matched partial

tuples matchedp between the gold frames and the model predictions.

rp =
matchedp
goldp

(6.7)

pp =
matchedp
predictedp

(6.8)

fp =
2rppp
rp + pp

(6.9)

In addition, we compute the positive and negative class F-measures fposs , fnegs

and fposp , fnegp for both strict and partial tuples.
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6.3.5 Results

Table 6.20 shows the results. For English, where all frames are gold anchored, the

untargeted model achieves a best strict score fs of 0.40 without expanding the neigh-

boring segment window and a partial score fp of 0.53 when generating candidate

segments in a window w = 1 around the gold anchored segment. Increasing the win-

dow size helps improve the partial score of identifying sentiment towards the frame,

but not the strict score, which requires locating the exact text segment and therefore

leads to a drop in precision when generating extra candidate segments.

Frame Strict Partial

Anchoring ps rs fs fposs fnegs pp rp fp fposp fnegp

English

w=0 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.098 0.42 0.42 0.63 0.50 0.17 0.53

w=1 0.35 0.43 0.38 0.087 0.40 0.42 0.74 0.53 0.20 0.56

Spanish

w=0 gold 0.11 0.037 0.055 0.050 0.056 0.46 0.26 0.33 0.39 0.32

w=1 gold 0.10 0.067 0.080 0.030 0.088 0.44 0.42 0.43 0.33 0.45

w=0 kw 0.089 0.070 0.078 0.0 0.090 0.41 0.34 0.37 0.17 0.41

w=1 kw 0.069 0.12 0.088 0.015 0.12 0.25 0.42 0.32 0.26 0.45

w=0 gold+kw 0.094 0.092 0.093 0.025 0.100 0.42 0.40 0.41 0.29 0.43

w=1 gold+kw 0.075 0.16 0.10 0.025 0.13 0.26 0.51 0.35 0.27 0.49

Table 6.20: Baseline performance on detecting sentiment towards situation frames
with strict(s) and partial(p) evaluation (r: recall, p: precision, f : F-measure, pos:
positive class score, neg: negative class score, gold: gold frame anchoring, kw: key-
word frame anchoring).

On the other hand, for Spanish, where only half the frames are gold anchored,

increasing the window size helps to increase the strict score (from 0.055 to 0.08) by

improving the recall of segments with identified sentiment (from 0.037 to 0.067). The

partial score improves as well (from 0.33 to 0.43).

Similarly, using a keyword-based frame identification system helps to improve the
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performance of detecting sentiment towards Spanish situation frames (strict score

increase of 0.055 to 0.078 for w = 0 and 0.080 to 0.088 for w = 1) by compensating

for the missed frames that were not anchored in the text. However, this also leads to

some drop in precision causing the partial score to decrease.

Combining both gold and keyword-based anchored frames with w = 1 leads to

the best strict (0.1) and partial (0.49) scores for Spanish, resulting from improved

recall of segments that particularly benefits the identification of negative sentiment

(the dominant class), although positive class performance is reduced (0.025 strict

score and 0.35 partial score). Therefore, if gold frames are not available or only

partially available, using a keyword-based frame identification system along with

window candidate segment generation is recommended.

Generally speaking, the performance of situation frame identification for Spanish

is quite low compared to English, and this results from a combination of the bias of

the Spanish evaluation dataset towards negative sentiment (352 negative sentiment

annotations vs. only 13 positive sentiment annotations) as well as a lack of gold

annotated frames which impacts frame segment recall in the strict score.

We were also able to use our bilingual English-Spanish embeddings (Chapter 4,

Section 4.14) to improve the performance of frame sentiment detection for Spanish

when using keyword anchoring, without any gold frame anchoring. We retained the

same bilingual English-Spanish embeddings described in Chapter 4 and used them

in the Spanish-trained model. The bilingual sentiment embeddings outpeformed the

standard bilingual embeddings for w = 1 when using keyword anchoring, leading to

a strict score of 0.1 using only keyword anchoring and a strict score of 0.12 using

combined gold and keyword anchoring. However, the sentiment embeddings led to a

drop in performance for other configurations (w = 0 and gold anchoring).

From this introductory exploration, there are several directions worth exploring

in the future. One would be to train joint keyword-based frame and sentiment iden-
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tification systems, in the spirit of the joint sentiment and target identification models

of Yang and Cardie (2013), for example, that would help the keyword identification

system better zone in on potential frame-relevant segments with sentiment content.

Another would be to use a global targeted sentiment model, such as the CRF in

Section 6.2, or a BiLSTM-CRF (Huang et al., 2015) to identify important frame key-

words and the sentiment expressed towards them, where the sequence output would

be aggregated by giving weights to different keywords and producing a single pre-

diction for the frame. A third option would be to use an attention-based targeted

model (such as one that will be referenced in Chapter 7) to identify sentiment towards

specific frame keywords. Sentiment embeddings can be used in all these models and

especially if the model were to be applied cross-lingually.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter addressed the detection of sentiment towards targets in short documents,

where the ‘target’ of sentiment is not straightforward to define or identify.

We first developed a two-stage method for defining and annotating targets of

sentiment using the crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk, where targets

are considered to be nominal entities. This method was applied to Arabic, yielding

a new, publicly available resource of target-annotated comments to news articles for

fine-grained entity sentiment analysis, the first resource of its kind for Arabic. We

found high agreement on the task of identifying sentiment towards entities, leading to

the conclusion that it is possible to carry out this task using crowdsourcing, especially

when qualified workers are available.

Unlike some of the previous work, our focus was on annotating target entities

rather the full target spans or only named entities; and we developed a unique ap-

proach for identifying these entities using Amazon Mechanial Turk. The first task
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involves marking important entities, while the second task involves finding targets

by assessing the sentiment towards each entity in isolation. We found that although

the agreement was generally high for both tasks, it was not as high for the entity

identification task as it was for the second and easier task of finding sentiment to-

wards entities. We also found that the morphological complexity of Arabic, as well

as the variation in acceptable syntax for noun phrases, creates additional annotation

challenges for deciphering the boundaries of entities. The long, complex, and often

informal structure of the comments creates interesting challenges for modeling tasks.

This dataset was then used to develop linguistically inspired sequence labeling

models that identify important entity targets along with sentiment in the news com-

ments. The sequence labeling models are run in pipeline fashion and can operate

under high-resource scenarios (with rich linguistic features, such as syntax) or more

low-resource scenarios (using only part-of-speech tags and word embedding clusters).

Both target and sentiment results significantly improve multiple lexical baselines and

are comparable to previously published results in similar tasks for English, a similarly

hard task. We showed that the choice of morphological representation significantly af-

fects the performance of the target and sentiment models, as it does with transferring

sentiment from Arabic. This could shed light on further research in target-specific

sentiment analysis for morphologically complex languages, an area little investigated

previously.

Finally, we introduced a new targeted sentiment analysis task: the identification

of sentiment towards situations, which would be valuable for providing humanitarian

assistance to locals in need during natural disasters or indicents of violence. Our

baseline system performed reasonably well when using gold and keyword anchoring

of situation frame text, noting differences in performance between English and Span-

ish, where gold frame anchoring was not fully available. By combining gold anchored

frames with keyword anchoring and a larger window for segment generation, improve-
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ments to the Spanish system were made possible. Our preliminary results show the

promise of this new application with future monolingual and cross-lingual models.
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Chapter 7

Transferring Targeted Sentiment Cross-lingually

The end goal of a sentiment application that can respond to the sentiments and

needs of locals speaking a low-resource language is to identify sentiment towards tar-

gets cross-lingually. Transferring targeted sentiment cross-lingually requires training

a model that can identify sentiment expressed towards targets in a high-resource lan-

guage, and then applying it to the low-resource language. This is a problem that has

been investigated very little in natural language processing, but that would be highly

valuable not only for targeted sentiment analysis in low resource languages, but also

in many high-resource languages, where datasets annotated for targeted sentiment

are much more scarce compared to untargeted sentiment.

This final chapter builds on all the methods and resources presented in the dis-

sertation, drawing on bilingual features, resources, language, and target, in order to

predict sentiment towards targets cross-lingually. Because the problem is a relatively

new one and its difficulty has yet to be assessed, the targets considered in this chapter

are usually entities that occur in shorter text than that considered in the previous

chapter, and the genre of our evaluation text is instead more similar to that described

in Chapters 4 and 5. The methods presented in this chapter can be considered as a

foundation that can be used to develop targeted cross-lingual models in text where

targets are less explicitly defined, such as situation frames.

We adapt our cross-lingual model, presented in Chapter 4, to the prediction of

sentiment towards candidate targets, which are provided as input to the model. This

targeted cross-lingual model makes use of the bilingual feature representations and
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resources that we have developed and presented through this work: specifically, bilin-

gual embeddings trained on translation corpora, target language lexicalization and

updatable bilingual sentiment embeddings, morphological representations, and both

in-domain and out-of-genre translation corpora. Throughout, we investigate whether

the techniques that worked well for untargeted transfer hold for the transfer of tar-

geted sentiment. We find that our conclusions for untargeted sentiment as to the effect

of in-domain corpora, bilingual feature representations and morphological represen-

tations, in the majority of cases hold true for targeted sentiment, in experiments that

we present for English to Arabic and Arabic to English transfer. In particular, our

bilingual feature representations created by incorporating sentiment embeddings and

updatable weights with lexicalization, result in notable improvements to identifying

sentiment towards targets cross-lingually.

Section 7.1 describes our cross-lingual sentiment model, adapted for identifying

sentiment towards targets. In Section 7.2, we describe the bilingual feature represen-

tations and resources used for transfer of targeted sentiment. Section 7.2.4 discusses

the morphological representations used for transferring sentiment towards targets

with Arabic as a source language. Section 7.3 describes experiments, where we show

the performance of the targeted cross-lingual sentiment model on two-class (positive

and negative) and three-class (positive, negative, and neutral) sentiment identifica-

tion. Section 7.4 presents our results, Section 7.5 presents an analysis of errors in the

transfer of targeted sentiment, and we conclude in Section 7.6.

7.1 Model Architecture for Cross-lingual

Transfer of Targeted Sentiment

To identify sentiment towards targets, we incorporate an attention mechanism to the

bidirectional long short-term memory (biLSTM) model. Applying attention to biL-
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STM was first introduced by Bahdanau et al. (2014) for neural machine translation,

and has since been used by many natural language processing tasks, such as parsing,

document classification, and sentiment analysis - including Liu and Zhang (2017) who

used attention to model targeted sentiment using an LSTM, and Wang et al. (2016),

who used attention modeling in a similar manner, except that it was applied towards

aspects rather than targets. In this work, we apply attention modeling to targets in

a cross-lingual sentiment model.

The input to our cross-lingual targeted model is a sequence of words,

x = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, and a target t = {t1, t2, · · · , tm}, m<n, where n is the length

of the sequence and m is the length of the target entity. This input is fed into the

bidirectional layer, as with our untargeted cross-lingual model. In a standard LSTM

or biLSTM, the hidden layer output hn - or forward and backward outputs hn
forward

and hn
backward if the model is bidirectional - at the last timestep n is passed to the

next layer or output layer for computing probabilities for each class label (as shown

in Figure 4.1). This last hidden layer output hn therefore represents the meaning or

context of the sentence. With attention modeling, all the hidden states h1, h2, · · ·hn

contribute to the representation of the sentence by assigning an attention weight ai

to the hidden state at each timestep. This allows the model to ‘pay attention’ to

specific words in the sentence, such as sentiment-bearing words, that may contribute

more heavily to the prediction of the sentiment label. When modeling attention to-

wards the target, the model is allowed to pay attention to words that contribute to

the sentiment expression as well as the target.

With attention modeling, the representation of the sentence s becomes:

s =
n∑
i=1

αihi, (7.1)

The weights ai for each hidden state hi are computed by a ‘softmax’ probability

distribution as follows:
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αi =
exp(βi)∑n
j=1 exp(βj)

. (7.2)

To compute β for targeted attention, we use the contextualized attention model

of Liu and Zhang (2017):

βi = f(hi;ht), (7.3)

where f is a tanh feedforward network that is applied to the concatenation of the

hidden state representation hi and the target hidden state representation ht, and in

our case ht is computed by summing the hidden state vectors for all target words.

Moreover, in the contextualized attention representation of Liu and Zhang (2017),

the input sequence is divided into a left sequence h1, h2 · · ·ht1−1 (words preceding the

target) and ‘right sequence’ htm+1 · · ·hn (words following the target), and attention is

computed separately for the left and right contexts. Computing sentiment in left and

right contexts has proved useful for targeted models in previous studies (e.g, that of

Tang et al. (2015)). Note that attention is not applied to the target words themselves.

sl = attention([h1 · · · , ht1−1];ht), (7.4)

sr = attention([htm+1 · · · , hn];ht), (7.5)

As our cross-lingual model is bidirectional, a hidden state hj is computed by

concatenating the forward hidden state hj
forward and hj

backward, as in the original

work that proposed attention modeling to create soft word alignments for machine

translation (Bahdanau et al., 2014).

Our model concatenates the full sentence representation s, left sequence represen-

tation sl, and right sequence representation sr along with our average pooling layer
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Figure 7.1: Model architecture for cross-lingual transfer of targeted sentiment. At-
tention weights a1, a2 · · · an are computed for each biLSTM hidden state and are used
to compute left, right, and full context sentence representations sl, sr, and s.

p, before passing the result through a feedforward layer with ‘softmax’ activation

that computes conditional probabilities for each sentiment label. A diagram of the

architecture is shown in Figure 7.1.

In the context of the cross-lingual model, the attention model not only attends

to the target, but also helps us attend to source language words, or target language

words if lexicalization is applied, that contribute to the identification of sentiment.

Therefore, when bilingual sentiment embeddings and target language lexicalization

are applied, the attention mechanism can attend to the bilingual word representations

that most contribute to the identification of sentiment towards the target.
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7.2 Bilingual Feature Representations and

Resources

We describe the bilingual features and representations that led to successful cross-

lingual transfer of untargeted sentiment, as shown in Chapter 4, as well as the mor-

phological representations that led to successful cross-lingual transfer of untargeted

sentiment and identification of targeted sentiment, as shown in Chapters 5 and 6,

and that we now integrate into the targeted cross-lingual sentiment model.

7.2.1 Bilingual-based Embeddings

The targeted cross-lingual model uses pre-trained cross-lingual word embeddings (bl)

trained on parallel translation corpora (described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1). Em-

beddings trained on translation corpora, even if relatively small, were determined to

result in the best cross-lingual sentiment performance in the majority of languages

when identifying untargeted sentiment, and we therefore use these pre-trained em-

beddings in our targeted cross-lingual model.

7.2.2 Bilingual Sentiment Embeddings and Lexicalization

In addition to pre-trained bilingual-based embeddings, we create additional bilingual

feature representations for the targeted cross-lingual transfer model (described in

Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2). We use the feature configuration that worked best over-

all for most languages, which corresponds to the ‘BSW+Lex’ representation features.

This configuration uses target language lexicalization - partial translation of the train-

ing data into the target language using a bilingual dictionary created from the parallel

corpus, along with pre-trained bilingual sentiment embeddings with weight update,

and bilingual sentiment scores vsentiment with sentiment weight update. Target lan-
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Figure 7.2: Model architecture for cross-lingual transfer of targeted sentiment, with
updatable bilingual sentiment embeddings and weights, and lexicalized input. Senti-
ment embeddings and scores are passed to the BiLSTM attention model. The English
sentence ‘the dictator is destroying his country’ is partially lexicalized to Arabic.

guage lexicalization allows both sentiment embeddings and output sentiment weights

to be updated during training.

With the targeted cross-lingual model, the integration of the attention mechanism

means that the model has the opportunity to give weight to the representations of

different words in the input, and in the case of lexicalization during training, this

would include both source-language and target-language words, when they are found

in the bilingual dictionary.

Figure 7.2 shows how bilingual sentiment weight and target language lexicalization

representation features are created before being passed on to the attention biLSTM.

7.2.3 In-domain and Out-of-domain Corpora

To pre-train bilingual-based word embeddings and sentiment embeddings, two trans-

lation resources are used: in-genre and in-domain parallel corpora from the Linguis-

tic Data Consortium (LDC) and out-of-domain parallel corpora from the Bible and

Quran (QB).
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Previously, we showed that in-domain parallel corpora generally result in the best

configuration of cross-lingual transfer of untargeted sentiment, even when the in-

domain corpus is of relatively smaller size. However, out-of-domain corpora were

shown to be a viable alternative when in-domain corpora are not available. For our

targeted cross-lingual sentiment model, we include feature representations created

from both of these resources.

7.2.4 Morphological Representations

In this part of the work, Arabic is used as both a target language and a source lan-

guage. Throughout the thesis, it has been shown that the choice of morphological

representations impacts the transfer of sentiment from Arabic as well as the iden-

tification of sentiment towards targets in Arabic. In this part, we consider the two

morphological segmentation schemes, ATB and D3, which were shown to reduce the

sparsity of the vocabulary by splitting off clitics: all clitics in the case of D3, and all

clitics except the definite article in the case of ATB. These schemes are described in

Chapter 6 and are used for transferring targeted sentiment from Arabic.

When transferring targeted sentiment to Arabic from English, we use the same

heuristic form-based ATB scheme used in Chapter 4 in untargeted cross-lingual ex-

periments with Arabic as a target language. All parallel corpora (LDC, QB), training

datasets, and evaluation datasets for Arabic are preprocessed accordingly before train-

ing bilingual word embeddings in English-to-Arabic and Arabic-to-English transfer

configurations.

While lemma-based representations were found helpful for identifying sentiment

towards targets in Chapter 6, we keep the surface word representations in this set of

experiments, for consistency with the untargeted cross-lingual experiments in earlier

chapters. However, we expect that using lemma-based bilingual word embeddings

and datasets would be helpful for cross-lingual and targeted cross-lingual sentiment
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analysis in Arabic.

7.3 Experiments

The goal of the experiments in this chapter is to assess the performance of the targeted

cross-lingual sentiment model and to determine whether the settings that worked best

for transferring untargeted sentiment hold for the the transfer of sentiment towards

targets. Therefore, the attention-based targeted model with our best feature config-

uration will be compared with the attention-based targeted model inspired from Liu

and Zhang (2017) that relies only on attention modeling, and in-domain corpora will

be compared with out-of-genre corpora.

Our experiments are run on two languages: English and Arabic, and we evaluate

the performance of the cross-lingual model when it is trained on English and tested

on Arabic, as well as when it is trained on Arabic and tested on English.

Moreover, because of the greater difficulty assumed to be involved in the task

of transferring the sentiment towards targets - syntactic relationships may not hold

across languages, for example - we evaluate the model in two settings: the easier

two-class prediction, where targets are known, but it is required to identify whether

sentiment is positive or negative, and three-class prediction, where it is required to

identify both whether sentiment is expressed towards the candidate target as well as

the polarity (positive, negative, and neutral). The two-class prediction also allows us

to compare the performance of the cross-lingual model with the supervised Arabic

results obtained using our open-domain dataset.

The targeted cross-lingual experiments, therefore, assess the following factors:

1. The performance of the attention-based targeted cross-lingual model, compared

to the untargeted cross-lingual model, when identifying sentiment towards tar-

gets cross-lingually.
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2. The effect of target language lexicalization and bilingual sentiment embeddings

with weight update, on the identification of sentiment towards targets using the

attention-based targeted model.

3. The effect of bilingual resources, in-domain and out-of-domain parallel corpora,

on the identification of sentiment towards targets.

4. The performance of different morphological segmentation schemes, when iden-

tifying sentiment towards targets cross-lingually and using Arabic as a source

language.

In what follows, we describe experimental setup and configurations, including the

data used for training and evaluating the targeted cross-lingual sentiment model.

7.3.1 Setup and Configurations

We adapted our cross-lingual sentiment model by implementing an attention mech-

anism towards input targets as described in Section 7.1. The code for the targeted

model is publicly available1.

To train bilingual word and sentiment embeddings, we used the same configura-

tions, with our update of the Multivec (Bérard et al., 2016) toolkit, as described in

Chapters 4 and 5. New English-Arabic bilingual embeddings were trained after pro-

cessing the LDC and QB corpora using the high-resource ATB tokenization scheme.

For lexicalization, we used the bilingual dictionaries that were created accordingly

using the specified parallel corpora.

The targeted cross-lingual model was trained using the same parameters described

for the bilingual-based model in Chapter 4: 5 training epochs, batch size of 32, and

categorical cross entropy training with optimization using the Adam (Kingma and

Ba, 2014) optimizer.

1https://github.com/narnoura/cross-lingual-sentiment
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7.3.2 Data

To train and test the targeted cross-lingual models, we used the targeted SemEval-

2017 (Rosenthal et al., 2017) datasets for SemEval Subtasks B,D and C,E2, and the

Dong Twitter (Dong et al., 2014) datasets, both described in Chapter 3, Section

3.3.2. Both datasets consist of Twitter data, and are thus of the same genre as

the untargeted datasets used for training and evaluating the untargeted English and

Arabic cross-lingual models in earlier chapters. Each data sample is annotated for

sentiment towards a topic (the target), where for the SemEval data, the topic is the

keyword that was used to collect the tweet. Examples of these tweets are provided

in Tables 3.8 and 3.9.

7.3.2.1 Two-Class Prediction

Our two-class prediction models use the SemEval Sentiment in Twitter Subtask B,D

data, which involves identifying positive or negative sentiment towards topics. For

Arabic, we used the full SemEval 2017 Task B,D training and test sets. For English,

which contains no new training data from 2017, we used the 2016 train and test data

for training, and the 2017 Task B,D test data for evaluation. We set aside the 2016

dev and devtest datasets for development, and we did not use the 2015 B,D training

data, because it contains neutral labels.

7.3.2.2 Three-Class Prediction

For Arabic three-class prediction, we used the new Arabic data we collected for the

SemEval Sentiment in Twitter Subtasks C,E, which involve identifying sentiment on

a five-point scale towards targets, and which we consolidated to a three-point scale

as described in Chapter 3.

2Tasks B and D involve identification of targeted sentiment on a two-point scale in Twitter,
while Tasks C and E involve identification of targeted sentiment on a five-point scale.
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For English three-class prediction, we used the Dong Twitter benchmark dataset

(Dong et al., 2014) for training and evaluation3.

Table 7.1 shows the size and distribution of the SemEval datasets for the data

used in the experiments. Neutral (O) labels are excluded for 2-class experiments. For

English, we use the Dong dataset for 3-class experiments, which is distributed evenly

among neutral (50%), positive (25%), and negative (25%) labels for train and test.

SemEval Datasets English Arabic
Train 14,897 3355
% P 11803 (79.2%) 885 (26.4%)
% N 3095 (20.8%) 771 (23.0%)
% O – – 1699 (50.6%)
Test 6,185 6100
% P 2463 (39.8%) 1561 (25.6%)
% N 3722 (60.2%) 1196 (19.6%)
% O – – 3343 (54.8%)

Table 7.1: SemEval 2017 English and Arabic targeted sentiment datasets with train
and test sizes, number of samples, and distribution in percentage % amongst senti-
ment labels (P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral).

7.3.3 Metric

As with untargeted cross-lingual sentiment evaluation, we use macro-averaged F-

measure (F-Macro), averaged over the two or three sentiment classes, as the main

metric for evaluating the performance of the sentiment predicted towards targets.

We additionally computed accuracy, to provide a fuller picture of the performance

of the cross-lingual model - for example, if Accuracy is high but F-Macro is low, this

is a sign that the model often predicts the majority class.

Because of the small size of some of the training datasets and the resulting fluc-

tuation in results, we computed the mean of metrics averaged over 10 runs for each

3We noticed that the README file for the SemEval-2017 task C,E training set, which was
collected previously to 2017, indicated that the ‘0’ label included ‘negative or neutral’ labels, while
our task requires that it be mapped only to neutral labels, so we used the Dong dataset instead.
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experiment. The confidence intervals we computed across the different results fall in

the range of 0.3 point intervals to 2.4 point intervals (for Accuracy) and 0.6 point

intervals to 2.9 point intervals (for F-Macro).

7.4 Results

Table 7.2 shows the results for identifying sentiment towards targets in Arabic, and

7.3 shows the results for identifying sentiment towards targets in English.

Supervised Systems. The first row shows the supervised in-language baseline,

which was run using randomly initialized and updatable embeddings from the train-

ing data. For English, the best supervised model among targeted and untargeted

models was selected. For Arabic, the best supervised model among targeted and

untargeted models, and D3 and ATB tokenization schemes was selected. We note

that because the training datasets are relatively small, using pre-trained monolingual

embeddings from a larger corpus would increase these numbers; for example, using

GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) English Twitter embeddings with the targeted En-

glish model resulted in an accuracy of 68.2 and macro-averaged F-measure of 66.6 on

the three-class Dong test set.

Majority Baselines. The next row shows the performance of a model that always

predicts the majority baseline of the source language (positive for 2-class and neu-

tral for 3-class, for both English and Arabic training sets) on the target language test

data.

Cross-lingual Models. The next three rows show the cross-lingual models used for

identifying sentiment towards targets. The Untargeted model refers to our untargeted

cross-lingual model from Chapter 4, which is used as is for predicting sentiment

towards targets without considering information related to the target. The Targeted

model refers to the attention-based targeted cross-lingual model described in Section
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7.1. Finally, +BSW+Lex refers to the attention-based targeted cross-lingual model

that uses our feature configuration of target language lexicalization and bilingual

sentiment embeddings and weights.

The bilingual features are created using the LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium)

or Quran-Bible (QB) parallel corpora respectively. For transferring from Arabic to

English, we show results with the two preprocessing schemes: ATB (full tokenization

except for the definite article) and D3 (full tokenization).

Method Accuracy F-Macro

2-class (en-ar)

Supervised(ar) 68.4 67.2

Majority 56.7 36.2

Untargeted (LDC) 73.6 72.5

Targeted (LDC) 73.4 72.4

+BSW+Lex (LDC) 72.6 72.2

Untargeted (QB) 63.4 60.4

Targeted (QB) 62.8 59.5

+BSW+Lex (QB) 60.9 57.7

3-class (en-ar)

Supervised(ar) 49.7 42.7

Majority 54.8 23.6

Untargeted (LDC) 52.8 38.3

Targeted (LDC) 53.1 39.6

+BSW+Lex (LDC) 51.3 43.3

Untargeted (QB) 44.3 34.2

Targeted (QB) 45.7 34.6

+BSW+Lex (QB) 42.3 35.0

Table 7.2: Accuracy and Macro-averaged F-measure (F-Macro) for predicting 2-class
and 3-class targeted sentiment in Arabic using Supervised model, Majority baseline
of source language, and Cross-lingual targeted models (Untargeted: no attention to
target, Targeted: attention-based model, +BSW+Lex: attention-based model with
bilingual sentiment embeddings and weights).
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Method Accuracy F-Macro

2-class (ar-en)

Supervised(en) 68.7 68.7

Majority 39.8 28.5

D3 ATB D3 ATB

Untargeted (LDC) 55.3 56.3 53.9 55.1

Targeted (LDC) 58.1 57.4 57.3 56.4

+BSW+Lex (LDC) 62.5 65.0 62.3 64.8

Untargeted (QB) 58.1 60.2 57.8 60.0

Targeted (QB) 57.3 60.5 56.8 60.0

+BSW+Lex (QB) 55.0 58.3 54.5 58.2

3-class (ar-en)

Supervised(en) 63.1 61.3

Majority 50.0 22.2

D3 ATB D3 ATB

Untargeted (LDC) 43.7 42.5 36.0 36.4

Targeted (LDC) 42.0 42.1 36.6 36.3

+BSW+Lex (LDC) 44.7 43.6 38.9 40.2

Untargeted (QB) 43.7 45.8 34.7 34.6

Targeted (QB) 45.8 45.6 34.3 35.2

+BSW+Lex (QB) 45.1 47.2 36.3 37.7

Table 7.3: Accuracy and Macro-averaged F-measure (F-Macro) for predicting 2-class
and 3-class targeted sentiment in English using Supervised model, Majority baseline
of source language, and Cross-lingual targeted models (Untargeted: no attention,
Targeted: attention mechanism, +BSW+Lex: attention mechanism with bilingual
sentiment embeddings and weights.)

7.4.1 Evaluation of Targeted Transfer Model

First, we can see that for two-class and three-class sentiment prediction, all cross-

lingual models outperform the majority baseline in terms of the main evaluation

metric, F-Macro. Moreover, when transferring from English to Arabic, the best cross-
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lingual model (untargeted with LDC for 2-class and BSW+Lex with LDC for 3-class)

surpasses the supervised Arabic model. This is because the supervised model uses

only the small Arabic training data, while the cross-lingual model uses pre-trained

embeddings from bilingual corpora in addition to the English training data. This

result is promising, as it means that cross-lingual targeted transfer models can be

used as a means of providing or increasing training data for languages which do not

have very large targeted sentiment annotation datasets.

When considering the impact of the targeted attention mechanism on the per-

formance of the cross-lingual model, the results are somewhat mixed. The target

attention mechanism helps most when transferring from Arabic to English, and in

3-class prediction when transferring from English to Arabic. In some cases, there is

no significant difference in results between the attention-based targeted model and

the untargeted model. For example, in 2-class sentiment transfer from English to

Arabic (Table 7.2), all cross-lingual models perform relatively similarly. The confi-

dence intervals for F-Macro with LDC are 72.5± 0.51 for the untargeted model and

72.4 ± 0.64 for the attention-based model, and the differences are not significant.

Similarly for QB, the confidence intervals are 60.4 ± 1.4 for the untargeted model

and 59.5 ± 1.9 for the attention-based model, indicating a large overlap region and

no significant difference. The differences are more apparent for the harder 3-class

prediction of sentiment towards targets (38.3 ± 1.5 for untargeted and 39.6 ± 0.82

for targeted attention), as well as English to Arabic transfer (F-Macro of 53.9 vs.

57.3 with D3 and 55.1 vs. 56.4 with ATB for 2-class prediction in Table 7.3). The

attention mechanism also helps the performance of positive and negative class pre-

diction, as our error analysis shows. However, the degree of improvements gained by

the contextualized attention model are not far in line from the supervised English

results reported by (Liu and Zhang, 2017), which was about an increase in 1 point in

F-Macro and Accuracy on average. This was also consistent with our results when
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we evaluated our supervised model on English: 61.3 Accuracy and 59.3 F-Macro on

three class prediction without attention, and 63.1 Accuracy and 61.3 F-Macro with

targeted attention.

In most cases, the addition of target lexicalization and bilingual sentiment embed-

ding weight features to the cross-lingual targeted attention model gives it a boost, as

we detail in the following section.

7.4.2 Evaluation of Bilingual Feature Representations

From Tables 7.2 and 7.3, we can see that using target language lexicalization with

updatable bilingual sentiment embeddings and weights results in the best targeted

model configuration in all cases except 2-class sentiment prediction when transferring

from English to Arabic, where it performs indistinguishably from the untargeted

model (72.2 vs 72.5 F-Macro using LDC).

On the other hand, with the more difficult task of 3-class sentiment prediction

towards targets, we observe that using BSW+Lex results in the best overall English-

Arabic (Table 7.3) targeted transfer result (43.3±0.72 F-Macro with LDC), exceeding

the supervised model result (42.7) and also leads to an improvement with QB (35.0).

Similarly, with Arabic-English targeted transfer (Table 7.2), BSW+Lex results in the

best overall result of 64.8±1.8 with ATB and 62.3±1.9 with D3 for 2-class prediction,

coming quite close to the English-trained supervised model, and the best overall result

of 40.2±1.2 with 3-class prediction using LDC. These results are consistent with what

we observed for untargeted cross-lingual sentiment transfer in Chapter 6.

Moreover, BSW+Lex gives a boost to the performance of the attention mecha-

nism, often outperforming the vanilla version of the targeted sentiment model. The

improvement gained from using BSW+Lex is not as consistent with QB embeddings

as it is with LDC embeddings, which is again in line with untargeted transfer results

in Chapter 6.
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7.4.3 Evaluation of Bilingual Feature Resources

As was expected, using bilingual features trained on the in-domain and in-genre LDC

corpus results in the best cross-lingual performance in the majority of scenarios when

transferring targeted sentiment from English to Arabic and Arabic to English. The

only scenario where this is not the case is the performance of the Arabic-English

2-class vanilla prediction model (Table 7.3). In this case, QB embeddings lead to

better performance for the untargeted model (57.8 vs. 53.9 with D3 and 60.0 vs. 55.1

with ATB) and the targeted model for ATB (60.0 vs. 56.4). It is unclear why the

out-of-domain corpus fares better here - perhaps, since the QB corpus is larger than

the LDC corpus, it makes up for the smaller Arabic training data; however, upon

adding BSW+Lex with the targeted attention mechanism, LDC embeddings result

in the best performance for both ATB and D3.

7.4.4 Evaluation of Morphological Schemes

Here we compare the performance of the D3 and ATB tokenization schemes when

transferring targeted sentiment from Arabic to English. We observe some differences

in sentiment prediction performance, in keeping with the results observed in Chap-

ter 6, where it was found that training with ATB is better overall for identifying

sentiment towards targets. The situation is a little bit different here, in that the En-

glish evaluation data does not contain split tokens. However, it does indicate that in

most cases, splitting tokens at ATB level is compatible with English evaluation data,

and splitting off the definite article when transferring from Arabic is not necessary,

while keeping it likely introduces some more noise in the attention model that is less

relevant to the prediction of sentiment.

Unlike what was observed in Chapter 6, there seems to be no advantage to using

D3 for identifying targets with 3-class prediction in English evaluation data (or the

advantage is over-ridden by the better performance of ATB on positive vs. negative
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sentiment prediction), even though the definite article is always separated in English.

This might be because of differences in the way language is used - in Arabic, the

definite article often indicates emphasis to important entities that is not necessarily

resembled in English.

The results comparing the two schemes are also in line with those in Chapter 5

when transferring untargeted sentiment from Arabic to English.

7.4.4.1 Benchmark Comparison

On a final note, the results for identifying 2-class sentiment towards targets cross-

lingually in Arabic are in line with our supervised Arabic targeted results in Chapter

6: 73.6 best model accuracy and 72.5 F-Macro using the cross-lingual model, com-

pared to 76 best model Accuracy and 75 F-Macro using the supervised CRF model

in Chapter 6 - even though the data is quite different. The second best-performing

supervised Arabic targeted system in the SemEval 2017 task B competition (Rosen-

thal et al., 2017) achieved an accuracy of 73.4 and F-Macro of 72.1 on this task. The

best system, which used a large amount of external Arabic training data, achieved an

accuracy of 77 and F-Macro of 76.7. (Our supervised Arabic model does not perform

as well, because we have used only the SemEval training data without any external

embeddings.) This helps establish an expectation for the performance of targeted

and cross-lingual targeted sentiment models in Arabic, for which future studies can

compare to.

7.5 Error Analysis

We examined the F-measure breakdown of the untargeted, attention-based targeted,

and attention-based targeted lexicalized bilingual sentiment models, as well as output

samples where their predictions were different, to see where and whether they differed
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in identifying sentiment towards targets.

Upon examination of the positive and negative class F-measures of the English-

to-Arabic two-class transfer model, where the attention-based targeted models did

not outperform the untargeted model, we found that the three models still differed

in behavior. In particular, whereas the overall accuracy and F-measure was similar

amongst the three models, the lexicalized sentiment embedding model attempted

to balance sentiment prediction among the two classes by predicting more negative

sentiment when the positive class was the majority. Table 7.4 shows the breakdown

of the 2-class and 3-class prediction F-measures, when using the LDC corpus. While

the 2-class English SemEval training set is biased towards positive sentiment, the

3-class English Dong training set is balanced equally between positive and negative

classes, with 50% neutral sentiment.

Acc F-Macro F-Pos F-Neg F-Neut

2-class

Untargeted 73.6 72.5 78.0 67.0 –

Targeted 73.4 72.4 77.6 67.2 –

+BSW+Lex 72.6 72.2 75.4 69.1 –

3-class

Untargeted 52.8 38.3 25.5 22.4 67.0

Targeted 53.1 39.6 23.0 28.4 67.3

+BSW+Lex 51.3 43.3 34.0 32.5 63.4

Table 7.4: Accuracy, F-measure, and breakdown of F-measure for positive (F-Pos),
negative (F-Neg), and neutral (F-Neut) classes for untargeted, targeted, and targeted
cross-lingual models with BSW+Lex for English to Arabic cross-lingual prediction of
sentiment towards targets. Results are averaged over 10 runs.

We can also see that while the targeted model with attention to targets improves

the overall F-measure and negative F-measure of 3-class targeted sentiment predic-

tion, incorporating the lexicalized and bilingual sentiment features along with atten-

tion to targets leads to a substantial increase in both positive and negative as well
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as overall prediction scores, without substantially decreasing the performance of the

neutral class.

Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show examples of the output of the three cross-lingual models on

English-to-Arabic and Arabic-to-English transfer of targeted sentiment. LDC feature

representations are used for both models and the ATB scheme is used to preprocess

the Arabic-trained model.

Input (en-ar) Untargeted Targeted BSW+Lex Gold
@user I want Ramy Ayach neutral positive positive positive
United Nations: Not enough capacity to treat
the injured in Mosul — Iraq

negative negative neutral neutral

And with him Lebanese journalism was assassi-
nated... Gebran Tueni

neutral positive negative positive

350 Palestinian children are sitting in prisons ..the
occupation

neutral neutral negative negative

Jaafari launches a heated attack against the
United States embassador to the United Na-
tions

neutral negative negative neutral

Table 7.5: Example of output predictions with translated input for targeted cross-
lingual sentiment model trained on English and evaluated on identifying sentiment
towards targets in Arabic. The target is indicated in bold.

Input (ar-en) Untargeted Targeted BSW+Lex Gold
it’s official: george bush was such a bad president
that you can win the nobel peace prize just by not
being him . fb

positive neutral negative negative

i love you britney spears but i do not like your
new song : / * changes channel

neutral positive positive positive

I Cant Wait for harry potter and the half blood
prince to come out on dvd december 7th !!!

neutral positive neutral neutral

i like winamp, but since getting my ipod touch i
use itunes, and it’s growing on me.

neutral positive neutral neutral

i heard ShannonBrown did his thing in the lakers
game !! got ta love him

neutral positive positive neutral

Table 7.6: Example of output predictions with translated input for targeted cross-
lingual sentiment model trained on Arabic and evaluated on identifying sentiment
towards targets in English. The target is indicated in bold.

In general, we can see that in both English-to-Arabic and Arabic-to-English trans-

fer, integrating BSW+Lex into the attention model helps it identify more sentiment

correctly towards the target. In the third English-to-Arabic example for instance,
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BSW+Lex is the only model that correctly identifies negative sentiment towards the

target ‘occupation’, while both the untargeted and vanilla targeted model predict

neutral, failing to recognize ‘occupation’ as a target of sentiment. Similarly, in the

first English-to-Arabic example, it is the only model that correctly identifies nega-

tive sentiment towards the target ‘george bush’, while the untargeted model predicts

positive sentiment, and the vanilla attention model predicts neutral sentiment. More-

over, unlike the other two models, BSW+Lex correctly identifies that the sentiment

towards ‘United Nations’ in the first example in Table 7.5 is actually neutral. On

the other hand, it misclassifies sentiment towards ‘the United Nations’ in the last

example, a more difficult example where ‘United States embassador’, which is the

target that receives the negative sentiment, is closely linked to ‘the United Nations’.

We note also that the untargeted model sometimes misses sentiment clues alto-

gether - which we also observed in Chapter 5 when we observed that the untargeted

cross-lingual model transferred from Arabic to English makes several errors of the

type ‘sentiment indicator missed’. However, the attention mechanism appears to

help even in the prediction of untargeted sentiment - such as the last three examples

in Table 7.6, where the attention model correctly predicts the untargeted sentiment

as positive but incorrectly predicts the sentiment towards the target, such as ‘lakers’.

In this case, it would seem that the correct neutral prediction made by the untargeted

model results from missing the sentiment indicator ‘got ta love him’ rather than at-

tention to the target ‘lakers’. Similarly in the ‘United Nations’ example in Table 7.6,

the untargeted model probably misses the sentiment indicator ‘heated attack’.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter concluded the dissertation’s presentations of models, strategies, and ex-

perimental analyses towards identifying sentiment cross-lingually and in low-resource
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languages. It built on the models, bilingual feature representations, and language-

specific considerations presented throughout the work in order to present and evaluate

a holistic approach for identifying sentiment towards targets cross-lingually in a low-

resource language. Through experiments on English-to-Arabic and Arabic-to-English

transfer of targeted sentiment, we were able to demonstrate that our conclusions as

to the nature of the bilingual translation corpus, the effect of bilingual sentiment

feature representations and target language lexicalization, as well as the selection of

morphological pre-processing schemes, hold true for the transfer of targeted sentiment

as well as untargeted sentiment.

Furthermore, our results and analysis showed that while a cross-lingual model

that attends to sentiment and target states in the sequence can result in some im-

provements to targeted (as well as untargeted) cross-lingual sentiment prediction, by

integrating our bilingual representation features, including bilingual sentiment embed-

dings and weights updated during training through lexicalization, the performance of

the targeted attention model can be substantially improved.

The transfer of targeted sentiment cross-lingually is a very new area of study,

and there are several extensions, as well as resources to be created, that can be

considered in the future. First, while our choice of language pairs was restricted by the

availability of resources - and we have created our Arabic targeted sentiment datasets

for this purpose - creating sentiment datasets with target annotations in a number

of moderately resourced languages would help further research in this direction by

allowing researchers to run targeted sentiment transfer experiments using a larger

number of language pairs. Second, targeted cross-lingual sentiment models can be

further developed to identify sentiment in open-domain and longer texts, such as

those considered in Chapter 6, where there are more candidate targets than what

typically exists in tweets. This would enable us to get an even clearer distinction

between models that successfully identify sentiment clues versus models that are able
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to distinguish between sentiment expressed towards different targets. Finally, because

of the role that syntax plays in linking target entities with sentiment clues, models

that additionally place an emphasis on transfer of syntax, may prove helpful.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

“It is good to have an end to journey toward, but it is the

journey that matters in the end.”

— Ursula K. Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness

The ability to identify sentiment in a language with minimal resources is necessary

if we are to build natural language processing systems that can aggregate, report, and

respond to sentiments expressed in a wide range of genres, scenarios and applications,

which include sentiments expressed in customer review texts written in high resource

languages, but also sentiments expressed towards entities, issues, and real-life events

in regions around the world where hundreds if not thousands of low-resource languages

are spoken and written.

This thesis presents resources, techniques, strategies and extensive experimen-

tal analyses towards the goal of identifying untargeted and targeted sentiment using

cross-lingual means with only labeled data from a high-resource or moderately re-

sourced source language. In contrast to previously published work in the area, our

work covered much larger ground in the problem of cross-lingual sentiment analysis;

it integrated and demonstrated the effectiveness of untraditional resources such as

in-domain comparable corpora and smaller sizes of in-domain parallel corpora as a

medium of sentiment transfer, covered 18 target languages from 5 broad language

families as well as 15 source languages with a study of the impact of the source

language, assessed language-specific morphological representation schemes and inte-

grated support for the identification of sentiment towards a broad range of targets,
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with cross-lingual targeted experiments demonstrated on two language pairs.

8.1 Contributions

Our work makes several contributions and accompanying findings to the field of cross-

lingual sentiment analysis, which we reiterate below.

• Transfer Model. We presented and evaluated a cross-lingual model, trained

on a high-resource source language and applied directly to a low-resource target

language. The model performs effectively, in most cases outperforming baselines

and state-of-the-art using only pre-trained cross-lingual word embeddings, but

may be further enhanced by lexicalization of the training data into the target

language.

• Bilingual Resources. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our model using

bilingual feature representations from a number of resources, including com-

parable corpora which have not been used previously for the task of cross-

lingual sentiment analysis. These comparable feature representations outper-

form several baselines as well as, on average, unsupervised methods that rely

on the projection of vector spaces of monolingual corpora, and for some lan-

guages, even parallel corpora. We showed, additionally, that bilingual feature

representations trained on an in-domain parallel corpus result in the best sen-

timent transfer configuration for most target languages, generally outperform-

ing monolingual-based embedding representations or embedding representations

from larger-sized out-of-domain corpora, but that out-of-domain and monolin-

gual corpora are still a viable alternative when in-domain resources are not

available.

• Bilingual Feature Representations. We presented and evaluated bilingual

sentiment embeddings and sentiment output weights which can be used to cre-
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ate bilingual sentiment scores, that are pre-trained in a bilingual context on

an appropriate translation corpus and integrated in the cross-lingual model.

The bilingually trained features outperform sentiment scores which are directly

projected from the source language and allow the cross-lingual model to de-

tect more instances of positive and negative sentiment in the target language,

especially when the source training data contains label bias. The sentiment em-

beddings may be updated during training together with target lexicalization,

and this configuration results in our best performing model.

• Source Language. We studied the impact of the source language on the

performance of the cross-lingual model and proposed a method for making use of

machine translation amongst high-resource languages to create a parallel corpus

between source and target languages in similar language families. Through

experiments transferring sentiment from European and Indo-European source

languages as well as Arabic and Chinese, we found that the performance of the

cross-lingual model is impacted by language family similarity, morphological

complexity of the source language vocabulary compared to the target language,

and the training set of the source language.

• Open-domain Targets. We built rich linguistic models for identifying target

entities, not restricted to named entities, along with their sentiment in Arabic

open-domain text, and identified the morphological representations and seg-

mentations that work best for identifying targets and sentiment in Arabic. As

part of our exploration into the identification of targeted sentiment in open-

domain text, we also introduced a new problem: the identification of sentiment

towards situation frames, and proposed effective baselines for identifying senti-

ment towards needs and issues in English and Spanish.

• Transfer of Targeted Sentiment. We adapted our cross-lingual model for

the transfer of sentiment expressed towards targets, and demonstrated that
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our conclusions for cross-lingual transfer of untargeted sentiment hold true for

the transfer of targeted sentiment. These include the impact of the in-domain

parallel corpus, the effectiveness of target language lexicalization with bilin-

gual sentiment embedding weights and update, and the choice of morphological

segmentation schemes.

• Resource Contributions. Our work makes a number of resource contribu-

tions, which include a comparable corpus of topic-aligned and article-aligned

Wikipedia articles for 17 languages, three sentiment datasets for Arabic untar-

geted and targeted sentiment for the genres of Twitter and online newspaper

comments, the latter crowdsourced using Amazon Mechanical Turk and provid-

ing sentiment annotations for over 4000 target entities. Finally, we make three

native-annotated sentiment evaluation datasets available for Uyghur, Tigrinya,

and Sinhalese.

8.2 Scope

As was mentioned at several instances in the thesis chapters, our work focused on

the classification of sentiment into three classes: positive, negative, and neutral,

with additional two-class experiments included when evaluating the identification of

targeted sentiment. Our work does not distinguish between neutral expressions of

sentiment and non-polar expressions of opinion or subjectivity, such as expressions of

judgment, belief, or surprise. Differentiating between expressions of subjectivity has

been studied in the past for the English language, e.g by Wiebe et al. (2005), and

is out of the scope of our cross-lingual work. However, our cross-lingual sentiment

models, bilingual sentiment embeddings, and extensive feature evaluations provide

a basis for developing cross-lingual models of opinions and subjectivity with finer-

grained categories.
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Similarly, our work on targeted sentiment focused on targets of sentiment, but

because the genres of text tackled in the thesis focused on social media, customer

reviews, and forums for online discussion or commentary, we have assumed that in

the majority of cases the source of the expressed sentiment is the author of the text.

However, in other genres, such as news articles, this may not be the case, and the

development of cross-lingual models for the identification of sentiment sources will be

a helpful future direction for all genres of text. Our Arabic open domain dataset, for

instance, may be extended for the annotation of source entities for all targets where

the source is not the author.

Our cross-lingual sentiment models are able to operate under a number of re-

sources: parallel, comparable, or monolingual; only the pre-trained cross-lingual em-

beddings need to be provided. However, one limitation of our bilingual sentiment

embeddings is that because they rely on translation context, they require a parallel

or comparable corpus; they cannot, for example, be used in conjunction with purely

monolingual methods such as vecmap. To do this, it would require developing a

version of our bilingual sentiment embedding approach and of vecmap that incorpo-

rates sentiment information into the mapping of similarity matrices across languages.

Similarly, our comparable corpus and the embeddings created from it were not appli-

cable to Tigrinya, because its Wikipedia corpus contained very few articles aligned

with English. Instead, we relied on using a very small parallel corpus, which did well

for this language.

8.3 Future Directions and Applications

Through the work set forth in the thesis, we aim to encourage future studies in the

fields of cross-lingual sentiment analysis, cross-lingual targeted sentiment analysis,

and related applications that can make use of our models and resources.
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With regard to untargeted cross-lingual sentiment analysis, having demonstrated

the viability of using comparable corpora as a medium of sentiment transfer, future

work could involve the collection of comparable translation corpora from Twitter or

other social media sites, with the goal of capturing bilingual representations of con-

text and sentiment that occur in informal, mispelled, or dialectal text, which in our

analysis was observed to be a source of error due to resulting out-of-vocabulary words.

While Twitter embeddings and Twitter sentiment embeddings exist monolingually,

they have not been developed bilingually and a corpus could be created by searching

social media websites bilingually for keywords and hashtags related to specific topics

or events in a similar manner to which our Wikipedia corpus was created. The devel-

opment of this corpus would require creative techniques - cross-lingual topic models,

or multi-word translations using bilingual dictionaries for example - to identify com-

parable tweets in the source and target languages, as well as a method for keyword

tweet search in languages not supported by the Twitter search API (Tigrinya, for

example, is one such language).

Additionally, recent developments in bidirectional language-modeling-based tech-

niques such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) have led to significant successes for several

downstream natural language processing tasks, such as question answering, natural

language inference, and textual entailment. Using BERT pre-training and fine-tuning

in our sentiment transfer models is another avenue for future work. BERT would be

best coupled with code-switched and mixed-language-document text representations

(e.g the dictionary-code-switched embeddings and comparable embeddings derived

using merged shuffling). However, it bears mentioning that BERT requires substan-

tially large pre-training corpora (in the order of 2000M words), which is not likely to

be available for our low-resource languages.

With regard to targeted cross-lingual sentiment analysis, future work involves run-

ning cross-lingual targeted experiments on a large set of language pairs, and would
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likely require the use of native informants for the annotation of targeted evalua-

tion datasets for a number of low-resource languages. A valuable future direction in

targeted cross-lingual sentiment analysis would be the development of models that

identify sentiment towards situations in a low-resource language. Such models could

make use of our cross-lingual targeted attention model, for example, to identify sen-

timent expressed towards situation frame keywords. Another direction would be the

development of a joint model that identifies situation frames and sentiment expressed

towards them. As with all the tasks considered in our work, the development of such

a model requires the creation of resources - namely, the annotation of high-resource

training data for the identification of situation frames and their sentiment, and a

small amount of evaluation data annotated for situation frames and their sentiment

in the target language.

Our work in Arabic and other moderately-resourced languages - in particular, the

successful transfer of sentiment amongst the Slavic languages, Germanic languages,

and between Arabic and Tigrinya, showed the promise of using moderately-resourced

languages as an alternative to English when transferring sentiment to low-resource

target languages in the same language family. However, this also requires the dedi-

cation of efforts to create resources, namely training data, for moderately-resourced

languages. We believe such a direction is feasible because it would involve less chal-

lenges compared with annotating training datasets for low-resource languages, where

a fewer number of native speakers are accessible on crowdsourcing platforms, for

example.

On a final note, we mention a number of other applications that would benefit from

our models, feature representations, and resources, in the development of cross-lingual

natural language processing systems. One is the cross-lingual detection of emotion,

a task that would also be valuable when assessing the responses of populations to

natural disasters and political incidents. Our cross-lingual sentiment models have
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been successfully used in conjunction with the emotion detection system of Tafreshi

and Diab (2018) to help identify situations in text that could contain emotions such

as joy, fear, or anger. Another application is the cross-lingual detection of urgency in

such situations, where our model predictions have been used as a feature integrated

in an urgency detection system. Finally, we hope our bilingual sentiment embeddings

and targeted sentiment models would be used in applications that ensure that social

media is a safe and courteous place to conduct discussions; these may include, for

example, the identification of offensive language in social media directed at individuals

or groups (Zampieri et al., 2019a,b), or the cross-lingual transfer of such models for

the purpose of identifying hate speech expressed in different languages.
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